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Introductio n n 
GenerationsGenerations come and generations go, 

butbut the earth remains forever. 

Ecclesiastess 1:4 

Inn the past decades a set of theories has emerged, that describes all of the known elementary parti-
clee interactions except gravity. This 'Standard Model' [1] incorporates the Glashow-Weinberg-
Salamm theory of electro-weak processes and quantum chromodynamics (QCD), the theory of 
strongg interactions. Until now it has met every experimental test. Moreover, it has an attractive 
aestheticc feature: all fundamental interactions derive from a single general principle, the require-
mentt of local gauge invariance. 

Inn the Standard Model's view, all matter is made of two kinds of elementary particles: leptons and 
quarks.. Interactions between these particles occur via the exchange of force mediator particles. 
Thee matter particles are fermions with half-integer spin (S = Vih.), whereas the force mediators are 
bosonss with integer spin (S = h). 

Thee matter particles are ordered in generations as shown in figure 1. Each generation consists of 
twoo quarks and two leptons. Within a generation, the particles are classified according to their 
electricc charge q (measured in units of the absolute charge of the electron) and colour (red, green, 
blue)) as indicated in the same figure. The only differences between the corresponding particles in 
thee three generations are their masses, which range from less than 3 eV/c2 for the electron-neutri-
noo to an astonishing 174 GeV/c2 for the top-quark1. Al l of these matter particles have been ob-
servedd in experiments2. In 1898 Thompson recognised the first particle: the electron. The last two 
particless observed are the top quark in 1995 at the pp Tevatron collider at FNAL (Chicago) [4], 
andd the tau-neutrino in 2000, also at FNAL [5]. Each particle shown in figure 1 has a correspond-
ingg anti-particle with opposite electric and colour charge. The first anti-particle observed experi-
mentallyy was the positron discovered in 1931 by Anderson in a Wilson chamber. The positron (e+) 
iss the anti-particle corresponding to the electron (e~). 

Everyy type of interaction has its force mediator particle: the photon y for the electromagnetic 
force,, the charged W+ and W~ bosons and the neutral ZP boson for the weak force, and the eight 
gluonss ga (a = 1 - 8) for the strong force. The photon and the gluons are massless. The mass of the 
WW  bosons is 9 GeV/c2 and the mass of the Z° boson is 1 GeV/c2. Al l 
off  the force mediator particles have been observed in experiments, the last two being the W  and 

1.. All particle properties in this chapter are taken from the Particle Data Group ([2]) unless indicated 
otherwise. . 

2.. For a historical overview of the observations of elementary particles, see for example reference [3]. 

IntroductionIntroduction 11 
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Figur ee 1 Matter particles of the Standard Model. The electron (e~), muon (u~), tau (x-) and their 
respectivee neutrinos (ve, v vT) are 'leptons'. The up, down, charm, strange, top and bottom 
'quarks'' come in three colours (red, green, blue) and are denoted by their first letter. Particles in 
thee same row have the same charge q. Particles in the same column belong to the same genera-
tion. . 

Z°Z° bosons in 1983 at the pp SppS collider at CERN (Geneva) [6]. The electromagnetic and strong 
interactionn couplings have a vector character. The weak interaction couplings are a mixture of vec-
torr and axial-vector character. The electro-weak theory is the result of the unification of the elec-
tromagneticc and the weak interactions. This is an achievement of similar importance as Maxwell's 
unificationn of the electric and the magnetic interactions in the 19th century. It relates the charge 
dependencee of the vector part of the ZP boson couplings to the ratio of the W* boson and ZP boson 
massess via the electro-weak mixing angle. The exact nature of the various couplings has been de-
terminedd with high precision and is based on many experiments, in particular on the experiments 
performedd at the e+e~ LEP collider operated at CERN in the 1989-2000 era. 

Withh the assumption of massless neutrinos, the 'old' Standard Model requires a total of 18 input 
parameters:: Nine matter particle masses (me, rau, mv mu, md, mc, ms, mt and mb), three coupling 
strengthss for the three types (electromagnetic, weak and strong) of interactions, and four not yet 
full yy determined parameters to describe the mismatch between the quark mass eigenstates and the 
eigenstatess of the weak interaction. This mismatch is described with the so-called CKM-matrix 
[7] ,, and describes e.g. the experimentally observed phenomenon of K -K oscillations. In con-
trastt to the massless photon and gluons, the W  and ZP bosons are massive. In the Standard Model 
thesee particle masses are generated through the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking1. 
Inn its simplest form the realisation of symmetry breaking requires two additional parameters: one 
forr the non-zero vacuum expectation value of a new hypothetical field and one for the mass of the 
particlee corresponding to the only observable degree of freedom of this field. The particle itself 
hass zero spin and is coined the Higgs particle, after one of the people proposing this mechanism 
[8].. This brings the total number of parameters to 18. Conventionally, instead of the vacuum ex-
pectationn value and the weak interaction coupling strength, the masses of the W  and ZP bosons, 

1.. As an aside, mathematical consistency requires also that the matter particle masses are incorporated 
viavia couplings of the matter fields to the Higgs field. However, this merely moves the arbitrariness of 
thee matter particle masses to the arbitrariness of the coupling strengths of the various matter fields 
too the Higgs field and therefore explains nothing. 

122 Introduction 
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whichh exhibit a known relation to the Standard Model parameters, are used since these at present 
aree known to a high precision. 

If,, as recent measurements on solar and atmospheric neutrinos indicate [9], neutrinos require a 
non-zeroo mass the 'new' Standard Model requires an additional seven parameters: three neutrino 
massess (mv , mv , mv ) and four1 parameters to describe the mismatch between the neutrino mass 
eigenstatess and trie eigenstates of the weak interaction. 

Withh these 18 (or 25 in the case of massive neutrinos) input parameters, the Standard Model suc-
cessfullyy describes a wealth of experimental results in particle physics. In some cases, the agree-
mentt between the experimental measurement and the theoretical prediction goes down to a few 
partss in a billion! Highlights range from low-energy results like the Lamb shift in atomic hydro-
gen,, the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron 1159652.1869  0.0041 x 10" and the anom-
alouss magnetic moment of the muon 1165916.0 +0.6 x 10" to the high-energy results from the 
recentlyy completed LEP e+e~ collider program at CERN. The latter allowed for a detailed meas-
urementt of W  and ZP boson masses, total decay widths, production cross sections, decay rates to 
specificc final states, angular correlations among and polarisations of the final state particles and 
thee generation independence of the couplings. Confronting the accurate LEP experimental results 
withh the predictions of the Standard Model allows an indirect determination of some not accurate-
lyy known input parameters of the Standard Model. This is best illustrated by the mass of the t-
quark,, which was unknown at the onset of the LEP program in 1989. Within the context of the 
Standardd Model, the first LEP results required a /-quark mass in the 150 - 200 GeV/c2 range. 
Shortlyy afterwards the f-quark was discovered and its mass measured to be 5 GeV/c2! Simi-
larly,, as long as the Higgs particle escapes experimental discovery, the best constraints on its mass 
stemm from the LEP program: 114 < mH < 196 GeV/c2 with 90% confidence level [10]. Finally the 
LEPP program also led to an accurate determination of the number of matter particle generations: 
2.984+0.0088 [10]. 

Notwithstandingg the enormous success of the Standard Model, a corner stone of this theoretical 
frameworkk remains untested: the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking and thereby the 
mechanismm via which mass is incorporated in the Standard Model. Just as the experiments at lower 
centre-of-masss energy colliders, also the experiments at the LEP collider did not lead to the dis-
coveryy of the Higgs particle. High-energy pp and pp colliders provide the best opportunities to fi-
nallyy unravel the Higgs sector. Until 2007 this is the 2 TeV centre-of-mass energy pp Tevatron 
colliderr at FNAL. After 2007, the 14 TeV centre-of-mass energy LHC pp collider at CERN will be 
thee world's premier discovery machine. In comparison to e+e~ colliders, pp and pp colliders have 
too deal with the internal structure of the colliding particles. However, this only represents a calcu-
lationall  complexity since the exact quark and gluon content of high energy protons (and anti-pro-
tons)) is now well known from the e*p HERA collider at DESY in terms of structure functions. 
Thiss drawback is more than offset by the discovery potential of the LHC for particles up to masses 
off  a few TeV/c2, which is unlikely to be challenged by any e+e~ collider in the foreseeable future. 

Withh the Higgs particle the last missing member of the Standard Model particle family, the predic-
tivee power of the Standard Model can be used to optimise the Higgs discovery strategy at the LHC 
pppp collider. 

1.. For Dirac type neutrinos. 

IntroductionIntroduction 13 
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Forr any assumed Higgs particle mass value, the 
Standardd Model predicts the Higgs production 
cross-sectionn and the relative rate of the various 
Higgss decay channels! This is because the 
Higgss mass is the only unknown parameter rel-
evantt in these calculations. In the case of the 
LHCC collider, the Higgs is predominantly pro-
ducedd by the mechanisms depicted in the Feyn-
mann diagrams in figure 2. The Higgs 
productionn cross-sections for those mechanisms 
aree shown in figure 3 as a function of the hypo-
theticall  Higgs mass1. Across most of the Higgs 
masss range the gluon-gluon fusion process, 
ggg -> H, is the dominant one. Only for a light 
Higgss scenario (mH < 120 GeV/c2) will it be 
necessaryy to include other Higgs production 
mechanisms.. The cross-sections are such that in 
aa typical LHC running year numerous Higgs 
particless will be produced if the Higgs exists at 
all. . 

y y 
z,w w 

Figur ee 2 Feynman diagrams of the dominant 
Higgss production mechanisms at the LHC. 

Higg ss mas s (GeV/c ) 

Figur ee 3 Dominant Higgs production cross-sections at the LHC as a function of the Higgs mass. 

Inn figure 4 the various Higgs decay branching ratios are shown as a function of the hypothetical 
masss of the Higgs particle. The H -> Z°Z° decay channel is by far the cleanest experimentally. 
Thiss is because in the hostile LHC environment the leptonic Z° -> e+e~ and Z° -> |i+H~ decays 
combinedd with the Z° mass constraint offer a very clean signature. 

1.. Higgs production cross-sections and decay branching ratios are calculated with Pythia [11]. 

144 Introduction 
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Onlyy for a light Higgs scenario (mH < 120 GeV/c2) will it be necessary to resort to the more diffi -
cultt to analyse Higgs decay topologies, like the rare H-»yy channel or the proliferant H —> bb, 
whichh however suffers from an enormous background. 
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Figur ee 4 Most relevant Higgs decay branching 
fractionss as a function of the Higgs mass. 

100 0 150 0 200 0 250 0 
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Figur ee 5 Standard Model prediction of the 
numberr of H -» ZPzP -> u+u-u+u - events for 
onee year of data taking at high luminosity LHC 
runningg as a function of the Higgs mass. 

Thiss thesis is devoted to that sub-detector system of one of the two general purpose LHC detec-
tors,, which will play a crucial role in the analysis of the H -> 7PZ° —> u+u-u+u- decay mode: the 
muonn spectrometer of the ATLAS experiment [12]. 

Figuree 5 shows the Standard Model prediction for the number of H -> Z°7P —> u+u-u+u- events as 
aa function of the hypothetical Higgs mass for one year of data taking at high luminosity 
(0.011 pb's-1) LHC running. Depending on the Higgs mass, up to a few hundred events are expect-
ed.. The LHC is expected to reach this luminosity after a few years of operation at a lower luminos-
ityy (0.001 pb-V1). 

Figuree 6 shows for a few Higgs particle masses in the 110 - 230 GeV/c2 range how the Higgs par-
ticlee could be discovered with the ATLAS detector using the H -> Z°Z°. —> u+u-u+u- decay channel 
afterr one year of data taking at high luminosity LHC running. The events are generated with Py-
thia,, and the 'Atlfast' program [13] is used to simulate the detector response and muon reconstruc-
tion.. Atlfast uses a parametrised (and therefore fast) detector response including the 
reconstruction,, that has been tuned to the full simulation of the ATLAS detector. In this example 
thee muon momenta are measured by the muon spectrometer alone. 

Figuree 7 shows how one H —> Z°ZP -> e+< 
amongg the debris of the colliding protons. 

decayy would stand out in the ATLAS detector 

IntroductionIntroduction 15 
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Figur ee 6 Expected Standard Model signal of the H ->  —> u+u~u+u" channel for several 
assumedd Higgs masses (110, 125, 140, 155, 170, 185, 200, 215, 230GeV/c2). The signals 
(gradess of grey) are shown on top of the ZPZP continuum background (white). All distributions cor-
respondd to one year of data taking at high luminosity LHC running. Muon momenta are measured 
byy the muon spectrometer alone. 

Inn chapter 1 of this thesis the global ATLAS detector concept is presented. Chapter 2 zooms in on 
thee design principles of the ATLAS muon spectrometer. Chapter 3 covers in detail how the me-
chanicall  precision of the detector technology, chosen for the precision measurement of a muon 
trackk segment in the ATLAS muon spectrometer, is certified using stereo X-ray tomography. 
Chapterr 4 presents in detail the operational aspects, the calibration and the muon track segment re-
constructionn performance of that same detector technology, using cosmic ray muons. Finally, in 
chapterr 5 the results are presented of a full-size test of the relative alignment of the precision muon 
detectorss using cosmic ray muons. 

166 Introduction 
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Figur ee 7 Simulated  e+e-\s,+\xr decay in the ATLAS detector with background from 
thee proton debris. Picture generated with Persint [14]. 

17 7 
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Figur ee 1 -1 Three dimensional view of the ATLAS experiment. Some parts have been removed to 
reveall the inner structure of the detector. The various sub-detectors and magnet systems are indi-
cated. . 

188 Chapter 1 
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Chapte rr  1 The Large Hadron Collide r 
andd the ATLAS experimen t 

WhatWhat has been will  be again, 

whatwhat has been done, will  be done again. 

Ecclesiastess 1:9 

Thee Large Hadron Collider (LHC, [15]) is currently under construction at CERN (Geneva) and 
wil ll  become operational in 2007. The LHC allows the Particle Physics community to search for 
neww and exciting physics in proton-proton collisions at the unprecedented centre-of-mass energy 
off  14 TeV. 

Largee experimental halls located at LHC interaction points accommodate the four LHC experi-
ments:: two multi-purpose experiments (ATLAS [12] and CMS [16]), an experiment dedicated to 
thee study of CP violation in the B-system using low intensity proton-proton collisions (LHCb, 
[17])) and an experiment aimed at the first unambiguous observation of the quark-gluon plasma, a 
neww state of matter predicted to exist by the theory of strong interactions, using heavy-ion colli-
sionss (ALICE, [18]). 

Inn this chapter, first the LHC machine and the LHC physics program are outlined. Subsequently 
thee main features of the ATLAS detector (figure 1-1) are presented. The design of almost all AT-
LASS sub-detector systems has been completed. Construction of notably the magnets, the calorim-
eterss and the detectors comprising the muon spectrometer are well advanced. In particular, about 
40%% of the precision drift chambers for the ATLAS muon spectrometer, the focal point of this the-
sis,, have been produced. Installation of these drift chambers in the ATLAS cavern is foreseen to 
startt already in 2004 to allow ample time for integration and commissioning before the occurrence 
off  the first proton-proton interactions early 2007. 

1.11 The Large Hadron Collide r 

Figuree 1 -2 shows a schematic view of the accelerator complex at CERN, the European Organisa-
tionn for Nuclear Research in Geneva. The old LEP accelerator has recently been removed from its 
277 km circumference tunnel to allow the installation of the new LHC. Shown in the same figure 
aree the circular Proton Synchrotron (PS) and Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) accelerators, which 
servedd many experiments at CERN over the past decades and which will serve the LHC for the 
decadess to come. The 630 m circumference PS, the oldest accelerator of CERN, was commis-
sionedd in 1959 and has been in use to (pre-) accelerate (and-) protons, electrons, positrons and 

ChapterChapter 1 The Large Hadron Collider and the ATLAS experiment 19 
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ALIC E E 
LHCb b 

heavyy ions. After these particles are produced, 
theirr energy is boosted by dedicated linear ac-
celeratorss (Linacs) and a small circular acceler-
atorr (PSB), before they are injected into the PS. 
Thee PS further increases the energy of the parti-
cless and injects them into the next element of 
thee CERN acceleration chain: the 7 km circum-
ferencee SPS. In the 1980s, this SPS was used as 
aa pp colliding beam machine, the Spp S, which 
ledd to the first observation of the Z° and W  par-
ticles.. For the forthcoming LHC operation, the 
SPSS will accelerate the protons up to an energy 
off  450 GeV before injecting them into the LHC. 
Oncee in the LHC, the protons are accelerated up 
too the full LHC beam energy of 7 TeV. Before 
thee LHC, high centre-of-mass energy colliders 
alwayss used collisions between particles and 
theirr anti-particles. The LHC opted for a 
schemee with proton-proton collisions, because 
highh intensity proton beams are easier to realize 
thann high intensity anti-proton beams. As a con-
sequence,, the LHC requires separate vacuum 
pipess for each proton beam, which demands a 
novell  design of the superconducting dipole 
bendingg magnets: the 'twin' aperture dipoles. 
Thesee dipoles share a common yoke and cryo-
statt to realize the opposite 8 T magnetic fields to keep the two proton beams rotating on orbit in 
oppositee directions. The twin dipole concept saves both space and cost.The LHC proton beams 
havee 2808 bunches of 1011 particles each, resulting in a beam current of typically 0.56 A and a 
collisionn frequency of 40 MHz. With this beam intensity the LHC is expected to achieve a lumi-
nosityy of L= 1034cm-2 s_1 (or 0.01 pb_1 s-1)- This luminosity surpasses the highest luminosity 
reachedd ever before in a hadron collider by almost two orders of magnitude. The corresponding 
yearlyy integrated luminosity for the LHC is expected to reach 100 fir1. 

PP  ' 3 Pb ions 
AA schematic view of the accelera-Figur ee 1-2 

torr complex at CERN (not to scale 

1.22 The LHC physic s progra m in a nutshel l 

Figuree 1-3 shows the cross-sections for many interesting (and less interesting) physics processes 
ass a function of the centre-of-mass energy of the colliding proton beams. At the 14 TeV LHC cen-
tre-of-masss energy, the cross-sections for 'standard' QCD processes are extremely large, exceed-
ingg by many orders of magnitude the cross-sections for interesting channels like W , ZP, f-quark 
andd Higgs boson production. All these curves are within the context of the Standard Model. 

Thee search for the Standard Model Higgs particle is the key element of the LHC physics program, 
sincee its discovery would validate one of the corner stones of the Standard Model: the mechanism 
off  electro-weak symmetry breaking. The high luminosity of the LHC should allow the discovery 

200 1.2 The LHC physics program in a nutshell 
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andd mass measurement of the Standard Model Higgs particle after one year of data taking. In the 
yearss following its discovery, various Higgs partial decay widths could be determined, thereby al-
lowingg stringent tests of the Standard Model predictions. Indirectly, the internal consistency of the 
Standardd Model can be probed by improving the W  boson mass and the f-quark mass measure-
mentss performed by the LEP and/or Tevatron experiments. 
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Figur ee 1-3 The proton-proton cross-sections as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. The 
curvess represent, as indicated, the cross-sections for various physics channels. 

Thee Standard Model Higgs sector may be the most elegant solution to explain electro-weak sym-
metryy breaking, it is, however, by no means the only possible scenario. Every year, the scientific 
literaturee is flooded by theoretical speculations of physics beyond the Standard Model: supersym-
metric,, left-right symmetric, technicolour, and superstring theories, theories of gravitation with ex-
traa dimensions, etc. etc. Many of these theories lead to distinct predictions and occasionally 
spectacularr experimental signatures, which can be tested by the ATLAS experiment. These, to-
getherr with completely unexpected phenomena, are certainly the real justification for the LHC/ 
ATLASS endeavour, at least from an experimentalist's point of view. For an exhaustive overview of 
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thee prospects of the ATLAS experiment on many of these issues and for the ATLAS opportunities 
onn the study of CP violation effects in the B-system, the reader is referred to the ATLAS Detector 
andd Physics Performance Technical Design Report [19]. 

1.33 The ATLAS experimen t 

Figuree 1-1 shows a three dimensional cut-away view of the ATLAS1 detector. The inner detector 
surroundss the beam line and measures the trajectories (and thereby the momenta) of charged parti-
cles.. A super-conducting solenoid, which generates a homogeneous 2 T magnetic field in the inner 
detectorr volume, closes the inner detector. Directly outside this solenoid the electromagnetic and 
hadronicc calorimeters are located. These calorimeters measure the energy of all particles, except 
muonss and neutrinos. The outermost shell of the ATLAS detector is formed by the muon spectro-
meter,, which measures the trajectories (and thereby the momenta) of muons, the only charged par-
ticless that are not stopped in the calorimeters. The magnetic field is this region of the ATLAS 
detectorr is realized by three huge super-conducting air-core toroids. The average magnetic field 
strengthh is about 0.5 T. 

1.3.11 The inne r detecto r 

Thee inner detector [20] (shown in figure 1-4) has to cope with the enormous event rate inherent to 
thee LHC running environment. To keep the single channel occupancy at a modest level, a very 
highh granularity is required: about 140 million silicon pixels for the detector nearest to the beam 
line,, about 6 million silicon strips for the detector at intermediate distance from the beam line, and 
closee to 370.000 straw tubes for the exterior detector. Together these three sub-detector systems 
fulfi ll  the physics specification, which is, apart from the need to measure charged particle momen-
ta,, notably driven by the requirement to be able to tag long lived particles; a distinct feature of b-
quarkk production, b-quarks are important in view of the large H -> bb branching ratio, in view of 
thee study of CP violation in the fi-system and in view of the dominant t -> bW decay of /-quarks. 
Thee 2 T solenoidal magnetic field together with the configuration chosen for the ATLAS detector 
typicallyy achieves a momentum resolution of ApT/pT = 0.04% xpT@ 2% (pT in GeV/c) and an 
impactt parameter resolution of 15 (im. 

Thee straw tubes occupy the 7 m long shell with inner radius 0.6 m and outer radius 1.1m. The ba-
sicc detector element is a gas-filled 4 mm diameter straw tube operated as a standard drift tube. The 
strawss are mounted together to form disks in the forward regions (with radial straws) and to form 
barrelss in the central region (with longitudinal straws). The large number of straws traversed by a 
singlee particle (typically 36) is crucial for the pattern recognition in the inner detector. The straw 
layerss are interleaved with a radiator material to produce transition-radiation photons when very 
relativisticc particles pass through. The straw tracker is therefore usually referred to as the Transi-
tionn Radiation Tracker (TRT). The transition-radiation photons allows separation of ultra-relativis-
ticc particles (typically electrons) from the enormous TT* background. 

1.. ATLAS is an acronym for A Toroidal Lhc Apparatus. 
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Solenoidd strips 
Figur ee 1-4 View of the ATLAS inner detector surrounded by the calorimeters. The various sub-
systemss are indicated. 

Thee silicon strip detectors are stacked in a similar fashion as the straw tubes: disks in the forward 
regionss and barrels in the central region. The strip pitch is 80 um, and on average a track hits four 
stripp layers. Despite the small number of silicon strips hit by a single particle, compared to the 
largee number of TRT hits, the momentum resolution is significantly improved after the inclusion 
off  the silicon strip hits. This is the result of the high spatial resolution of the individual silicon de-
tectorr elements. 

Thee silicon pixel detectors, with a 50 x 300 u.m2 pixel size, are again organised in disk and barrel 
structures.. Even though on average a track traverses only three silicon pixel layers, the impact pa-
rameterr resolution is mainly determined by this sub-detector system because it is mounted nearest 
too the beam line. 
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1.3.22 The calorimeter s 

Thee calorimeters [21] (shown in figure 1-4) are pivotal for the discovery of a low mass Standard 
Modell  Higgs particle via the H -» jT'decay. They are also well suited to discover physics beyond 
thee Standard Model using missing (transverse) energy as a signature. ATLAS has, like most collid-
ing-beamm high-energy physics experiments, two types of calorimeters: an electromagnetic calo-
rimeterrimeter situated directly outside of the solenoid magnet of the inner detector, and a hadronic 
calorimeterr is surrounding the electromagnetic one. Good photon identification capabilities call 
forr a finely segmented electromagnetic calorimeter. Accurate jet energy measurement and excel-
lentt missing energy reconstruction requirements demand a large rapidity coverage. The ATLAS 
calorimeterss therefore extend up to jr|| = 4.9. 

Thee electromagnetic calorimeter [22] is of the sampling type with accordion shaped lead absorber 
platess as passive medium interleaved with liquid argon as active medium. The ionisation charge 
createdd in the liquid argon gaps is collected on copper clad Kapton electrodes longitudinally seg-
mentedd into three sections. The rapidity segmentation AT) varies from 0.003 to 0.1, and the azi-
muthall  segmentation A<|) varies from 0.025 to 0.1. The total number of read-out channels is about 
170,000.. The thickness exceeds 24 radiation lengths in the barrel region and 26 radiation lengths 
inn the end cap region. This includes the few radiation lengths of the pre-sampler. The pre-sampler 
improvess the energy resolution and the e  identification. The energy resolution is 
AE/EAE/E = 11.5%/JÊ® 0.5% (E in GeV). Due to the tight space constraints in the forward regions, a 
differentt layout is used with tungsten or copper instead of lead as passive absorber material. 

Thee hadronic calorimeter [23] is of the sampling type, with iron absorber plates as passive medium 
andd scintillating tiles as active medium. A novel feature of this calorimeter is the non-standard ori-
entationn of the scintillating tiles: placed in the radial direction and staggered in depth. This partic-
ularr layout allows routing of the read-out fibres of the scintillators while maintaining the 
hermeticityy of the calorimeter. The hermeticity is important in view of the missing energy recon-
structionn performance. The granularity in An. x A(J) equals 0.1 x 0.1. The total number of read-out 
channelss is about 10,000. The total thickness exceeds 10 interaction lengths. Jets are reconstructed 
withh an energy resolution of AE/E = 50%/JË®3% (Em GeV). 

1.3.33 The muon spectromete r 

Thee ATLAS muon spectrometer [24] has the unique capability of an accurate muon momentum 
measurementt completely independent of the inner detector. This is achieved by integrating three 
largee sub-systems as shown in figures 1-1 and 1-5: 

 The toroidal magnetic field is generated by a large air-core barrel toroid and two air-core 
end-capp toroids. Each toroid consists of eight super-conducting coils, producing an average 
magneticc field of 0.5 T. During ATLAS operation, the magnetic field is measured by a large 
numberr of three dimensional Hall probes mounted throughout the muon spectrometer vol-
ume. . 

 The muon first level trigger is extracted from the fast signals of dedicated trigger chambers: 
Resistivee Plate Chambers (RPCs) with about 355,000 channels in the barrel region and Thin 
Gapp Chambers (TGCs) with about 440,000 channels in the end-cap regions. These trigger 
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chamberss also determine the global reference time (bunch crossing identification) and the 
muonn track coordinate in the non-bending direction. 

 The muon momentum is measured with high precision by the Monitored Drift Tube (MDT) 
chambers.. The 1200 chambers amount to a total of about 370,000 MDT channels. A single 
MDTT measures a point on the trajectory of a muon with a precision of about 80 |i.m in the 
bendingg direction. The relative positions of the MDT chambers are monitored by several 
thousandd three-point alignment systems. 

Togetherr these systems allow a muon momentum measurement with a precision ranging from 2 -
3%% for 10-200 GeV muons to about 10% for 1 TeV muons. This precision is more than adequate 
forr the discovery of the Higgs particle using the 'golden' H —> u+u-u+u- decay channel discussed 
inn the introduction. The muon spectrometer is also well suited to explore physics beyond the 
Standardd Model whenever energetic muons are involved. Examples are a heavy supersymmetric 
Higgss A0 in the A0 —> u+u~ decay and the Z' -> u+u- decay of a heavy Z' boson. 

Figur ee 1-5 Three dimensional view of the ATLAS muon spectrometer. The various detector tech-
nologiess are indicated. The three concentric barrel stations (inner, middle, outer) are denoted. 
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Thee MDT, RPC and TGC detectors are positioned at three locations along a muon track. In the 
barrel,, the three detector stations (see figure 1 -5) are mounted concentrically around the beam line 
att 5 m (inner), 7 m (middle) and 10 m (outer) radial distance. In the end-cap, the disks are mount-
edd perpendicular to the beam line at 9 m (inner), 14 m (middle) and 20 m (outer) from the interac-
tionn point. With the barrel geometry the muon momentum can be determined accurately from the 
measuredd sagitta, defined as the distance from the point measured in the middle station to the 
straightt line connecting the points in the inner and outer stations. With the end-cap geometry, with 
onlyy a magnetic field in between the inner and middle stations, the momentum is determined with 
aa 'point-angle' measurement: a point in the inner station and an angle in the combined middle-out-
err stations. In the azimuthal (non-bending) direction, the assembly follows the eight-fold symme-
tryy of the toroids, with in each octant small chambers (centred at the magnet coils) and large 
chamberss (in between adjacent magnet coils). 

1.3.44 The trigger system 

Thee ATLAS trigger system [25] is designed to 
selectt a manageable number of events out of the 
overwhelmingg number of primary interactions. 
Att high-luminosity LHC running, the total pro-
ton-protonn interaction rate reaches 1 GHz (see 
figuree 1-3), and the ATLAS experiment must 
makee it possible to pick out the 'discovery' 
events,, like evidence for Higgs production, 
hintss of physics beyond the Standard Model, 
etc.. To make this possible the usual strategy is a 
two-stepp procedure. The first step is the 'online' 
(i.e.. in real time) pre-selection of interesting 
eventss ('triggering') to reduce the huge 40 MHz 
bunchh crossing rate to a manageable event rate 
off  about 100 Hz, which are written to mass stor-
agee devices. In the second step, the stored data 
iss reconstructed 'offline' to yield quantities like 
tracks,, energy clusters, jets, missing transverse 
energy,, secondary decay vertices, etc. These 
quantitiess are subject to various physics selec-
tionn criteria in offline analyses, for example to 
maximisee the discovery potential for the Higgs 
particle.. This paragraph outlines the online data 
reductionn (trigger) scheme shown schematically 
inn figure 1 -6. 

Thee first level trigger (LVL1) is designed to op-
eratee at a maximum pass rate of 75 kHz. The 
LVL11 decision time (called latency) is 2 |j.s. 
Thee information of all detector channels must 
bee stored in 'pipeline' memories, because the 
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Figur ee 1-6 Schematic view of the ATLAS trig-
gerr system. The three trigger levels (LVL1, 
LVL2,, LVL3) are indicated, including the laten-
ciess (on the left side) for the first two. The fre-
quenciess on the right side give the input LHC 
bunchh crossing frequency (40 MHz) and the 
maximumm allowed output frequencies of the 
respectivee trigger levels (75, 1, 0.1 kHz). 
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LVL11 latency extends over many of the 25 ns spaced LHC bunch crossings. The LVL1 decision is 
basedd on information with a coarse granularity of two sub-detector systems: the muon trigger 
chamberss and the calorimeters. Quantities used in the LVL1 decision are typically: the estimated 
transversee momentum of muon candidates, the total energy deposited in the calorimeters, the 
missingg (transverse) energy in the calorimeters and the occurrence of isolated energy depositions 
inn the calorimeters. For events accepted by the LVL1, the information of all sub-detector systems 
iss pre-processed and stored in the so-called Read-Out Buffers (ROBs). 

Thee second level trigger (LVL2) uses both the LVL1 output and the data stored in the ROBs to fur-
therr reduce the data rate to a maximum of 1 kHz. Even though the LVL2 has access to the full da-
ta,, the selection is generally restricted to so-called Regions of Interest as flagged by the output of 
thee LVL1. For a LVL1 muon trigger, the LVL2 will use the information from the precision MDT 
chamberss to improve the muon momentum estimate, which allows a tighter cut on this quantity. 
Forr a LVL1 calorimeter trigger, the LVL2 has access to the full detector granularity, and has in ad-
ditionn the possibility to require a match with a track reconstructed in the inner detector. The LVL2 
hass an event dependent latency, which varies from 1 ms for simple events to about 10 ms for com-
plicatedd events. For events accepted by the LVL2, the data fragments stored in the ROBs are col-
lectedd by the so-called Event Builder and written into the Full Event Buffers. 

Thee third trigger stage is called LVL3 and uses the information stored in the Full Event Buffers to 
keepp the event rate sent to mass storage below 100 Hz. The LVL3 can use complex offline algo-
rithmss like track reconstruction, vertex finding, etc., because it has access to the complete event. 

Forr the maximum trigger rate of 100 Hz, the data rate written to mass storage corresponds to 
1000 MB/s. One nominal LHC running year counts 107 s and therefore amounts to a total data vol-
umee of 1 PB (109 MB) annually. 
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Figur ee 2-1 Transverse view of the barrel of the ATLAS muon spectrometer. 
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Figur ee 2-2 Longitudinal view of one quadrant of the ATLAS muon spectrometer. 
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Chapte rr  2 Muon spectromete r desig n 
"Meaningless!"Meaningless! Meaningless!" says the Teacher. 

"Everything"Everything is meaningless! " 

Ecclesiastess 12:8 

Ass stated in the muon TDR [24], the ATLAS muon spectrometer instrumentation must meet de-
mandingg specifications: 

 Operation: it must operate reliably for many years in a high rate and high background envi-
ronment.. This affects the operating point, notably the drift gas, in view of the performance 
degradationn due to possible chamber ageing, and the segmentation in view of pattern recog-
nitionn complexity due to a high occupancy; 

 Precision: the measurement accuracy must be commensurate with the physics requirements. 
Thee large air-core toroidal magnetic field configuration and the muon chamber design pro-
videe three high precision track segments over a large volume in a moderate magnetic field, 
whichh allows a precise momentum determination; 

 Realisation: muon chamber production will span a long time period and involve many dif-
ferentt institutes. Given limited personnel and financial resources an economic and robust 
technologyy suitable to mass production is required and continuous quality assurance is a 
sine-qua-non. . 

Thiss thesis focuses on the Monitored Drift Tube (MDT) chambers that measure the precision coor-
dinatess of the magnetically deflected muon tracks. It also covers the alignment system for the 
MDTT chambers. The scope is limited to the barrel system. 

2.11 Overvie w 

Thee barrel of the muon spectrometer covers the rapidity range -1 < Tj < 1 and consists of three con-
centricc stations of Monitored Drift Tube (MDT) chambers, as shown in figure 2-1 [24]. The sta-
tionss are called 'Inner', 'Middle' and 'Outer' respectively for increasing radial position. Each 
barrell  station has two types of MDT chambers, 'Large' and 'Small', which are alternating and 
partlyy overlapping in azimuth (<|>) to avoid holes in the acceptance. They exhibit a two times eight-
foldd symmetry in (J). The different types of MDT chambers are labelled with a three letter name: 
firstt a B (for Barrel), then the station (I/M/O), and finally the size (L/S). Along the LHC beam axis 
(z)) 6 adjacent chambers of the same type make up half a barrel, as shown in figure 2-2 [24]. 
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Tablee 2-1 lists the geometrical parameters of the six main types of MDT chambers in the barrel 
spectrometer.. Several other types exist in the barrel for special regions (ATLAS feet and rails, 
toroidd ribs, barrel / end-cap transition) of which only few are needed. Even some of the listed main 
typess have fewer tubes per layer to make space for the services of the inner detectors and calorim-
eters,, and to provide access to the detector elements once ATLAS is fully assembled. 

Tablee 2-1 Geometrical parameters of the six main types of MDT chambers in the barrel muon 
spectrometerr (layout P-03, March 2002). 

radiall  position (mm) 

## tubes per layer 

## layers per multilayer 

tubee length (mm) 

spacerspacer height (mm) 

BIS S 

4525 5 

30 0 

4 4 

1617.5 5 

6.5 5 

BIL L 

4926 6 

36 6 

4 4 

2671.5 5 

170 0 

BMS S 

8070 0 

48 8 

3 3 

3071.5 5 

170 0 

BML L 

7116 6 

56 6 

3 3 

3551.5 5 

317 7 

BOS S 

10544 4 

72 2 

3 3 

3773.3 3 

317 7 

BOL L 

9477 7 

72 2 

3 3 

4961.5 5 

317 7 

Resistivee Plate Chambers (RPCs) are installed in the middle station and the outer station and serve 
forr muon triggering, second coordinate measurement for the MDTs (along the wire), and bunch 
crossingg identification for the global event reference time [24]. They are indicated in figures 2-1 
andd 2-2. 

Figur ee 2-3 Three dimensional view of the superconducting air-core toroid magnet system of the 
ATLASS muon spectrometer. The right-hand end-cap magnet is shown retracted from its operating 
position. . 
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Thee magnetic field is supplied by three air-core toroid superconducting magnets, designed to pro-
ducee a large-volume moderate magnetic field covering the rapidity range -2.7 <r\  < 2.7 [24]. It 
hass an open structure that minimises the contribution of multiple scattering to the momentum res-
olution.. The barrel toroid extends over a length of 25 m with an inner bore of 9.4 m and an outer 
diameterr of 20.1 m, and provides a typical bending power of 3 Tm. The two end-cap toroids are 
insertedd in the barrel at each end. Figure 2-3 shows a 3-D view of the muon magnet system. 

2.22 Muon measuremen t principl e 

Thee muon momentum measurement is based on the measurement of three points along the track of 
thee particle that is deflected in the magnetic field. The amount of curvature is a measure for the 
particlee momentum. Each of the three 'stations' in the muon barrel system provides one measure-
mentt point along the track. It is convenient to express the curvature in terms of a 'sagitta', which is 
thee distance from the point measured in the middle station to the straight line connecting the points 
inn the inner and outer stations. The precision of the sagitta measurement is a direct measure for the 
precisionn of the muon momentum. A muon with a momentum of 1 TeV/c has a sagitta of about 
5000 ujn, and the target momentum measurement precision of 10% translates into a sagitta preci-
sionn of 50 |im. The actual precision depends not only on the local precision of the points measured 
inn the muon chambers, but also on the relative positions of the three stations. These positions 
thereforee need to be known with an accuracy that is comparable to the individual chamber point 
measurementt precision. The target total contribution of the chamber point measurements to the sa-
gittaa precision is 40 (im. It is impossible to keep the geometry of the chambers stable to that preci-
sion.. Permanent alignment systems are therefore needed to monitor the relative chamber positions 
withh high accuracy, where the displacements in the sagitta direction are of prime importance. This 
hass lead to the alignment scheme outlined in paragraph 2.5, which aims at a total contribution of 
thee alignment to the uncertainty of the sagitta measurement of 30 |im. 

Eachh station of muon chambers does not only provide a point in space, but also a direction. This 
allowss an angle-angle momentum measurement in addition to the sagitta measurement. Although 
thiss is less accurate, it allows a momentum measurement in case only two out of the three stations 
aree hit by the muon. Moreover, it improves the measurement resolution for muons with low mo-
mentum.. The toroid-shaped magnetic field is perpendicular to the muon momentum direction at 
alll  rapidities. This ensures that the full bending power is still available at high rapidities. 

2.33 Monitore d drif t tube chamber s 

Thee precision coordinate measurement in the bending direction of the muon track is performed by 
thee Monitored Drift Tube (MDT) chambers. The precision muon momentum is therefore provided 
byy the MDTs. With 370,000 channels they cover almost the entire area of 5500 m2 which is need-
edd for a good momentum determination of the muons with rapidities ranging from -2.7 to +2.7 
[24]. . 
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2.3.11 Operating principle 

uu track 

Thee basic detection element is a cylindrical alu-
miniumm drift tube with a diameter of 30 mm, 
holdingg a 50 u.m diameter W-Re wire at its cen-
tre.. The tube is filled with a non-flammable 
driftt gas at high pressure for reduced diffusion 
andd ionisation position fluctuations. A positive 
highh voltage is applied to the wire. When a 
chargedd particle traverses the tube, the gas is 
ionisedd and the electrons drift to the wire, gen-
eratingg a signal on the wire. This is illustrated is 
figuree 2-4, where the path is curved due to the 
magneticc field. Close to the wire an avalanche 
iss generated by the (locally) very high electric 
field,field, which results in a signal amplification, the 
'gass gain'. The signal on the wire propagates to 
thee end of the tube, where a current-sensitive 
amplifierr annex shaper (15 ns peaking time) 
followedd by a discriminator feeds a timing 
pulsee into the on-chamber time-to-digital con-
verterr (TDC). The MDT operating point as 
foreseenn for ATLAS is listed in table 2-2. The Ar / C02 gas mixture is chosen for its excellent age-
ingg properties. The high-voltage and the Ar/ C02 ratio are chosen to limit the gas gain, and there-
byy ageing, to limit after-pulsing and to limit the maximum occupation time to 700 ns. The 
discriminatorr threshold should be as low as possible for optimal resolution and is chosen at five 
timess the noise level to limit the number of noise hits [26]. 

Figur ee 2-4 Principle of operation of a drift 
tube.. The drift path of the first arriving electrons 
liberatedd by the muon track is shown and is 
curvedd due to the magnetic field. 

Thee time between passage of the particle through Table 2-2 MDT operation point foreseen for 
thee tube and arrival of the signal on the wire is a ATLAS, 
measuree for the distance from the particle track to 
thee wire. The relation between the drift time and 
thee drift distance is shown in figure 2-5 for the op-
erationn point listed in table 2-2, in absence of a 
magneticc field. The precision with which the drift 
distancee can be determined from the drift time is 
limitedd by the statistical nature of the signal gener-
ation.. Figure 2-6 shows the simulated and meas-
uredd resolution of the measured drift distance of an 
MDTT (with the operating point listed in table 2-2) as a function of the radial position of the muon 
trackk [26]. The measured resolution is the r.m.s. of the residuals of the drift distances measured by 
thee tube when they are compared to the track positions, which are measured by an external refer-
encee system. The simulations (from GARFIELD [27]) and measurements show excellent agree-
ment.. The shape of the resolution is typical for the Ar /C02 drift gas [28]. The relatively bad 
resolutionn near the wire (r = 0) is duee to the high drift velocity and due to the geometrical distribu-
tionn of the ionisation clusters in combination with the fluctuations of the ionisation cluster size and 
position.. For increasing radius the drift velocity decreases due to the decreasing electric field, and 

Parameter r 
Gass mixture 

Pressure e 

Highh voltage 

Gass gain 

Discriminatorr threshold 

Value e 
A r / C 029 3 /7 7 

33 bar absolute 

30800 V 
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20thh electron 
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Figur ee 2-5 Measured relation between drift 
distancee and drift time for the ATLAS operating 
point. . 
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Figur ee 2-6 Resolution of an MDT as a function 
off the track position for the ATLAS operating 
point.. Points show the measurements and the 
linee shows a GARFIELD simulation. 

thee effect of the ionisation fluctuations is reduced due to the geometrical distribution of the ionisa-
tionn clusters. At high radius, diffusion starts to play a role. The average intrinsic resolution is 
588 \xm, which is well below the target resolution of 80 u.m.' 

Whenn a muon traverses an MDT chamber, it hits six (or eight) drift tubes. The measured drift 
timess are combined to reconstruct a track segment in the chamber. Effectively two parameters are 
determinedd for a track segment: the translation perpendicular to the track direction with a resolu-
tionn of 28-32 urn, and the track angle with resolution of 0.16 - 0.50 mrad, where the ranges cover 
thee various numbers of tube layers (2 x 3 or 2 x 4) and spacer heights (6.5 mm to 317 mm). 

2.3.22 Single drift tube 

AA single Monitored Drift Tube (MDT, see figure 2-7) consists of an industrially available alumini-
umm tube with an outer diameter of 30 mm and a 400 urn thick wall. It holds a standard 50 urn di-
ameterr gold plated (3% by weight) W-Re (97 / 3) wire at its centre. The tube is closed at both ends 
withh specially developed 'end-plugs' [29], which serve several purposes at the same time: 

 Hold the wire in the centre of the tube with a precision of 10 \im. This is achieved by a 
'twister'' type wire locator, which is inserted into the central hole of the end-plug. The twist-
err facilitates at the same time an automated tube wiring procedure [30]; 

Thiss value is historical and corresponds to the average resolution achieved for the drift gas that was 
originallyy foreseen for ATLAS (Ar/N2/CH4 91 IA 15) [24]. This gas has been abandoned for rea-
sonss of ageing. 
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 Give electrical access to the tube (ground) 
andd to the wire (high voltage supply and 
signall  read-out); 

 Inlet and outlet of the drift gas; 

 Gas tightness of the tube; 

 Provide a precision reference surface to 
positionn the tubes with high accuracy dur-
ingg the chamber assembly. 

Afterr assembly of an MDT single tube, several 
testss are performed for quality control. The po-
sitionn of the wire in the end-plug is measured 
andd has an r.m.s. of 7 urn in both coordinates 
forr the BOL tubes constructed at NIKHEF (fig-
uree 2-8 a). The wire tension (figure 2-8 b) is measured by measuring the wire resonance frequency 
ƒ,, which is required to fall in the range 4 Hz. The frequency is converted into a wire sag s 
(forr horizontally installed chambers) with the formula s = g/(32/ ), where g is the gravitational 
accelerationn (9.81 m / s2). The measured mean value corresponds to a wire sag of 417 u.m and the 
r.m.s.. is equivalent to 7 urn. The gas leak rate (figure 2-8 c) is well below the required 
2.55  10 bar liter / s. The dark current with applied high-voltage (figure 2-8 d) is also better than 
thee required 5 nA. 

Figur ee 2-7 Exploded view of an MDT with a 
zoomm of the 'twister' wire locator. 

2.3.33 Ful l chambe r 

Ann MDT chamber (see figure 2-9) consists of 
twoo 'multilayers' of MDTs separated by a spa-
cerr structure of 'cross-plates' and longitudinal 
beamsbeams ('long-beams'). Each multilayer consists 
off  3 or 4 layers of 30 to 72 tubes, which are 
1.66 m to 5 m long. The size of a chamber de-
pendss on its location in the spectrometer. 

Sincee a muon track position is measured rela-
tivee to the wire positions, it is of prime impor-
tancee to precisely know the wire positions. The 
precisionn of the positioning of the MDT wires 
inn a chamber is determined by the precision of 
thee wire position inside the tube and the preci-
sionn of the stacking of the tubes in the chamber. 

Figur ee 2-9 
ber. . 

Cross-plate e 
Multilayer r 

Longitudinall beam 

Schematicc view of an MDT cham-

Thee precision of the wire position inside the tube is obtained by the precisely machined end-plug 
componentss with a reference surface on the outside that is used in the tube stacking during cham-
berr assembly. The reference surface has a 40 u.m larger diameter than the tube to prevent the tube 
shapee and size deviations from influencing the wire position in the chamber. 
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Figur ee 2-8 Quality control of 12529 BOL tubes assembled at NIKHEF. Wire position (a), wire ten-
sionn via the resonance frequency (b), gas leak rate (c), DC current through the wire at 3400 V 
high-voltagee (d). 

Tablee 2-3 BOL nominal geometrical param-
eters. . 

Paramete r r Value e 

Thee precision of the tube stacking is obtained by a 
mechanicallyy precise assembly table with on-line 
monitoringg systems for temperature and mechani-
call  movements (with Rasnik, see paragraph 2.4). 
Figuree 2-10 shows a photograph of the BOL as-
semblyy table in the clean-room at NIKHEF. Table 
2-33 lists the BOL chamber nominal parameters, 
wheree the distance between the multilayers is giv- "" " — ~ 
enn relative to their centres of gravity. The key components to obtain high mechanical precision are: 

z-pitch h 

y-pitch h 

yy multilayer distance 

30.03533 mm 

26.011mm m 

399.0322 mm 
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 The 6 x 2.5 m2 granite table that serves as a precise 0 um) and stable reference surface; 

 The aluminium combs, in which a single tube layer is laid. The tubes are held firmly in place 
byy vacuum suction cups, that pull the tubes onto reference surfaces. The two combs at the 
locationss of the end-plugs are of high mechanical precision with steel reference surfaces to 
ensuree precise stacking of the tubes in a layer. This determines the z-pitch, and individual y-
deviations; ; 

 The adjustable 'sphere towers', which determine the horizontal and vertical distances be-
tweenn the layers. They position the spheres that are temporarily mounted on the cross-plate 
extremitiess during the complete assembly of a chamber. For adjacent layers the towers are 
shiftedd vertically by the y-pitch and horizontally by half the z-pitch; 

 The 'RasAss' towers, containing calibrated Rasnik elements (sensor and lens), which are 
usedd to monitor with a few pm precision the horizontal and vertical distances between the 
layers.. The corresponding Rasnik masks are mounted on the mechanics that connect the 
spheress to the cross-plates; 

 The 'sag compensation system', which compensates the sag of the cross-plates. Without this 
systemm the cross-plates would deform (sag) by typically 50 |im. This system reduces the sag 
too the order of 10 um; 

 The cross-plate Rasnik systems, which monitor the cross-plate sag with a few u\m precision. 
Thesee systems are removed from the chamber once it is completed. 

Figur ee 2-10 Photograph of the BOL assembly table in the clean-room at NIKHEF. 

366 2.3 Monitored drift tube chambers 
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AA BOL chamber is constructed layer by layer: 

1.. The three cross-plates and two long-beams are glued together to form the spacer. All in-
plane,, cross-plate and RasAss Rasnik systems are calibrated; 

2.. A layer of tubes is placed in the combs on the assembly table. The vertical tube positions are 
verifiedd using a laser beam and they are oriented to make the ground pin match the front-end 
electronicss boards later on; 

3.. Glue is dispensed on the tubes at the locations where the spacer will be attached and in be-
tweenn the tubes; 

4.. The spacer is lowered onto the sphere towers to leave about 0.7 mm distance between the 
cross-platess and the tubes; this is the thickness of the glue gap between the spacer and the 
multilayers; ; 

5.. Points 2 - 4 are repeated for the first layer on the other side of the spacer; 

6.. For the layers that are glued to a layer already on the chamber, the spacer is shifted horizon-
tallyy by half a pitch (by the sphere towers) and is carefully lowered to leave a distance of a 
onlyy 25 |im between the precision surfaces of the end-plugs of adjacent layers, and a dis-
tancee of 65 nm between the tube walls (at the end-plugs). 

Att NIKHEF, chambers are now assembled in seven working days: one day for the spacer and one 
dayy per tube layer. The construction time is limited by the glue curing time (one night per glue 
step).. After having finished the mechanical construction, several chamber services are mounted: 
groundd foil, ground pins, gas manifold, hedgehog boards for high voltage distribution and front-
endd electronics, Faraday cage, temperature sensors, magnetic field sensors and platforms for pro-
jectivee and praxial alignment systems. After the gas manifold is mounted, a gas leak test is per-
formedd on the chamber as a whole. At NIKHEF series production started in summer 2001 and 96 
BOLL chambers will be ready in 2004. At the time of publication of this thesis, about one third of 
thee BOL chambers have been constructed. 

2.3.44 Projectiv e towe r 

Thee widths and lengths of the MDT chambers are such that one set of BIL / BML / BOL chambers 
orr BIS / BMS / BOS chambers form a 'projective tower' that covers part of the solid angle as 
viewedd from the interaction point. As a consequence, most muons will traverse one tower only, 
andd the momentum measurement is basically performed per tower. The alignment of the chambers 
withinn one tower is therefore more relevant for the precision of the momentum measurement than 
thee alignment between towers. 
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2.44 Rasni k alignmen t monito r 

2.4.11 Basic principle 

Thee Red Alignment System NIKHEF (Rasnik) is a three-point high-precision wide range optical 
straightnesss monitor that is developed at NIKHEF. It consists of an infra-red light source which 
projectss a coded mask via a lens onto an optical image sensor. This is schematically shown in fig-
uree 2-11. The system monitors the relative displacements of the three components: mask, lens, and 
sensor. . 

diffusorr c o d e d 

** mask 
projection n 

lens s 
RasLed d A A 

I.R. . 
filter r RasCam m 

\J \J 

m m 

PCC containing 
framegrabber, , 

runningg ICARAS 

03 3 
TO TO 

OH OH 
too C/) 

X=24.742 2 
y=0.327 7 

Figur ee 2-11 Schematic view of the Rasnik alignment monitor, including the multiplexed read-out 
systemm for ATLAS. 

Rasnikk measures the following coordinates: 

 The x and y coordinates of the mask in the mask plane; 

 The magnification factor, which gives information on the relative displacement of the com-
ponentss along the optical axis; 

 The relative rotations between the mask and the sensor around the optical axis; 

 The relative rotations between the mask and the sensor around the x and y axes can in prin-
ciplee also be determined. 

2.4.22 The mask, lens, sensor and read-out 

Thee Rasnik mask has a chess-board like pattern with non-transparent ('black') and transparent 
('white')) squares. Figure 2-12 shows a video image of a mask and indicates the mask coordinate 
system,, which defines at the same time the Rasnik coordinate system. To obtain a wide dynamic 
rangee (20 mm and 40 mm for ATLAS), the mask is usually much larger than the sensor and only a 
smalll  part of the mask is visible by the sensor. To determine which part is visible, global position 
informationn is provided in the form of a binary number encoded on the mask. Standard high-preci-
sionn (< 0.1 urn) electron-beam technology from industry is used to produce the chromium-on-
glasss coded mask. The high-precision measurement is provided by the many black-white transi-
tionss on the mask that are visible by the sensor. This is achieved by choosing a small square size 
(typicallyy 120 urn). 

388 2.4 Rasnik alignment monitor 
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AA single large (100 x 100 mm2) mask is pro-
ducedd on a standard 5 inch glass substrate, 
whichh is cut afterwards into smaller masks ac-
cordingg to the required dynamic range. One 
consequencee is that the encoded binary num-
berss in a specific mask have an arbitrary offset 
andd Rasnik does not give the absolute deviation 
fromm a straight line unless the system is cali-
brated.. The calibration procedures for some of 
thee ATLAS alignment systems are given in par-
agraphh 2.5.4. 

Thee 'RasLed' combines the mask in an alumin-
iumm die-cast housing with an array of 3 x 3 high 
intensityy infra-red (875 nm) LEDs for illumina-
tion.. A 3 mm thick Opaline glass diffusor is in-
sertedd between the LEDs and the mask for 
uniformm overall light intensity. 

Thee focal length of the lens should be adapted to the distances between the components to ensure a 
sharpp image. The lens aperture should be chosen to balance the light intensity (large aperture) with 
thee depth of field (smaller aperture gives larger dynamic range along the optical axis, the z-axis) 
andd the financial budget (smaller lenses are cheaper). For ATLAS, the lenses are specially pro-
ducedd with specific focal lengths to match the geometry, and high precision of the focal length is 
requiredd for the longer Rasniks to ensure a sharp image. 

Thee 'RasCam' sensor was developed for ATLAS by NIKHEF and employs the commercially 
availablee radiation hard VLSI Vision VV5430 Monolithic Sensor, which is based on CMOS sen-
sorr technology. It incorporates an array of 384x287 pixels of 12|jmx 12 urn, and outputs a 
standardd CCIR composite monochrome video signal. The RasCam board is mounted in an alumin-
iumm die-cast housing of 5 x 6 x 3 cm3. An infra-red pass filter in installed before the image sensor, 
soo Rasnik can be operated under normal daylight conditions. 

Thee video signal is digitised with a commercial framegrabber installed in a PC. For ATLAS only a 
feww PCs are needed to control and read out several thousand Rasniks through three levels of mul-
tiplexing:: RasMux (all Rasniks of one muon chamber), MasterMux (16 RasMuxs) and finally 
USA15Muxx (48 MasterMuxs). Figure 2-11 includes this Rasnik read-out system schematically. 
Thee Tcaras' control software switches on the RasLeds and the corresponding RasCams one by 
one,, grabs the image, sends the image to the analysis package, and stores the results of the analysis 
too disk. The raw 8-bit grey-scale image can be stored on demand in uncompressed TIFF format. 
Thee image analysis package is supplied as a separate dynamic link library, so it can easily be ex-
changedd or updated independently of Icaras itself. 

Figur ee 2-12 Part of the Rasnik mask as regis-
teredd by the sensor. The Rasnik coordinate 
systemm is also indicated. 
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2.4.33 Image analysi s 

Thee Rasnik image is analysed in several steps: 

1.. Noise filter and edge detection to find the black-white transition points. The projected black-
whitee transitions cover several sensor pixels, making a fine interpolation of the transition 
possiblee that is an order of magnitude more accurate than the pixel size. An image typically 
containss several thousand black-white transitions; 

2.. Fit of a grid of horizontal and vertical lines to the black-white transition points, and deter-
minee the colour of each square ('black' or 'white'); 

3.. Extraction of the code bits and code lines. Every ninth row and column of squares contains 
ann eight bit binary code. A code square is binary one if it deviates from the regular chess-
boardd pattern, and binary zero if it is regular; 

4.. Decoding of the binary global position code. The horizontal code lines contain the y position 
informationn and the vertical code lines contain the x position information. The intersection 
off  a code row and code column is always a binary one. Within one code line the binary code 
iss repeated every ninth square, and the code changes by one from one code line to the next; 

5.. Determination of the distance from the code line to the top-left corner of the sensor; 

6.. Convert to mm, rad and magnification. 

Thee analysis determines the x and y coordinates of the point on the mask which is projected onto 
thee top-left corner of the sensor. Initially this is done in units of mask squares and only in the last 
stepp the conversion to mm is made via the size of the mask squares, which is an input parameter. 
Thee x and y determination is independent of the pixel size and the relative rotation of the mask and 
sensor.. The size of one mask square as measured on the sensor is initially expressed in units pixels. 
Inn the last step the magnification is calculated using the pixel size, which is another input parame-
ter.. The relative rotation between the mask and the sensor around the axis perpendicular to the 
maskk (usually equal to the optical axis) is determined from the slopes of the lines of step 2. The 
relativee rotations around the x and y axes of the mask are determined from the variation of the 
magnificationn over the image. The analysis time of one image is 3 s on a 450 MHz Pentium-II PC. 

2.4.44 Performanc e 

Thee performance of a single Rasnik is tested with a dedicated set-up. In this set-up one of the Ras-
nikk components can be moved in two dimensions with a precision of 0.1 (im and rotated around 
onee axis with a precision of 0.001 degrees. The distance from the mask (120 |im square size) to the 
sensorr is about 225 mm and the magnification is about 0.5. The lens has a focal length of 50 mm 
andd an aperture of 3 mm. For a range of positions and angles the Rasnik image is analysed and 
comparedd to the input movement. At each input position 16 Rasnik images are taken. 

Linearr scans are made in x and y by moving the mask along one of its coordinate axes. Figures 2-
133 and 2-14 show the varying Rasnik measurements and the residuals as a function of the set input 
positionn for the x and y scans respectively. The residuals are taken relative to a straight line fit, be-
causee Rasnik has an arbitrary offset. Moreover, it can not be guaranteed that the direction of move-
mentt coincides exactly with one of the Rasnik axes. The width of the residual distribution is of the 

400 2.4 Rasnik alignment monitor 
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orderr of 1 Jim for both coordinates, which is more than adequate for ATLAS (order 10 ^m re-
quired). . 

AA rotational scan of the mask around the (optical) z-axis is shown in figure 2-15. The residuals are 
takenn relative to a straight line fit, because there is an arbitrary offset. Moreover, it can not be guar-
anteedd that the rotation axis coincides exactly with thee Rasnik z-axis. The width of the residual dis-
tributionn is about 20 urad. 

Thee Rasnik magnification factor is tested with a linear scan in z by moving the mask along the op-
ticall  axis. Figure 2-16 shows the measured Rasnik magnification as a function of the set z-posi-
tion.. The residuals are shown relative to set magnification Aset> which is calculated from the set z-
positionn with: 

wheree b is the distance from the sensor to the lens, and v0 is the distance from the mask to the lens 
att zset = 0. The values of v0 and b are determined by making a fit to the Rasnik measured magnifi-
cations,, because they are not known with sufficient precision. This fitted function also absorbs any 
non-parallelityy between the direction of movement and the rasnik z-axis. The width of the residual 
distributionn is 2.5 x 10" . 

Firstt results of the rotations around the x and y axes reveal large systematic deviations, and a more 
detailedd study is needed before those can be reliably used, and are therefore not included here. 

Wee conclude that Rasnik measures with high precision (order 1 |4.m) the relative positions of three 
componentss perpendicular to its optical axis, and thereby provides exactly what is needed for the 
ATLASS muon spectrometer: precise relative alignment (order 30 |i.m) of three muon stations per-
pendicularr to the direction of the particle tracks. The precision of Rasnik is best exploited if the 
opticall  axis runs parallel to the particle tracks. If more then three points need to be aligned relative 
too each other, the Rasnik system can be also be used, provided several Rasniks are combined. 
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Figur ee 2-13 Rasnik linear scan in x. Rasnik 
measurementss (a) and straight line fit residuals 
(b)) as a function of the set position. The resid-
uall distribution (c) includes a Gaussian fit. 
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Figur ee 2-14 Rasnik linear scan in y. Rasnik 
measurementss (a) and straight line fit residual 
(b)) as a function of the set position. The resid-
uall distribution (c) includes a Gaussian fit. 
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Figur ee 2-15 Rasnik rotational scan around z. Figur e 2-16 Rasnik linear scan in z. Rasnik 
Rasnikk measurements (a) and straight line fit measurements (a) and magnification fit residu-
residualss (b) as a function of the set rotation, als (b) as a function of the set z-position. The 
Thee residual distribution (c) includes a Gaus- residual distribution (c), includes a Gaussian fit. 
siann fit. 
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2.55 Alignmen t of the chamber s 

Inn the ATLAS muon spectrometer several alignment systems can be distinguished according to the 
typee of displacements they monitor. The in-plane systems monitor single MDT chamber deforma-
tions.. The praxial systems monitor the relative movements of same type chambers within one half 
barrell  octant. The projective system monitors the relative displacements of the three half stations. 
Alll  these systems use various combinations of Rasnik monitors. Finally, the relative displacements 
off  the large and small chambers inside the same station, and the movements relative to the magnet 
aree monitored by BCAMs (Boston Ccd Angle Monitor, [31]). The aim of the whole of these sys-
temss is to achieve a precise sagitta correction (30 |im), and a less precise global chamber position-
ingg (400 n.m). The following paragraphs describe each of these systems in more detail and discuss 
theirr calibration. 

2.5.11 In-plan e syste m 

Eachh MDT chamber incorporates a set of Ras-
nikss to monitor chamber deformations: the 'in-
plane'' system. Figure 2-17 shows the fourRas-
nikss mounted on the MDT spacer frame' and 
indicatess the local coordinate system. The main 
taskss of the in-plane system are to measure the 
chamberr torque around the x-axis and to moni-
torr the chamber sag. Installation of the in-plane 
alignmentt system is part of the chamber assem-
blyy procedure. 

AA chamber torque directly influences the wire 
positions,, and needs to be accurately measured. 
Forr a BOL chamber, a precision of the order of 
200 |i,m / 1 m = 20 (irad is needed. The torque is 
measuredd directly by the az of the Rasniks, and 
indirectlyy by combining the four y-displace-
ments,, where the latter is more precise. 

Historically,, the chambers with the longer tubes 
weree foreseen to have an additional wire locator 
halfwayy along the tubes. In that case the posi-
tionn of the middle cross-plate directly influenc-
ess the wire positions, and needs to be known 
withh a precision of the order of 10 |J.m. In the final ATLAS design, without this central wire loca-
tor,, this strong requirement is replaced by a much weaker requirement (order 0.1 mm) coming 
fromm the needed concentricity of the wires and the tubes over the full area of the chamber. This 
concentricityy requirement keeps the time-distance relation radially symmetric. 

1.. Only the BIS chambers, which have a spacer with a height of less than 10 mm, have only one in-
planee Rasnik mounted on the tubes on the outside of the chamber. 

Rasnikk mask z< 

Rasnik k 
sensor r 

Figur ee 2-17 Schematic top view of the in-
planee alignment system of an MDT chamber. 
Thee components of one of the four Rasnik sys-
temss are indicated, as well as the chamber 
coordinatee system. 
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2.5.22 Projectiv e syste m 

Thee projective alignment system monitors the 
relativee displacements of the three MDT barrel 
stationss and is essential to the precision mo-
mentumm measurement. To fully exploit the in-
trinsicc precision of the Rasnik alignment 
monitor,, i.e. the coordinates perpendicular to its 
opticall  axis, the optical axes of the projective 
systemss point towards the interaction point (i.e. 
parallell  to the high-momentum tracks), so the 
trackk sagitta is perpendicular to the Rasnik opti-
call  axis. Ideally, one projective Rasnik is in-
stalledd at each of the four corners of each MDT 
projectivee tower. However, to minimise the 
numberr of optical path cut-outs in the MDTs 
andd RPCs, only four pairs of projective systems 
aree distributed over the six large chambers of 
halff  an octant, as illustrated in figure 2-18. The 
otherr chambers are aligned relative to the cham-
berss that are equipped with projective systems. 
Thee next paragraph explains how this is imple-
mented.. The layout of the chambers and the 
projectivee alignment paths are chosen such that 
onlyy some of the BMS chambers require cut-
outs.. The components of the projective Rasnik 
systemss will be mounted on extension plates 
fixedd on platforms that will be glued on the out-
sidee tube layer of the (large) MDT chambers. 
Thee extension plates and Rasnik components will 
terr installation in ATLAS. 

%J %J 

Figur ee 2-18 Three dimensional view of the 
projectivee alignment system of one half octant 
interconnectingg the three barrel stations. The 
axiall alignment lines interconnecting adjacent 
chamberss are visible for the BML chambers. 

bee mounted on the respective chambers only af-

2.5.33 Praxia l and other system s 

Thee 'praxial' (proximity + axial) alignment system is installed on the chambers to interconnect the 
sixx adjacent chambers per half octant, both for the small and the large chambers. This allows the 
conceptt of logical projective towers that need not necessarily coincide with the physical MDT 
chamberr projective towers. It is composed of the axial system and the proximity system as illus-
tratedd in figure 2-19. The Rasnik components of the two systems are combined on the same base 
platess at the four corners of the MDT chambers in between the two multilayers. The axial system 
employss long distance longitudinally overlapping Rasnik systems with the optical axes along the 
z-axis.. Per axial Rasnik two components are mounted on the same chamber (but different base 
plates)) and the third component is mounted on the adjacent chamber. 
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Figur ee 2-19 Schematic overview of the praxial alignment system. It shows the Rasnik sensors 
andd optical rays of the proximity and axial system, as well as part of the global alignment system 
connectingg the chambers to the toroid magnet using BCAMs. 

Thee proximity system combines two short dis-
tancee Rasniks at angles of ° to the z-axis to 
enablee the precise measurement of the relative 
positionss and angles of base plates of adjacent 
chambers.. This is illustrated in figure 2-20. The 
basee plates are mounted on platforms that are 
gluedd on the tubes during the MDT chamber as-
sembly.. The base plates are installed on the 
platformss only after the chamber is installed in 
ATLAS. . 

Thee small chambers are aligned relative to the 
largee chambers via 'BCAMs'. A BCAM (Bos-
tonn Ccd Angle Monitor, [31]) is an optical 
alignmentt system developed at Brandeis Uni-
versityy which uses a camera + lens unit looking 
att several point light sources and measures an-
gles. . 

Figur ee 2-20 Schematic close-up view of prax-
iall base plates of two adjacent MDT chambers 
showingg the axial and proximity Rasnik compo-
nentss and light paths. 
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AA reference system based on BCAMs (some are shown in figure 2-19) measures the global align-
mentt of the chambers relative to the toroid magnet with a precision of about 400 p,m. This is need-
edd for the pattern recognition procedure in high background environment and for magnetic field 
knowledge. . 

2.5.44 Calibratio n of the alignmen t system s 

Thee alignment system must provide absolute corrections for the sagitta measurement and there-
foree needs to be calibrated. The calibration procedure for the in-plane system is fundamentally dif-
ferentt from the calibration of the projective and praxial systems. 

Thee calibration of the in-plane system is performed during the chamber assembly (paragraph 
2.3.3).. Since the Rasniks are calibrated only after the components have been mounted, the posi-
tioningg of its components on the cross-plates is not subject to stringent tolerances (order 1 mm) 
andd the only requirement is a sharp image on the sensor. After gluing of the spacer frame and 
mountingg of the Rasnik components, but before the tubes are glued, the angles of the four masks 
aree measured on the assembly table with a dedicated calibrated 'Rasnik tower' that incorporates a 
lenss and a Rasnik sensor. After gluing of all tube layers, the Rasniks are read out while the cham-
berr is still on the assembly table. These readings are corrected for the known deformations of the 
assemblyy table, giving the absolute calibration of the four systems to a precision of about 10 Jim. 

Forr the projective and praxial systems the situation is more complicated because the Rasnik com-
ponentss are only mounted after installation of the chambers in ATLAS. The Rasnik components of 
thee projective and axial systems, embedded in their respective supports, will be calibrated on a 
dedicatedd bench with an target precision of about 10 (J.m before they are installed on the chambers. 
Thee proximity system will be calibrated on a dedicated bench with the Rasnik components already 
mountedd on the base plates. Experimental tests at C.E.A. Saclay with a praxial prototype have 
shownn that resolutions better than 10 urn and 30 ^rad can be achieved [32]. 

Thee complication with the projective and praxial systems is that the mounting precision of the cal-
ibratedd components on the chambers adds to the uncertainty of the effective calibration. Depend-
ingg on the system, several contributions add up. For the proximity system and the axial system: the 
gluingg of the platform on the chamber and the mounting of the base plate on the platform. The ax-
iall  system has an additional mounting uncertainty of the components on the base plates. For the 
projectivee system: the gluing of the platform on the chamber, the mounting of the extension plate 
onn the platform and the mounting of the component on the extension plate. 

Withh the intrinsic resolution of Rasnik of the order of 1 |um and the calibration of the Rasnik com-
ponentss to about 10 n.m, less than 30 (xm is left over for the total contribution of all mechanical tol-
erancess to the uncertainty on the sagitta measurement. It has not yet been demonstrated that this 
cann be achieved. 

Theree is, however, a second method foreseen for calibration of the alignment systems: after instal-
lationn in ATLAS using straight tracks (magnet off). Once the calibration is finished with the mag-
nett off, the chambers will move several mm when the magnet is switched on, but these movements 
wil ll  be tracked by the alignment system with a precision of a few |nm and the muon sagitta can be 
corrected. . 
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2.66 Muon momentu m resolutio n 
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Figur ee 2-21 ApT/pT as a function of pT for 
muonss reconstructed in the barrel region. 

Thee momentum resolution of the spectrometer 
hass been computed with an analytical method 
thatt accounts for the detailed geometry of all 
detectorss and the distribution of material in the 
spectrometerr [24]. The analytical approach has 
thee advantage of minimal computing time re-
quirements.. A comparison to a full Monte Carlo 
simulationn and reconstruction was carried out 
forr selected cases and shows excellent agree-
ment.. The various contributions to the muon 
barrell  momentum resolution (at the interaction 
point)) are shown in figure 2-21 as a function of 
thee transverse momentum [24]. 

Threee resolution regimes clearly emerge: 

 At high momentum (pT > 300 GeV/c) the 
resolutionn is dominated by the precision 
withh which the track deflection is meas-
ured:: single tube resolution and chamber 
alignment.. The single tube resolution includes the intrinsic resolution and calibration errors. 
Thiss will be covered in detail in chapter 4 for the MDT chamber cosmic ray test stand at 
NIKHEF.. It also includes the MDT chamber mechanical precision. This contribution is 
aimedd to be negligible compared to the intrinsic resolution and is absorbed in the calibration 
errors.. Chapter 3 covers the X-ray tomograph that measures the mechanical precision of the 
MDTT chambers. The chamber alignment uncertainties will be covered in detail in chapter 5 
forr one real size barrel projective tower using prototype MDT chambers (the 'DATCHA' set-
up); ; 

 At moderate momentum (30 <pT<  300 GeV/c), the resolution is increasingly limited by 
multiplee scattering in the muon spectrometer for decreasing pT, The multiple scattering de-
pendss on the amount of material traversed and on the distribution of the material along the 
track.. The effect is dominated by the material of the middle station of MDT chambers. The 
ppTT-dependence-dependence of the multiple-scattering contribution is related to the point-and-angle 
measurementt capability of the MDT chambers. At low p-p the track deflection is sufficiently 
largee to allow an effective angle-angle measurement in addition to the sagitta measurement 
inn the three MDT stations. Its sensitivity to the spatial distribution of radiative thickness be-
tweenn chambers is different from that of the three-point measurement, resulting in an im-
provementt at lower pf, 

 At low momentum (pT<  30 GeV/c), energy loss fluctuations in the calorimeters, which in-
fluencee the extrapolation from the muon spectrometer to the interaction point, become dom-
inant.. In this momentum range the inner detector, which does not suffer from the 
calorimeters,, provides the more precise momentum measurement. 

Thee momentum resolution is typically 2-3% over most of the kinematic range apart from very 
highh momenta, where it increases to reach about 11% at pT=  1 TeV/c. 
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Figur ee 3-1 Photograph of the X-ray tomograph at CERN with the NIKHEF BOL chamber 
installed.. Main components and the coordinate system are indicated. 
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Chapte rr  3 Muon chambe r 
mechanica ll  precisio n 

ForFor a man may do his work with wisdom, knowledge and skill, 

andand then he must leave all he owns to someone who has not worked for it. 

Ecclesiastess 2:21 

Onee of the contributions to the precision of the reconstructed muon tracks is the precision with 
whichh the wire positions within a single MDT chamber are known. ATLAS aims at a wire position 
precisionn that is negligible compared to the intrinsic resolution of a single MDT. The latter resolu-
tionn is about 80 |i.m and the target precision of the wire positions in an MDT chamber is set to 
200 (Am. The MDT chambers are constructed to form a regular grid of wires. This grid is the same 
forr each chamber (of the same type) and the r.m.s. of the wire positions compared to this fixed grid 
shouldd be at most 20 |Um. The previous chapter explained the NIKHEF construction procedure of 
thee BOL type MDT chambers that aims to reach this precision. A dedicated apparatus, the X-ray 
tomographh [33], has been developed at CERN to verify the mechanical precision of the MDT 
chambers.. It is foreseen that about one in every eight chambers is measured in the tomograph. This 
chapterr gives a detailed description of the tomograph and of the analysis of its measurement data. 
Att the end it is shown that the before mentioned BOL chambers indeed reach the required me-
chanicall  precision. 

3.11 The X-ray tomograp h 

Inn the tomograph two narrow X-ray beams with a stereo angle of about 63° are used to obtain two-
dimensionall  wire positions of chamber cross-sections. A precision of a few (im on the wire posi-
tionn is achieved over the full working space of 2.2 x 0.6 m2, which is sufficient to check whether 
thee wires are within the required 20 |J.m r.m.s. compared to a regular grid. A photograph of the X-
rayy tomograph is shown in figure 3-1, where the main components are indicated. 

3.1.11 Principl e of operatio n 

Thee chamber to be measured is positioned below two X-ray sources, which move horizontally in 
thee direction perpendicular to the wires. The X-ray transmission rate is recorded by two scintillator 
counterss installed below the chamber. Due to the large difference in absorption of the X-rays be-
tweenn the aluminium tubes and the gold plated tungsten wires, the latter can be detected as absorp-
tionn peaks in the X-ray transmission profile. Four calibration rulers consisting of a set of wires 
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withh known relative positions are used to determine the beam angles with high precision. The 
movementss of the X-ray beams are monitored by several laser interferometers. The two-dimen-
sionall  wire positions can be calculated from the positions and angles of the X-ray beams at the 
correspondingg peaks. 

3.1.22 The X-ray beams and scintillato r counter s 

AA carrier which holds the X-ray sources is positioned on rails. The carrier is supported by four 
wheelss which fix 5 of the 6 degrees of freedom. Each source has a collimator with an exit beam 
sizee of 20 \im in the scanning direction (z) and 8 mm in the direction of the chamber wires (x). The 
beamm has a divergence of about 60 jirad in the z-direction. The beam angles are determined by the 
locationss of the sources and their collimators, and are close to . The carrier movement in the 
scanningg direction is controlled by a rotating threaded rod. When the carrier reaches the so-called 
'homee position', it is stopped by a dedicated switch. 

Twoo scintillator counters are installed below the chamber to measure the X-ray transmission rate 
forr each beam. The counters are mounted on a common support that moves synchronously with 
thee X-rays. Each counter consists of a Nal-crystal with photo-multiplier tubes on both sides that 
aree read out in coincidence. A lead shield is installed on top of the scintillators with a slit that is 
33 mm wide in the x-direction to limit the effect on the beam size in the scanning direction of a non-
perfectt alignment between the wires and the line-shaped beam profile. The size in x of the slits is 
smallerr than the beam size, which makes the effective x-position of the beams dependent on the x-
positionn of the scintillator counters. The consequences of this feature are treated in detail in para-
graphh 3.3.3. 

3.1.33 The interferometer s 

Thee first of the two key ingredients for high-precision stereo tomography is a set of laser interfer-
ometerss that monitor the exact movement of the X-ray beams carrier. A 'linear interferometer' 
measuress the scanning distance with a accuracy of 3 nm [34]. A 'straightness interferometer' 
trackss all vertical displacements with an accuracy of 0.16 u.m and an 'angular interferometer' reg-
isterss changes of the rotation around the x-axis with an accuracy of 0.7 uxad [34]. The wavelength 
off  the laser beam is corrected for air temperature, pressure and humidity. After this correction, the 
scalingg uncertainty is 1.5 x 10 for all interferometer measurements [34], which is only relevant 
forr the linear interferometer since only this one covers a large range (3 m). Figure 3-2 shows the 
measurementss of the straightness interferometer and the angular interferometer as a function of the 
linearr interferometer measurement (i.e. the carrier scanning position). Paragraph 3.3.1 explains 
howw the interferometer measurements are converted into the carrier position and angle. 
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Figur ee 3-2 Measurements of the straightness interferometer with a fitted straight line subtracted 
(a)) and the angular interferometer (b) as a function of the linear interferometer measurement (i.e. 
thee carrier scanning position). 

3.1.44 The calibratio n ruler s 

Thee second of the two key ingredients for high-
precisionn stereo tomography is a set of calibra-
tionn rulers, which are installed to precisely de-
terminee the X-ray beam angles for each scan. 
Thiss allows at the same time the continuous 
monitoringg of the accuracy of the tomograph. 
Eachh of the four calibration rulers is 1.6 m long 
andd consists of two layers of wires at 45 mm 
verticall  distance. Each layer has 54 wires which 
aree spaced horizontally by the nominal pitch of 
thee MDT chambers (30.035 mm). The rulers 
aree installed in horizontally adjacent pairs to 
coverr the full scanning path. One pair is in-
stalledd above the chamber ('top rulers') and one 
pairr below the chamber ('bottom rulers'). The 
freee space between the top and bottom rulers is 
approximatelyy 75 cm. The 'wires' are gold 
stripss that have been deposited on ceramic 
plates.. Each plate holds six wires. The plates are mounted in pairs on an aluminium support struc-
turee at 45 mm vertical distance to form a 'ruler unit', as shown in figure 3-3. Each ruler consists of 
ninee units mounted on a carbon fibre tube. The internal geometry of the four rulers is measured on 
aa three dimensional optical measurement machine with a precision of 3 um horizontally and 5 u.m 
verticallyy [35]. Positions are measured at three different spots along the wires to enable calculation 
off  the angles around the z-axis and the y-axis. 

Figur ee 3-3 A calibration ruler unit showing the 
twoo ceramic plates with 6 wires each, fixed on 
ann aluminium support structure. A full ruler con-
sistss of 9 units that are mounted next to each 
otherr on a carbon fibre tube. 
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3.1.55 X-ray tomograp h scan output : the shadowgram s 

Thee carrier with the two X-ray beams moves at a speed of 0.5 mm/s. Every 40 ms (= 20 Jim) an 
eventt records the two scintillator counter values, the raw interferometer wave values and tempera-
ture,, pressure and humidity for interferometer wavelength correction. A full scan is 2900 mm 
long,, takes about 100 minutes and contains around 145000 events. 
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Figur ee 3-4 A full-scan shadowgram of a BOL chamber (a) and a zoom showing the corridors (a). 
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Figur ee 3-5 One corridor of a shadowgram revealing the absorption peaks coming from the cali-
brationn ruler wires and the chamber wires (a). X-ray beam in the part of the chamber (b) that pro-
ducess the chamber absorption peaks shown in (a). 

Figuree 3-4 (a) shows a so-called 'shadowgram' for a complete scan, which is the scintillator count 
ratee as a function of the carrier position. One shadowgram is obtained for each beam. When one of 
thee X-ray beams crosses a wire, it results in an absorption peak in the shadowgram. When a beam 
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passess through the sides of the 400 |i.m thick aluminium tube walls, most of the X-rays are ab-
sorbedd in the walls. The shadows of the tube walls are partly overlapping and they produce a re-
gionn of low counts several mm wide, which is repeated every 30 mm. This is shown figure 3-4 (b). 

Thee regions of high counts are called 'corridors' and contain the shadows of the wires. One such 
corridorr is shown in figure 3-5 (a). The X-ray beam and the part of the chamber that produced this 
corridorr are shown in figure 3-5 (b). The peaks of the wires in adjacent chamber layers are separat-
edd by about 0.8 mm in the shadowgram. The chamber spacer heights fulfi l the requirement that the 
peakss from the two multilayers appear as two separate groups. 

Thee calibration ruler 'wires' also produce absorption peaks in the shadowgram. The upper and 
lowerr calibration rulers have been aligned in such a way that the two peak pairs are overlaid (but 
nott overlapping), in order to take up as little 'shadowgram space' as possible. The chamber should 
bee aligned in the tomograph in such a way that the calibration ruler peaks fall in the region of high 
countss and are not overlapping with the chamber wires. The corridor of figure 3-5 shows a nicely 
alignedd chamber. 

3.22 Wire reconstructio n algorithm s 

Reconstructionn of the two-dimensional wire positions is performed in several steps: 

1.. Find and fit all the absorption peaks in the shadowgrams (paragraph 3.2.1); 

2.. The pattern recognition assigns the right peak to the right wire, both for the chamber wires 
andd for the calibration ruler wires (paragraph 3.2.2); 

3.. Calculate the two dimensional positions of the calibration ruler wires using the angles of the 
X-rayy beams and the interferometer measurements associated with the two peaks that have 
beenn assigned to that wire (paragraph 3.3); 

4.. Determine the two X-ray beam angles using the calibration ruler wires, and repeat step 3 for 
thee final beam angles (paragraph 3.4); 

5.. Apply step 3 to the chamber wires; 

6.. Do a grid-fit to the chamber wire positions to extract its geometrical parameters (paragraph 
3.2.3); ; 

7.. Using the geometrical parameters of step 6, more peaks are being searched for by means of 
'peakk hunting' to extract as many wire positions as possible from the data (paragraph 3.2.4); 

8.. Do a final grid-fit to the chamber wires including the wires found in step 7 and extract its fi-
nall  geometrical parameters and its mechanical precision. 
Thiss is the main result of the analysis; 

9.. A list of possibly broken wires is established as additional information (paragraph 3.2.4). 

Thee various steps are explained in detail in the following paragraphs. 
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3.2.11 Peak findin g 

Thee first step in the wire reconstruction is to find all the absorption peaks in the shadowgrams. The 
peakss are fitted in a small region around their position with a Gaussian shape plus a linear back-
ground.. Before the peaks can be fitted, the region where to fit and the starting values for the fit pa-
rameterss need to be determined. A list of peak candidates is first generated to serve exactly this 
purpose. . 

Thee peak candidates are found using the significance (value / error) of the second derivative of the 
signal.. Figure 3-6 shows the raw data of two peaks (a) and the significance of the second deriva-
tivee (b), where the linear background has disappeared. In the second derivative a peak is character-
isedd by a local zero-maximum-zero with a zero-minimum-zero on each side. 
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Figur ee 3-6 (a) Two measured absorption peaks, (b) The second derivative significance of (a) 
withh the peak finding cut on the height indicated by the horizontal line. 

Thee second derivative is calculated by making a local 11 point central second order polynomial fit. 
Thiss fit is applied locally to all points in the shadowgram to smooth the background random noise 
whilee keeping sufficient peak height. The horizontal point-to-point distance varies little, which 
meanss that Savitzky-Golay filtering [57] can be used to speed up the fitting. The trick here is that 
thee polynomial fit only has to be done once to obtain 11 linear filter coefficients. The second de-
rivativee is then obtained by simply multiplying the 11 local counter values with these coefficients. 
Thee error calculation1 is based on the square root of the counter values. Figure 3-6 shows a bottom 
rulerr peak (left) and a top ruler peak (right) and the significance of their second derivatives. Due to 
thee beam divergence, the bottom ruler peak has both a smaller height and a larger width than the 
topp ruler peak. Both decrease the second derivative and its significance and make bottom ruler 
peakss much less easy to find. 

Thee peak candidates are now obtained based on the significance of the second derivative. If the 
significancee of a point is above a threshold (indicated in figure 3-6 (b)), then the integrated signif-

1.. The error calculation is not given in [57], but was derived for this analysis. 
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icancee ('area') of the local positive region is calculated and should be above a second threshold. 
Leftt and right of this central region there should be significant negative regions. The threshold val-
uess are given in table 3-1. The distribution of the central region significance height and area are 
givenn in figures 3-7 (a) and (b) respectively. The two distributions are very similar because all 
peakss have about the same width. The peaks that have been assigned to a wire by the pattern rec-
ognitionn show three concentrations of values. The lowest values are produced by bottom ruler 
wiress and the highest values by the top ruler wires and chamber top multilayer wires. The middle 
valuess mainly come from the chamber bottom multilayer wires. This reveals the strong correlation 
betweenn the vertical position of the wire and the second derivative significance due to the beam di-
vergence. . 
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Figur ee 3-7 Distribution of the second derivative central region significance height (a) and area 
(b).. Open histograms show all peak candidates (statistics shown) found with cuts only on 
heightt > 2 2 and area > 4. Grey histograms show the peaks that have been assigned to a wire by 
thee pattern recognition. 

Peakk candidates that are close to each other will be 
fittedd both at the same time with one common 
background.. After having calculated starting val-
uess for the fitting parameters, the set of peak find-
ingg cuts of table 3-1 is applied to the obtained 
'raw'' peaks. The cut on the background level is ap-
pliedd to reject many fake peaks in the low intensity 
region.. Peaks that do not pass these cuts are re-
movedd from the list of peak candidates. 

Tablee 3-1 Peak finding cuts 

Quantit y y Cuts s 

significancee of 
2ndd derivative 

centrall  region 
sidee regions 

raww peak 
width h 

backgroundd level 

heightt > 3, area > 10 
heightt < -1, area < -2.5 

10-2000 urn 
>> 100 counts 
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Thee peak candidates are fitted with function 3-1, in which the peak position and width are given in 
mm.. The background level (levelBG) is defined at the peak position to minimise the correlation 
withh the background slope (slopeBG) and to give it a natural meaning: 

counts(z)counts(z) = height  e 
2\ 2\ 

postlwn\ postlwn\ 
uu idlh 

++ levelBG + slopeslopeBGBG-- (z-position) 3-1 1 

AA general C+ + fitting package, described in appendix C, has been developed to speed up1 the peak 
fitting.. The square roots of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix of the fit are used as the 
errorss on the parameters. After the fit , the measurements of the interferometers are interpolated 
linearlyy between the two events around the peak position. 

Oncee the peaks are fitted, the set of selection cuts 
off  table 3-2 is applied to reduce even more the 
numberr of fake peaks. The peak significance is de-
finedd as minus the total peak area divided by the 
square-roott of the sum of the total peak area and 
thee background area over 3 peak widths. The 
peakk area is the total area under the Gauss-curve. 

Figuree 3-8 shows the error on the peak position, 
whichh is relevant for the calculation of the error on 
thee wire positions. The error is of the order of 
11 (im. The concentration of most accurate peaks 
comess from the chamber upper multilayer and the 
topp calibration rulers. The second concentration of 
valuess mainly comes from the chamber bottom 
multilayer.. The tail at higher values comes from 
thee lower rulers. These characteristics are due to 
thee X-ray beam divergence, which causes the ab-
sorptionn peaks of the lower wires to become wider 
andd less high. As a result, the fitted peak position 
iss less accurate for the lower wires. 

3.2.22 Patter n recognitio n 

Tablee 3-2 Peak selection cuts. 

Quantit y y Cuts s 

Z2/DoFofthefit t 

width h 

significance e 

<20 0 

10-- 100 um 

>7.5 5 

Thee task of the pattern recognition is to assign one 
peakk from each shadowgram to the wire that gen-
eratedd it. The pattern recognition is performed per 
corridor,, because each corridor has a similar col-
lectionn (a 'pattern') of up to 10 peaks for chambers 
withh 2 x 3 layers and up to 12 peaks for chambers 
withh 2 x 4 layers. The peaks originating from the calibration rulers and those from the chamber are 
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Figur ee 3-8 Distribution of the error on the 
peakk position. White histograms show 
chamberr peaks (solid: top multilayer, 
hatched:: bottom multilayer). Grey histo-
gramss show ruler peaks (solid: top rulers, 
hatched:: bottom rulers). Statistics are shown 
forr the sum. 

Fittingg all 1500 peaks in a scan takes 14 seconds (on an HP 9000/831 unix workstation). When using 
thee standard MINUI T [36] fitting package (MIGRAD, HESSE, MINOS) it takes 54 minutes. 
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treatedd separately in the pattern recognition, because they are fundamentally different. The calibra-
tionn rulers always stay at the same global position whereas the global position of the chamber can 
bee different for each scan. The chamber is positioned in the tomograph in such a way that the 
peakss of the chamber and those of the rulers are separated, as is evident from figure 3-5 (a). 

Bothh the chamber and the rulers consist of horizontal layers of wires. The peaks within one corri-
dorr are generated by wires of different layers. The internal structure of a layer is known with a pre-
cisionn of typically 15 (im. The distances between the peaks originating from a single layer are 
knownn with similar precision. The unknown global rotation of a layer scales the distances between 
itss peaks. The distances between the peaks of different layers, however, depend on the angle be-
tweenn the beam and the layers, which has a large uncertainty at the pattern recognition stage. The 
uncertaintiess on these distances scale with the vertical distances between the layers of wires. 

Thee pattern recognition is based on a simulation of the tomograph in which peak positions are pre-
dictedd from global wire positions. The simulation of the calibration ruler wires is based on the in-
dependentt optical measurement of the internal structure of the four rulers. The simulation of the 
chamberr wires is based on a regular grid that is generated from the nominal chamber parameters. 
Sincee the global position of the chamber in the tomograph is unknown, the full width of the tomo-
graphh is filled with tubes (100 tubes per layer), and the chamber is simulated halfway between the 
topp and bottom calibration rulers. 

Eachh wire simulates a peak at the absolute position in each shadowgram. Both the simulated and 
foundd peaks are grouped per corridor. The simulated peaks are then matched to the real peaks per 
corridor.. In case of a peak match, the real peak is assigned to the wire that generated the simulated 
peak.. During the matching, the peaks that have already been assigned to a layer are used to make a 
moree precise prediction for the position of the peak of that layer in the next corridor. The predic-
tionn is made by making the best match between the predicted and found positions of peaks within 
aa layer by varying an offset and a scale factor. This is very powerful because the relative positions 
off  the peaks within the same layer are known with high precision. The r.m.s. of the residuals of the 
peakk matches of a layer is typically 15 u,m. 

Whenn no peaks have been assigned to a layer yet, constraints are put on the relative positions of 
thee peaks in the same corridor, as well as on the so-called peak discriminator: 

,.. . . height T ~ 
discriminatordiscriminator = - -— —-, 5-1 

levellevelBGBG  width 

whichh is a useful quantity to distinguish peaks from top and bottom rulers. Here height, levelBG 

andd width are taken from equation 3-1. 

Thee pattern recognition is performed independently for the two shadowgrams. The simulated 
chamberr is represented by an exactly regular grid over the full tomograph width. Therefore the 
peakss found in the shadowgram of beam n could all equally well be matched to the simulated 
peakss predicted from the wires that are all shifted by in horizontal pitches. The only requirement is 
thatt the two absorption peaks that are generated by the same wire are assigned to the same wire. 
Consequently,, only the relative shift i} - i0 between the shadowgrams of the two beams needs to be 
determined.. This 'beam matching' is trivial if the peaks of all chamber wires are found for both 
beams.. However, this is rarely the case and determination of this shift is a crucial task of the pat-
ternn recognition. The shift can be extracted if one of the following is true: 
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 The peaks of the outermost wires in a layer are found for both patterns: 

-- for the same layer; 

-- for all odd layers combined; 

-- for all even layers combined; 

 The chamber stacking can be determined for both patterns by examining the chamber edges. 

Afterr the beam matching, the absolute wire numbers within the layers are set if the chamber stack-
ingg can be determined. 

Forr the rulers the situation is different. The simulated (and found) peaks do not lie on an exactly 
regularr grid, but can deviate up to 0.1 mm. The r.m.s. of the above mentioned layer matches (for 
thee improved peak position prediction) are therefore a handle to determine the shifts in. Moreover, 
thee absolute position of the wires is known with sufficient precision to ensure that the wire shifts in 

aree zero, and they need not be determined by the pattern recognition. The a-priori knowledge of 
thee global wire positions could be relaxed if the r.m.s. is also used to determine the shifts. 

3.2.33 Chamber grid-fi t and layer fit s 

Afterr the global positions of the chamber wires 
havee been reconstructed, a 'grid-fit' is applied 
too the wires, which allows studying of the me-
chanicall  precision of the chamber. The chamber 
iss modelled as a regular grid of wires with the 
parameterss listed in table 3-3. A graphical rep-
resentationn of those parameters is given in fig-
uree 3-9. The global chamber position and angle 
aree also free parameters in the fit . 

Tablee 3-3 Chamber grid-fit parameters. 

p p 
yyP P 

horizontall  pitch between the wires 

verticall  pitch between the layers within a 
multilayer r 

distancee between the multilayers 

horizontall  shift between the multilayers 

anglee between the multilayers 

Figur ee 3-9 The chamber grid-fit and its param-
eters. . 

Forr a chamber with nw wires per layer and n{ layers per multilayer, the wire position in the local 
chamberr coordinate system is given to first order in a by: 
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locallocal f. R. "w'1']  . Zm (. nl~l\am 
*ww = l' w

 + K—2~Jz/'  + l»T"l ,'"^~JT y/' 
3-3 3 

locallocal . (ym f, n r l \ am\(. - . nw-h . ZmV\ 
yyww = 'm[-2+l ii--r)yp+T\v»+* 1»—2~)ZP + 1^T\) 

wheree iw is the wire index within a layer, ^ the layer number within a multilayer, and im the multi-
layerr number. The wire index runs from 0 to nw - 1. The variable 8iw accounts for the half-pitch 
shiftt between odd and even layers and is 0 for even layer numbers and 5 for odd layer numbers, 
wheree the sign depends on the chamber stacking. The layer number runs from 0 (inner layers) to 
nnll - 1 (outer layers). The multilayer number is +1 for the top multilayer and -1 for the bottom mul-
tilayer.. The chamber center lies vertically halfway between the two multilayers and horizontally 
halfwayy the innermost layers. The vertical distance between the multilayers is defined at the cen-
tress of gravity of the multilayers. 

Thee local coordinates are transformed to the global coordinates by a global shift and a rotation 
aroundd the chamber center. The chamber parameters are obtained by matching the global wire co-
ordinatess of the model to the global coordinates found by the tomograph. The r.m.s. of the wire re-
sidualss is added to the errors on the wire positions to account for the chamber construction 
precision.. Wires with a residual greater than three times the r.m.s. are excluded from the fit, and 
fromm the calculation of the final r.m.s. 

Too obtain more detailed information on a chamber, a grid-fit is also applied to the individual layers 
withh two internal shape parameters (horizontal pitch and layer-sag) and three global parameters (2-
DD position and tilt). The layer-fits are done in two reference coordinate systems. All layers are fit-
tedd in the chamber coordinate system as defined by the chamber grid-fit. All layers except the two 
outermostt are also fitted in the coordinate system defined by its outside adjacent layer. 

3.2.44 Peak huntin g and the search for broke n wires 

Thee position of a wire can only be calculated if both absorption peaks are found. To maximise the 
numberr of wire positions, the number of found peaks must be maximised. 'Peak hunting' is a 
methodd to recover peaks that were rejected by the initial peak finding procedure as explained in 
paragraphh 3.2.1. The method to find the peak candidates differs from the one used in normal peak 
finding.. On top of using the second derivative of the shadowgram, peak hunting uses the peak po-
sitionn as predicted from the wire position to limit the search window. This is possible because the 
grid-fitt has already been applied to the chamber wires and the fitted global position of all chamber 
wiress is known. 

Duringg normal peak finding, the cuts on the second derivative can not be set too low because it 
wouldd result in a huge number of fake peaks, especially in the shadowgram regions of low counts 
(seee figure 3-7). 

Inn peak hunting, candidate peaks are searched for in a small region around the predicted peak po-
sitionn with much looser cuts than for the normal peak finding. 
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Tablee 3-4 Peak hunting cuts 

Quantit y y 

significancee of 
2ndd derivative 

centrall  region 
sidee regions 

Cuts s 

heightt > 2, area > 5 
heightt < -1, area < -1.25 

Tablee 3-4 lists these cuts, to be compared to the 
oness in tables 3-1 and 3-2. First the existing list of 
peakss is searched for a matching peak that passes 
thesee cuts. If this is not found, then candidate 
peakss are generated using the second derivative. 
Thee best matching peak candidate is taken as the 
reall  one. If still no peak candidate is found, then 
thee peak is fitted 'directly', using the expected 
peakk position and typical values for the other pa-
rameterss as initial values for the fit . If the peak 
passess the cuts, it is taken as the real peak. The real 
peakk is assigned to the wire it was predicted from. 
Whenn this technique is applied e.g. to a typical 
scann of the BOL chamber, which has 432 wires, 48 

additionall  peaks are found (18 existing, 18 by candidate and 12 by 'direct' fit) . This results in 41 
'new'' wires on top of the 347 already found, thereby increasing the efficiency from 80% to 90%. 

X2/DoFofthefitt < 30 

width h 

backgroundd level 

significance e 

15-- 100 urn 

>> 100 counts 

>3.0 0 

Evenn after peak hunting, some wires may still lack a peak and their position can not be calculated. 
AA wire which has no peaks at all assigned to it is a special case, because it is the signature of a bro-
kenn (or missing) wire. There can, however, be other reasons for not having any peak, for example 
iff  both beams happen to pass through a lot of material. The analysis program generates a list of 
possiblypossibly broken wires, which are all wires with no peaks assigned. As a visual aid, it also produces 
aa series of graphs showing for each possibly broken wire the regions in the two shadowgrams 
wheree the absorption peak was expected, but not found. Figure 3-10 shows an example of such 
graphs. . 
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Figur ee 3-10 Shadowgram regions for beam 0 (a) and beam 1 (b) showing the missing peaks 
(dashed,, expected by the simulation) of a broken wire. 
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3.33 Geometrica l descriptio n 

AA geometrical model of the X-ray tomograph is developed to extract the two dimensional wire po-
sitionss from the measurements. The position of a wire is calculated from the positions and angles 
off  the X-ray beam carrier at the two locations where beam 0 and beam 1 hit the wire respectively. 
Thee X-ray beam carrier position and angle are determined from the interferometer measurements. 
Theree are many parameters involved in the geometrical description. It will be shown that most of 
themm can either be set to zero, can be obtained directly from the interferometers measurements, or 
cann be measured by external means. Only the two angles determining the direction of the X-ray 
beamss w.r.t. the carrier are left undetermined and need to be fixed in a fitting procedure using the 
calibrationn rulers. 

Thee direction of the global (horizontal) z-axis is defined as the average movement direction of the 
X-rayy beam carrier. During a scan, the carrier moves in the direction of increasing z. The global 
(vertical)) v-axis points upwards. The global (horizontal) jt-axis is perpendicular to gravity and co-
incidess approximately with the direction of the chamber wires. When the carrier is at 'home posi-
tion'' (explained in paragraph 3.1.2), its position defines the origin of the global coordinate system. 
Thee position of the carrier is defined by the optical center of the linear interferometer component 
thatt is mounted on it. 

3.3.11 From interferometer s to X-ray beam carrie r positio n and angle 

Thee movement along the z-axis (zcar) is monitored by the so-called linear interferometer. The ver-
ticall  displacement (ycar) is measured by the so-called straightness interferometer. The rotation 
aroundd the jc-axis of the carrier (acar) is monitored by the angular interferometer. The interferom-
eterr readings are set to zero when the carrier is at home position. 

Figuree 3-11 shows schematically the linear and straightness interferometer laser beams and their 
opticall  components on the X-ray beam carrier. The carrier is shown at home position and at an ar-
bitraryy position. The linear interferometer measures the displacement Ilin in the direction of its la-
serr beam, which has an angle aUn with the z-axis. Using figure 3-11 it can be seen that the global z-
positionn of the carrier is given by: 

-- = /«»^t^ ) + ^ t a n ( a « « ) - 3" 4 

Fromm interferometer operational boundary conditions we know that the laser beam angles are 
smallerr than 0.5 mrad. Due to the definition of the z-axis, ycar will only have local variations 
aroundd zero, which are small (< 0.1 mm) in practice. The last term in equation 3-4 contributes less 
thann 0.05 firn to zcar and can therefore be neglected. aUn now only appears as a cosine and this cor-
rectionn can safely be neglected, because it introduces a maximum horizontal scale error of 
l/cos(0.0005)) - l/cos(0) = 0.125 p:m / m, which is only 0.375 urn over the full range. The carri-
err z-position is now given by the simple formula: 

ZZcarcar = llin  3-5 
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Figur ee 3-11 Schematic view of the X-ray beam carrier and the two position interferometers. The 
angularr interferometer is not shown because its position is irrelevant. Thick dashed lines show 
thee two interferometer laser beams. The interferometer components on the carrier are indicated 
byy a solid circle (linear) and solid square (straightness). They are connected by a thick line to rep-
resentt their fixed relative position on the carrier. The carrier is shown both at its home position 
andd at an arbitrary position. Thin dashed lines are guide-lines parallel to or perpendicular to the 
laserr beams. Thin solid lines are guide-lines parallel to the coordinate axes. The linear and 
straightnesss interferometer measurements are represented by l|in and lstr respectively. 

Thee global v-position of the carrier is not measured at the same spatial point as the z-position be-
causee the straightness interferometer component is mounted on the carrier (Az, Ay) away from the 
linearr interferometer component. The measured global y-position is in fact the position of the 
formerr component. Az and Ay depend on the carrier angle acar and are related to their values at 
homee position via a rotation matrix. The position of the angular interferometer on the carrier is ir-
relevant.. The global carrier coordinates are related to the straightness interferometer component 
globall  coordinates (zstr,ystr) by: 

ff > 
'str'str *car 

VV  sir ~ ^car A: A: 

VV u 
cos(<xcar)) -sin(acar) A / 
sin(acar)) cos(ccfar) ){ ^ 

3-6 6 

Thee straightness interferometer measures the displacement lstr perpendicular to its laser beam, 
whichh has an angle <xstr with the z-axis. Using figure 3-11 it can be seen that the global y-position 
off  this interferometer component is given by: 
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homehome 1 /iomew ,, „ 

>VV = A? + /5 f r
COS(a ) " ( z ^ ~ A z ^ ( a , , , ). 3-7 

Wee use equation 3-6 to eliminate z^ and ystr in favour of zcar and ycar and obtain: 

11 j 4. / \ A home . home ~ 0 

yy«»«» = cos«x / " r -W 8"^ , ) + V A z + V A y 3-8 

with h 

CZZ = S i n(acar) + (1- C 0 S^ C Ccar ) ) t a n^ a^r ) a n d 

ccyy = (l-oos(aCflJF))-tan(aJ/f)sin(aCflr). 

Bothh Az and Ay om*  are of the order of a few cm. Their multiplication factors cz and c are of 
thee order of 10 and 10 respectively. Both terms give a contribution to the y-coordinate well 
beloww 1 |nm and can therefore be ignored. Due to interferometer operational boundary conditions 
thee measurement Istr must be smaller than 1.5 mm and the angle a^ less than 0.5 mrad. The error 
introducedd by setting cos(ajrr) = 1 in the first term is orders of magnitude less than 1 \\m. The 
tan(oc5fr)) in the second term can not be set to zero since it is multiplied by a large number (zcar). 
Thee value of tan(a r̂) can be extracted from the interferometer measurements. Because of the def-
initionn of the z-axis, a straight line fit of ycar as a function of zcar has zero slope. The second term 
off  equation 3-8 gives rise to a slope of -tan(cc5rr), which must be counteracted by the first term. 
Sincee the first term has now become I$tr and zcar = l\in (equation 3-5), it follows that tan(ajrr) is 
equall  to the slope of a straight line fit to the Istr data as a function of the Ilin data. 

Usingg equation 3-5, the carrier y-position is finally given by the formula: 

yyCCarar =  Istr-IlinXan(astr')- 3 " 9 

Thee final result is that global carrier position and angle can be determined using only the interfer-
ometerr data, and no geometrical parameters are needed (at this stage). 

3.3.22 From X-ray beam carrie r positio n and angle to wire positio n 

Figuree 3-12 shows how the two-dimensional wire position is calculated from the two carrier loca-
tionss at which beam 0 and beam 1 hit the wire. The X-ray beams are assumed to lie in the y-z 
plane.. Effects due to a-planarity of the beams are treated separately in paragraph 3.3.3. The wire 
positionn (zw, yw) is given by the crossing point of the two beams at their respective locations when 
hittingg the wire. The straight line describing X-ray beam number n (0 or 1) can be derived from the 
globall  carrier position (z"ar,y

n
car) and angle a1, and the local position zn

beam and angle 9M of the 
beamm on the carrier. 

Thee global wire coordinates are easily calculated from the points where the two beams cross the z-
axiss (z"0). The beams satisfy the following two equations: 
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/ / 
)+CC Wire at (z , y ) 

perpendicularr to y-z plane 

Figur ee 3-12 Reconstruction of the two-dimensional wire position from the two carrier positions. 
Thee two dashed lines represent the X-ray beams. The global carrier position is indicated by ar, y031). The 
X-rayy beam has a fixed local angle e on the carrier, and a is the rotation of the carrier as a whole around the 
x-axis. . 

ywtan(ee + a ) = zw - zy=0 

j w tan(66 +cc ) = zw-z 0 

3-10 0 

Whenn the two equations are subtracted, zw drops out and we obtain the ^-coordinate: 

withh A6 

11 0 
Zy=QQ ~ Zy=0 

ww ~ _ 

2A6 6 

tan(99 + a ) - tan(6 + a ) 

3-11 1 

wheree A0~ is related to the 'opening angle' between the two beams, which is about 63°. This var-
iablee is reused later on. The value of z" 0 is related to the position of the absorption peak caused 
byy this wire in the shadowgram of beam n (see equation 3-13). The y-coordinate can now be used 
inn any of the two equations 3-10 to get the z-coordinate. We use the average of the two equations 
too get the most accurate result: 
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11 o 
zy=00 + 2y=0 AO+ 

ZZ
WW = o + ^ A 6 

3-12 2 
.,, An+  tan(6 +a )+tan(9 +<x ) withh A6 = —- -

2 2 

wheree A9 is related to the 'average beam angle', which is zero in an ideal world, and a few mrad 
inn practice. This variable is reused later on. Note that the beam angles Qn have opposite signs. The 
z-coordinatee is mainly determined by the first term. The second term gives a correction to this if 
thee two beam angles are not equal in magnitude. 

Thee crossing point of a beam with the z-axis ( / ^ ) is calculated from the global carrier position 
andd angle with: 

0 0 == Zcar+ZbeamC0^a > ' " "0 ' c a r~
zbeamS m( a ) ) t a n (9 + 0C ). 3-13 

Thee values of zn
car, y"car and a" are calculated directly from the interferometer measurements at 

thee position of the absorption peak of beam n. A new geometrical variable z"beain appears, which is 
thee local z-coordinate of the beam on the carrier at local y=0. How precise must we know the value 
off  this variable? The error on the wire position is of the same order of magnitude as the error on 

4=00 " T h e e l T Or ° n 4=0 d U e t 0 a n e l T Or ° f dzbeam 0 n zleam i s : 

dz"=00 = dzleam{cos(a") + sin(a")  tan(6n +a")} . 3-14 

Thee only parameter that changes during a scan is a". To estimate the effect of this changing a" 
duee to dzn

heam, we make an approximation to first order in a" around oc" = 0: 

<fcy=nn = dzbeam
 + dzbeamtan  ̂ >«  3 " 1 5 

Thee first term gives a constant offset which results in a global shift of all wire positions with the 
samee amount. This is irrelevant since we are only interested in relative wire positions. The second 
termm is proportional to an . The value of tan(6w) is of order 1 and the wire-to-wire variations of 
a""  are of the order of 10" rad. This means that about 10" of dz? is transmitted into z"_n. If 

jj  o c urn y—\j 

wee require the error on z 0 to be smaller than 0.1 |Um, then we need to know zbeam to a precision 
off  about 10 mm. This is easily obtained by measuring this distance by hand with a ruler. This pa-
rameterr has now become a once measured constant. The only two unknown parameters left are the 
twoo X-ray beam angles 9" on the carrier. These are determined each scan by making a fit to the 
calibrationn rulers, as is explained in paragraph 3.4. 

3.3.33 Effec t of the a-planarit y of the X-ray beams 

Upp to now, the wire positions have been derived in two-dimensional (z , y) space and the effects 
duee to the third dimension (x) have been ignored. These neglected effects are the topic of this par-
agraph. . 
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Inn the x-direction, the slits on the scintillators are several mm less wide than the X-ray beam. Con-
sequently,, the effective position in x and the effective rotation around the z-axis of an X-ray beam 
iss determined by the x and y positions of its source and its scintillator. These positions depend on 
thee z-position of the X-ray beams carrier, and the z-position of the scintillators carrier, which fol-
lowss the z-movement of the beams. The x-coordinate x", of the crossing point of a wire with X-ray 
beamm n wil l therefore vary with the z-position of the carrier. This coordinate will in general be dif-
ferentt for the two beams because the two beams hit the wire at two different z-positions of the car-
riers.riers. This is illustrated in figure 3-13. If the wire has a non-zero angle around the z-axis ory-axis, 
itss (z , y) position at x" * 0 as 'seen' by beam n is not equal to its position at x = 0. We want to 
knoww the 'real' two-dimensional (z , y ) wire positions in the x = 0 plane, which we define as the 
measurementt plane. The reconstructed wire position is shifted by (Azw, Ayw) w.r.t. its position in 
thee measurement plane. 

Itt is convenient to use the variables Ax„ 
o o 

;(* ii  + 4)/2 and A x w (K (K -x-x )/2 instead of x and d 
xx , since they each have a distinct effect on the reconstructed wire position. The subscript w is to 
emphasizee that it concerns the values at the wire when the two beams hit the wire respectively, 
usuallyy not at the same time. To simplify the formulas we use the slopes of the 2-D projections of 
thee wires and beams onto the coordinate planes instead of using 3-D angles. 

Wiree reconstructed Ay 
att (z +Az, y +Ay) 

Reall wire at 
(z .y. ) ) 
nott perpendicular 
too y-z plane 

Figur ee 3-13 Displacement (Az,Ay) of the reconstructed wire position due to a distance 2Ax 
betweenn the two X-ray beams combined with a rotation of the wire around the y-axis (3z/3x) 
and/orr z-axis (dy/dx). The solid black circle is the wire position at x=0: the real position as would 
bee seen by the X-ray beams (black dashed lines) if Ax or the wire angles would be zero. The ends 
off the 3-D drawn piece of wire are the wire positions as seen by the respective beams at x 
(greyy dashed lines). The grey solid circle is the reconstructed wire position when Ax and the wire 
angless are not taken into account. 

Thee effect of a Ax^ is illustrated in figure 3-13. When beam n hits the wire at xw * 0 and the wire 
iss not parallel to the x-axis, the carrier is at a different position than it would have been if the beam 
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wouldd have hit the wire at xn = 0. The change in carrier position can be expressed as the change 
inn position of the crossing point of the X-ray beam with the z-axis Az"^: 

AzAzUU = -Ax»ié d_y d_y 
dx dx 

dx dx 

tan n 

tan n 

(e0)) ) 

O1)) ) 
3-16 6 

Equationss 3-11 and 3-12 are linear in z"^, so the change in wire position (Azw, Ayw) can be cal-
culatedd by inserting equations 3-16 into the former equations. We approximate to first order in the 
smalll  rotations dz/dx\ , dy/dx\ ' ' " —,---1 " - ' -' 
iall  effect of Ax , we get: 

,, and A0+, which are all of the order of 10 . Including the triv 

Av v 

AA** W W 
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dx dx 

dz dz 
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-AX--L--AX--L-
ww _ 

ww A e 
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w w 

dz dz 
'dx 'dx 

dx dx 

3-17 7 

Notee that the reconstructed wire position changes in both coordinates if the wire has a rotation 
aroundd a single axis. The wire angles w.r.t. the global ;c-axis are typically 1 mrad, so that the AJCW 

andd AJC~ need to be known to 1 mm if we want the error due to the uncertainty of this correction to 
bee typically 1 Jim. 

Thee average over a complete scan of the displacement in x and y of the X-ray beam carrier is zero 
duee to the definition of the z-axis. A gradual large increase of x are y as a function of z is therefore 
excluded.. Random variations of the x-positions of the X-ray sources due to carrier displacement or 
rotationss are estimated to be smaller than 1 mm and cause random variations of the wire positions 
off  typically 1 Jim. Variations of the y-position of the carrier and its rotation around the *-axis are 
measuredd by the interferometers and are already taken into account in the two-dimensional model 
inn paragraph 3.3.2. Variations of the y-positions of the sources due to rotations of the carrier 
aroundd the y-axis and z-axis are much smaller than 1 |Lim and are neglected. 

Thee scintillator counters move on a rail located about 1 m below the X-ray beam carrier. This rail 
iss not necessarily parallel to the movement direction of the carrier, so that a linear change of x and 
yy is possible as a function of z. Random variations around the linear movement of the scintillators 
doo not cause systematic errors, but contribute to random errors on the wire positions. Scintillator 
movementss of 1 mm cause wire displacements of typically a Jim. For a linear movement the varia-
bless A**  and Ax~ can be eliminated from equations 3-17 and the wire displacement (Az ,̂ Ayw) 
cann be expressed as a function of the real wire position (zw, yw)  In appendix A.l the formulas and 
theirr derivations are given. Several systematic effects appear for a chamber installed in the tomo-
graph:: horizontal scale change, vertical scale change, non-orthogonality of the z- and y-axes, tra-
pezoidall  deformation and wire shifts quadratic in yw Table A-2 in appendix A.l gives numerical 
valuess for all effects for the largest MDT chamber (BOL) using typical values for the various geo-
metricall  parameters. The total effect amounts to typically 1 u.m random errors and less than 
11 (lm / m systematic errors on both wire coordinates. 
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3.44 Determinatio n of the beam angles usin g the 
calibratio nn ruler s 

Thee global positions of the calibration ruler wires, as measured by the tomograph, are fitted to the 
locallyy known geometry by varying a number of parameters, among which are the two X-ray beam 
angles.. The exact parametrisation of the rulers themselves is essential here, since it influences the 
fittedd values of the X-ray beam angles. 

Too illustrate the principle of how the beam angles can be determined using the rulers, we calculate 
thee change in the reconstructed wire position due to a small change in tan(9 ) and tan(Ö ). We 
firstt take the derivatives of equations 3-11 and 3-12 w.r.t. A9 and A0+, which can be expressed 
ass a change of vertical scale d5v and a change of orthogonality dOvz: 

dSdSvv = — = —^-dA9~ and 3-18 
yyww A9 

dzdz™™ + AG+ 

dOO = — = dA9 + - i ^ - d A 6 . 3-19 
?w?w AG 

Settingg the a" to zero in A6 and AG to simplify the equations introduces a relative error on the 
(small)) changes in dS and dO of the order of 10" only, because the a" are of that order (see fig-
uree 3-2 (b)). The above two equations then become: 

dSdS v = — = |—J f r d(tan(e1)- tan(9°)) and 3-20 
yyww tan(9 ) - tan (8 ) 

__ddzzww _ d(tan(91)+ tan(9°)) tan(91) + tan (6°) d(tan(9] ) - tan(9°)) 
yZyZ~~ y» ~ 2 " t a n ^ - t a n ^0 ) ' 2 

Thiss illustrates the physical impact of the beam angles. A relative change of tan(9 ) - tan (9 ), 
whichh is related to the opening angle, introduces an absolute change of the vertical scale. It has 
onlyy a small effect on the orthogonality. An absolute change of tan (9 ) + tan (9 ), which is related 
too the average angle, causes an absolute change in the orthogonality. 

Thee calculated difference in position (Azw, Ayw) between two arbitrary wires depends on the beam 
angless exactly like the vertical scale and the orthogonality: 

dAyy i 
ww __!_dA0 and 3-22 

^ ^ AG G 

dAzz A 0+ 

_ Ü :: = dA9 - ~ d A 9 . 3-23 
AAyyww AG" 
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Thee known vertical distance between a set of 
wiress can be used to determine A6 . The 
knownn horizontal distance between wires at 
somee known vertical distance can then be used 
too determine A6+. This is illustrated in figure 3-
14.. If these distances are not known in the glo-
ball  tomograph coordinate system but in some 
otherr local coordinate system, then at least three 
knownn wires are needed that must not lie on a 
straightt line. The relative rotation between the 
locall  coordinate system and the global coordi-
natee system is then an additional parameter. 

Thee errors on the angles become smaller when 
\y\yww becomes larger. This is a first order effect 
onn the precision of the vertical scale and ortho-
gonality.. The larger the Azw of the wires, the 
betterr the relative orientation of the coordinate 
systemss can be determined. This has a first or-
derr effect on the orthogonality and a second or-
derr effect on the vertical scale. 

Thee calibration rulers are used as the reference 
sett of wires and are described in paragraph 
3.1.4.. The beam angles are determined in a fitting procedure including all ruler wires that are seen 
byy both beams and including the rotations of the carrier and the angles of the rulers. Possible er-
rorss on the vertical scale and orthogonality of the coordinate system of the 3-D optical measure-
mentt machine are transmitted into the tomograph global coordinate system. They are included in 
tablee 3-8. 

Itt has been claimed [37] that installation of calibration rulers both above and below the chamber 
reducess the systemic errors on the measured chamber wire positions. The idea is that errors in the 
rulerr wire positions are in that case not extrapolated down from the rulers, but interpolated be-
tweenn the rulers. This is, however, not correct because nothing is extrapolated from the rulers. The 
onlyy 'extrapolation' that takes place is from the carrier z-position as measured by the interferom-
eterss downwards using the beam angle. Systematic errors due to this extrapolation are caused by 
thee error on the beam angle only. The question is therefore: are the beam angles determined more 
preciselyy when the rulers are installed at larger vertical distance? The answer is 'yes' only if the 
relativee position of the rulers is known (i.e. measured by external means) and stable with high pre-
cisionn (< 10 urn). The present set-up does not allow us to reach this precision. Introducing the glo-
ball  ruler positions are parameters in the geometrical model, as suggested in reference [37], is no 
solutionn either because they are directly dependent on the beam angles themselves. Moreover, if 
thiss were correct, then single layer rulers would do equally well. In practice, only the internal 
structuree of the rulers as measured independently is usable for determining the beam angles. As a 
consequence,, the rulers can be considered independent from each other. It is therefore best to put 
alll  rulers as close as possible to the X-ray beam sources to get the best absorption peak position 
precisionn (see figure 3-8) and to cover as much ruler wires as possible with both beams. This is 
confirmedd by the data of table 3-7. 
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Figur ee 3-14 Principle of determination of the 
beamm angles using a calibration ruler. Black 
dotss represent the ruler 'wires' and the two 
thickk dashed arrows represent the X-ray 
beams.. The relations between ruler layer posi-
tionss and the vertical scale and non-orthogona-
lityy are also indicated. 
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3.4.11 The calibratio n ruler model 

Eachh ruler has three global position parameters and two global angle parameters {ji x and /?). The 
thirdd angle (/ft) is not fitted, but assumed zero. It has a second order effect on the vertical scale and 
wouldd introduce large estimated errors on the beam angles due to the strong correlations. A conse-
quencee is that the rulers must be installed in the tomograph at the same J3Z as in the optical meas-
urementt machine, which we define as zero. Any non-zero pz introduces an error of cos(/?z) on the 
verticall  scale. The value of /ft, is estimated to be less than 1 mrad [38], meaning that the error on 
thee vertical scale is less than 0.5 u.m / m in the assumed zero value. 

Thee x and ft of the ruler can be interpreted as 
thee 'beam path', which is important for the rea-
sonn illustrated in figure 3-15. If there is a non-
zeroo average angle around the z-axis between 
thee wires of the upper and lower layer within 
onee ruler, then the distance between the two 
layerss depends on x, and the 'fitted' vertical 
scalee as well. The same is true for the angle 
aroundd the y-axis and the 'fitted' orthogonality. 
Thee required accuracies on the vertical scale 
andd orthogonality translate via the average y 
andand z angle differences between the two layers 
intoo a required beam path accuracy. The varia-
tionn of the angles within a layer allow fitting of 
xx and /ft, . The obtained beam path accuracy is 
thereforee determined by the variations of the 
angless within a layer. For each of the installed 
rulerss the average of the angle differences is 
smallerr than the r.m.s.'s of the angles within a 
layer. . 

Figur ee 3-15 Side view of a calibration ruler 
withh an X-ray beam (dashed line) scanning at 
twoo different 'beam paths'. Thin lines represent 
thee ruler wires at various angles around z. The 
thickerr line represents the average wire angle 
withinn a layer. The solid structure on the left 
representss an aluminium support unit. 

Thee y-residuals as a function of z when fitting a rigid ruler as illustrated in figure 3-16 (a) indicate 
thatt the rulers are sagging with a parabolic-like shape with an amplitude of typically 50 urn. In 
fact,, this is the difference in sag between the optical measurements done in the metrology labora-
toryy and the measurements done by the tomograph. This is unexpected since in both cases the rul-
erss are supported in exactly the same way: near their Bessel-points. Moreover, the sag is huge 
comparedd to the accuracy of the optical measurements. This calls into question the use of the pre-
cisee optical measurements. Several checks are performed to ensure that the effect is not an artefact 
off  the geometrical model, for example the path of the X-ray beam carrier. Possibly temperature 
gradientss or humidity gradients are responsible for the deformation of the carbon fibre support 
tube.. To circumvent this problem, we can try to model this shape, for example by fitting a parabol-
icc correction (Az , Ay) to the local ruler coordinates (z , y): 

AyAy = 

A: A: 

_4z _4z 

L L 

8zy y 

-sag -sag 
3-24 4 

sag sag 
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wheree the ruler length L (in z) and the parameter sag are also given in the local ruler coordinate 
system.. However, the fitted beam angles then become dependent on the real shape of the ruler, 
particularlyy if only part of the ruler wires are seen by the tomograph, as is the case. The average Az 
correctionn for half a ruler (0 < z < LI2), for example, is 1.4 |im for the typical values sag = 50 u.m, 
LL = 1600 mm, and y = 22.5 mm. This corresponds to a correction to the orthogonality of 1.4 u.m / 
22.55 mm = 6 x 10 , which is not negligible. The parabolic shape has no physical origin, but is in-
spiredd by the shape of the residuals. A physical model of the ruler is hard to obtain since it is un-
clearr how to model the complex mechanical structure of carbon-fibre, aluminium and ceramic. 
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Figur ee 3-16 Ruler wire residuals of one calibration ruler when fitting a rigid ruler (a) and ruler 
unitss (b). 

Thee chosen solution is to break up the ruler into the physically present smaller pieces: the ruler 
units,, which are now considered rigid objects. A description of those units is given in paragraph 
3.1.4.. In the model the ruler parameters z, y and /3X are replaced by the same parameters per ruler 
unit.unit. A list of fitted geometrical parameters and their values and errors of a typical scan is given in 
appendixx A.2. The wire position residuals when fitting ruler units is shown in figure 3-16 (b) 
wheree the improvement is evident. 

Tablee 3-5 R.m.s. of wire Z and Y position residuals for several geometrical models for a typical 
scan. . 

Model l 

r.m.s.. (u.m) 

Rulerr z, y and $x 

++ ruler x and (3 
('beamm path') 

Rigid d 

Z Z 

6.9 9 

5.9 9 

ruler r 

Y Y 

17.5 5 

15.5 5 

Parabolicc ruler 

Z Z 

6.8 8 

5.7 7 

Y Y 

12.2 2 

8.2 2 

Rulerr  units 

ZZ Y 

4.77 10.8 

4.44 7.6 

Thee r.m.s. of the ruler wire position residuals are given in table 3-5 for different calibration ruler 
modelss and several parameters related to the x-direction. Adding the 'beam path' reduces the 
r.m.s.-Zbyy 1 u.m, and the r.m.s.-}'by 3 u.m. The parabolic ruler model significantly decreases the 
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r.m.s.-y,, but hardly decreases the r.m.s-Z compared to the rigid ruler model. This is what is expect-
edd because the major correction of the parabolic model is in the y-direction. The ruler units model 
reducess the r.m.s.-Z by 2 fim and the r.m.s.-K by 7 (im compared to the rigid ruler model. The 
r.m.s.. values of the ruler unit model are still larger than the precision with which the rulers have 
beenn measured by the CERN metrology group. This increase is possibly due to the difference in 
measuringg method. The metrology measures optically and measures the position of the upper sur-
faceface of the 'wires' on the ruler plates. The tomograph measures the center of gravity of thee 'wires'. 
Thee difference is probably due to the large variations in the width, thickness and shape of the 
wires. . 

Tablee 3-6 shows for the same set of models and parameters as table 3-5 the change in vertical scale 
andd orthogonality w.r.t. the values when fitting ruler units and including all effects of the x-direc-
tionn (bottom right entry in the table). Adding the 'beam path' to the model typically changes the 
verticall  scale by 60 (xm/m and the orthogonality by 17 u.m/m, which is significant and the 'beam 
path'' must be taken into account. The changes due to the different ruler models are also significant 
descriptionn of the calibration rulers needs to include the ruler units. 

Tablee 3-6 Change in vertical scale and orthogonality for several geometrical models for a typical 
scan.. The model including ruler units and the 'beam path' is taken as a reference. 

Mode l l 

Rulerr z, y and $x 

++ ruler x and |3V 

('beamm path') 

Rigi d d 

V-scal e e 
(10-6) ) 

69.4 4 

9.1 1 

rule r r 

Orthog . . 
(10-6) ) 

-6.2 2 

26.7 7 

Parabo l l 

V-scal e e 
(10-6) ) 

23.5 5 

-46.4 4 

cc rule r 

Orthog . . 
(10-6) ) 

-1.7 7 

21.3 3 

Rule rr  unit s 

V-scal e e 
(10-6) ) 

61.5 5 

0.0 0 

Orthog . . 
(10-6) ) 

-12.6 6 

0.0 0 

3.4.22 Beam angle determinatio n 

Alll  four rulers are used to determine the beam angles. First the beam angles are determined using 
eachh ruler independently. The beam angles are then set to the weighted average of the four values 
obtainedd from the four rulers. After this, all four rulers are used together in one global fitting pro-
ceduree to find the final beam angles. Table 3-7 lists for 12 BOL scans that were taken in November 
20011 the average beam angles, the average errors and the r.m.s. for the four individual fits, the 
weightedd average, and the global fit. 

Wee see that the beam angles obtained from the global fit are just as accurate and have on average 
thee same value as the weighted average of the four individual fits. This means that the beam angles 
off  the four fits are uncorrelated. This confirms that the rulers are independent of each other and 
theirr relative positioning is in principle irrelevant. The r.m.s.'s are consistent with the errors. The 
r.m.s.. of the global fit is smaller than the r.m.s. of the weighted average indicating that the global 
fitt is more stable. We also see that the error on the beam angles for the lower rulers are a factor 2-
33 larger than the errors on the upper rulers. This means that the lower rulers are 4-9 times less sig-
nificantt than the upper rulers. This is because for the lower rulers less wires are seen by both 
beamsbeams and the absorption peak position precision is worse due to the beam divergence. This con-
firmss that the best position for the rulers is close to the X-ray sources, i.e. all four above the cham-
ber. . 
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Tablee 3-7 Beam angle values for individual rulers and global fit of 12 BOL scans taken in Novem-
berr 2001. 

Topp Left 

Topp Right 

Bottomm Left 

Bottomm Right 

Weightedd average 

Globall  (all rulers) 

tan(G G 

Average e 

-610553 3 

-610643 3 

-610655 5 

-610596 6 

-610601 1 

-610601 1 

°)(io" " 
Error r 

26 6 

27 7 

71 1 

56 6 

17 7 

17 7 

6) ) 

R.m.s. . 

25 5 

24 4 

118 8 

56 6 

26 6 

23 3 

tan(e ' ) (10" " 

Average e 

611212 2 

611129 9 

611317 7 

611228 8 

611197 7 

611197 7 

Error r 

28 8 

29 9 

52 2 

49 9 

17 7 

17 7 

" ) ) 

R.m.s. . 

20 0 

19 9 

71 1 

55 5 

21 1 

17 7 

Correlation n 

0.03 3 

-0.04 4 

0.3 3 

0.1 1 

0.03 3 

0.03 3 

3.55 Precisio n of the tomograp h 

3.5.11 Statistica l error s 

Thee statistical error on z" 0 (equation 3-13) is dominated by the error on z"ar, which is equal to 
thee error o"eak on the position of the absorption peak in the shadowgram of beam n. The statistical 
errorr on the wire position then follows from equations 3-11 and 3-12: 

( o o peak peak ) 2
+(o- ° ° peak* peak* 

tan(9 1)-tan(e° ) ) 3-2 5 5 
11 2  o  2 

((üü„eak">„eak">  +< -anrak) peak' peak' peak' peak' 

wheree an order 10 relative contribution to Oz 

duee to y  A9 and a relative contribution of 
orderr 10" to 0" due to rotations of the carrier 
(a")) have been neglected. 

Figuree 3-17 shows the distribution of the error 
onn the z-position of the wires of the calibration 
rulerss and of a BOL chamber. The lowest peak 
comess from the top multilayer and the top rulers 
andd the second peak comes from the bottom 
multilayer.. The long tail mainly comes from the 
bottomm rulers, and partly from wires that have a 
lott of material in the path of one or both of the 
X-rayy beams. The difference is due to the diver-
gencee of the X-ray beams. This distribution re-

100 0 

1 22 3 4 5 
Sigmaa z measure d (urn ) 

Figur ee 3-17 Distribution of the statistical error 
onn the z-position of the wires of the calibration 
rulerss (grey, solid = top, hatched = bottom) and 
aa BOL chamber (white, solid = top multilayer, 
hatchedd = bottom multilayer). 
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sembless closely the distribution of the peak position precision (figure 3-8). This is because the 
errorr on the peak position is correlated to the vertical position of the wire that generated it. Since 
bothh peaks come from the same wire, the two peaks wil l in general have similar precision, which 
iss directly reflected in the precision of the wire position. For each wire, the error on the y-position 
iss 1/(A6~ ) ~ 1 /0.61 = 1.6 times the error on the z-position. 

Inn addition to these statistical errors, random errors on the chamber wire positions due to X-ray 
beamss a-planarity are estimated smaller than 1 |im. Details on these errors are given in appendix 
A. l . . 

3.5.22 Systemati c error s 

Thee errors on the beam angles result in systematic errors on the wire positions that can be ex-
pressedd as a vertical scale error and an orthogonality error. This is shown by equations 3-20 and 3-
21,, which can be used to transform the errors on tan(6 ) and tan(9 ) into errors on the vertical 
scalee and orthogonality. The systematic errors can also be estimated by a straightforward calcula-
tionn using only the r.m.s. of the ruler wire residuals. The error on the vertical scale (orthogonality) 
iss Jl times the precision with which the y- (z-) position of the two layers of the calibration rulers 
cann be measured, divided by the vertical distance between the layers (45 mm). An estimation for 
thee precision of the layer y- (z-) position is the r.m.s.-Y (-Z) divided by the square root of the 
numberr of wires in the layer (135, all rulers combined). This gives: 

errorerror [um/m] = J2 J2 
1355  0.045 [m] 

r.m.s.. (um] = 2.7  r.m.s. [um] 

Usingg the r.m.s.-Z and Y from table 3-5 (ruler units + beam path), the error is estimated to be 
200 (im/m on the vertical scale and 12 jim/m on the orthogonality. 

Too calculate the systematic errors from the errors on tan (6 
tionss 3-20 and 3-21: 

andd tan(9 ), we first rewrite equa-

dSS = 
dy. dy. 

tan(91)- tan(6°) ) 
d(tan(99 )) 

tan(91)- tan(9°) ) 
d(tan(99 )) and 3-26 6 

do. . 
dz. . t a »(9 1)) -d ( t a n ( e

0) ) ^L.^e') ) 
>'ww tan(9 ) - tan (8 ) tan(6') - tan (9") 

Thee errors can now be calculated by calculating the transformation matrix T: 

3-27 7 

TT = 

dS. . dS. dS. 

atan(9°)) 8tan(81) 

dO dO 
yz yz 

do do 
yz yz 

3tan(9°)) 3tan(81) 

1 1 

tan(66 ) - tan(8 ) 

11 -1 

tan(8*)) -tan(9°) 
3-28 8 
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Thee errors on S and O and their correlation can be extracted from their covariance matrix (Cos), 
whichh is calculated from the covariance matrix of tan (6 ) and tan (6 ) (Ctone) using the matrix T: 

CC = T  C 0  TT. 3-29 

Thee errors on tan(8°) and tanfO1) and their correlation are given in table 3-7 and the errors on Sy 

andd O are included in table 3-8. The estimations based on the r.ms. of the ruler wire residuals as 
givenn tefore are very close to these values. Since the correlation between the errors on tan(6 ) 
andd tan(e]) is small (i.e. CtmQ is close to diagonal) and the beam angles are almost equal in mag-
nitude,, it can be seen from equations 3-28 and 3-29 that the error on the orthogonality is about 
tann (6) « 0.6 times the error on the vertical scale, which is what is found. It is interesting to note 
thatt the estimation of the errors based on the r.m.s. of the ruler wire residuals have about this same 
ratio,, because the r.m.s.-Z and F have about this ratio. 

Thee vertical distance between the wires within a ruler is fixed by an aluminium piece, which de-
pendss on the temperature with an expansion coefficient of 22 x 10 A7V°C . The temperature of 
thee rulers is measured with an absolute precision of 0.1 °C, which causes a relative uncertainty on 
thee vertical distance between the two layers of a ruler of 2.2 x 10" . This translates directly into an 
uncertaintyy on the vertical scale of the same amount. The horizontal distance between the wires 
withinn a ruler is fixed by ceramic and carbon fibre, which have a negligible temperature expansion 
coefficient. . 

Thee temperature difference between the top and bottom rulers is typically 0.6 °C. The chamber 
temperaturee is therefore estimated as the average of the ruler temperatures with an uncertainty of 
0.33 °C. This causes systematic uncertainties on the horizontal and vertical scale of the chamber. 

Tablee 3-8 gives an overview of the various contributions to the systematic errors. It also includes 
thee errors in the coordinate system of the optical ruler wire position measurements done by the 
metrologyy group. The errors are dominated by the uncertainty on the beam angles. The r.m.s. of 
thee vertical scale and the orthogonality over 12 BOL scans is 24 um / m and 14 urn / m respective-
ly.. This is consistent with the estimated precision on those values, which means that the X-ray to-
mographh is stable over time at least at the level of the quoted error. 

Tablee 3-8 Contributions to the systematic errors larger than 1 |i.m/m. 

Unit::  |im/m 
Beamm angles (equation 3-29) 

Interferometerss wavelength 

Rulerss temperature (0.1 °C) 

Metrologyy systematic errors [35] 

Chamberr temperature (0.3 °C) 

Total l 

Horizontall  scale 

--
1.5 5 

--

--
7 7 

7 7 

Verticall  Scale 

19 9 

1.5 5 

2 2 

3 3 

7 7 

21 1 

Orthogonalit y y 

13 3 

--

--
10 0 

--
16 6 
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3.5.33 Reductio n of systemati c error s usin g a gauge chambe r 

AA procedure has been developed by the X-ray tomograph group to calibrate the calibration rulers 
usingg a special-purpose rigid gauge chamber with 11 wires [39]. This procedure uses the gauge 
chamberr in eight different orientations to detect deviations in the vertical scale and the orthogona-
lity.. The optical measurements of the calibration rulers are then corrected for the observed devia-
tions.. This is the so-called linear calibration because these effects are linear and can not be 
observedd by the X-ray tomograph. The random local variations of the ruler wire positions are non-
linearr and are observed by the tomograph and the tomograph measurements can therefore be used 
too correct the optical measurements. These corrections include the 'parabolic shape' (rigid model 
only)) and the variations in ruler 'wire' thickness. This has not yet been implemented in the analy-
siss software. Assuming that after the calibration the r.m.s. of the ruler wire residuals is equal to the 
statisticall  error due to the error on the peak position (see figure 3-17), the r.m.s. will be reduced in 
bothh z and y by about a factor of 3.5. Consequently, the systematic errors due to the uncertainty on 
thee beam angles are expected to be reduced by the same factor to about 5.4 x 10"6 on the vertical 
scalee and 3.7 x 1(T on the orthogonality. The metrology systematic errors are completely ab-
sorbedd by this procedure. The statistical uncertainty of this calibration procedure is 2.0 x 10~6 on 
bothh the vertical scale and on the orthogonality [39]. The total systematic error on the vertical 
scalee is then 9x10" , which is dominated by the uncertainty of the chamber temperature. The to-
tall  systematic error on the orthogonality is then 4 x 10 6, which is dominated by the error on the 
beamm angles. 

3.66 Objec t oriente d analysi s framewor k in C++ 

Thee algorithms as described in previous paragraphs have been implemented in the C++ program-
mingg language using object-oriented techniques. The analysis program supplies a graphical user 
interfacee as well as a command and script interpreter. It uses the 'roof data analysis framework 
[40]]  for the user interface and graphics. 

3.6.11 Main class 

Thee main class is XRayTomograph. It contains the scan data, the X-ray beams, the calibration 
rulerss and the chamber. Its main function is to read the data and to steer the analysis. An interac-
tivee wrapper class IXRayTomograph is used as an interface to the end-user, who can access the 
singlee XRayTomograph object in the interpreter via the global pointer gTomo. It has member 
functionss like Read ( c o n st char*  f i lename ) and Analyse (), and the quickest way 
too analyse a scan is by typing the following two commands in the interpreter: 

xtomoo > g T o m o - > R e a d ( " s c a n _ d a t a _ f i l e . d a t . g z " ); 
xtom oo >  gTomo->Analyse() ; 

orr by using the menus in the graphical user interface. 
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3.6.22 Data access classe s 

Thee raw interferometer measurements are converted to units of mm and radians when they are 
readd in and are stored per event in an object of type I n t e r f e r o m e t e r s. These objects are col-
lectedd in an I n t er f e rometer Conta iner. The scintillator counter values are stored in ob-
jectss of type Counter, which holds both the value and the error (default: Jvalue). They are 
collectedd in a CounterConta iner. The data is accessed through the pure virtual base class 
VTomoDataBrowser,, which allows browsing through the data using member functions like 
Beginn () , Next (), GetCounter () and G e t l n t e rf e rome te rs (). It is possible to select 
aa range of data by setting limits on the z-position of the carrier. One object of the concrete imple-
mentationn CounterDataBrowser per X-ray beam holds internally a pointer to the common 
I n t e rff  e rome te rCon ta iner and a pointer to the Coun te rCon ta iner of the correspond-
ingg scintillator. All objects that access data use a VTomoDataBrowser pointer. 

3.6.33 Algorith m classe s 

Thee class Wire, representing a calibration ruler wire or a chamber wire, and the class Peak, rep-
resentingg an absorption peak in the shadowgram, play a central role in the algorithms. The most 
importantt features of these classes are highlighted below. 

AA Wire has several positions, among which the position found by the tomograph and the position 
predictedd by the model. It is uniquely identified by a set of Wi reF lags to indicate the layer, and 
byy a sequential number within the layer. It has a pointer to a Peak for each of the two beams, 
whichh point to the peaks in the shadowgrams that have been assigned to the wire by the pattern 
recognition.. The member function P r e d i c t P o s i t i on () converts the interferometer measure-
mentss of the two peaks into a two-dimensional wire position. The inverse, prediction of the posi-
tionn of a simulated peak from the wire position, is implemented in the member function 
P r e d i c t P e a k(( const XRayBeamk ). 

AA Peak has five parameters to describe its shape (see equation 3-1), and a pointer to the data. The 
memberr function F i t ( ) fits the shape to the range of data that has been selected with 
SetRange(( doub le zLow, doub le zHigh ). If a peak is close to a neighbouring peak, 
aa pointer is kept to it and the fit is done taking the neighbouring peak into account. After the fit it 
storess the interpolated interferometer values. It has a pointer to a Wire, which is the wire that pre-
dictedd the peak in case of a simulated peak. When a simulated peak is matched to a peak found in 
aa shadowgram, the found peak is assigned to the wire of the simulated peak and the pointer to the 
wiree is copied to the found peak. 

AA shadowgram is represented in class Tomogram. It can draw the shadowgram on screen, apply 
filterss to the data, find and store the peaks and do pattern recognition on the peaks. The peak find-
ingg is dispatched to an external object, which is called through the abstract interface VPeak-
Finder.. The default peak finder is a Pass i vePeakF inder object. The pattern recognition is 
dispatchedd to the object that is given as an argument to the member function 
F i ndPa ttt e rn ( VPat t e rn*  ). The Tomogram takes care of the looping over the peaks and 
callss V P a t t e r n: :TryPeak( Peak& ) for each peak. 
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Figuree 3-18 shows a class diagram with the 
mostt important member functions of the pattern 
recognitionn classes. The class VPat te rn is an 
abstractt base class for all pattern recognition 
classes.. It has one pure virtual function 
TryPeakk ( Peak& ) that needs to be imple-
mentedd by the derived class to do the actual pat-
ternn recognition. Class V C o r r i d o r P a t t e rn 
implementss TryPeak, in which it gathers all 
foundd peaks in one corridor. It finds the expect-
edd peaks in the same corridor and calls the pure 
virtuall  function MatchCorr idor() with the 
foundd and expected peaks as arguments. The 
classess R u l e r P a t t e rn and P a s s i v e-
ChamberPat te rnn implement the member 
functionn MatchCor r idor ( ). This inherit-
ancee scheme allows flexible pattern recognition 
andd the real pattern recognition code is reduced 
too one single corridor. 

3.6.44 Geometry classes 

Classs VSetOf Wires serves as a base class for objects that represent a collection of Wire ob-
jects,, like the classes C a l i b r a t i o n R u l e rs and MDTChamber. It holds the list of wires and 
implementss some common features, for example simulation of the peaks from the wires, peak 
huntingg and graphics. The derived classes have to generate the list of wires. The C a l i b r a t i o n-
R u l e rss generate the wires by reading the metrology measurements for the internal structure and 
somee parameters from a geometry database for their global position in space. An MDTChamber 
readss the chamber parameters from a database to generate its wires. 

Thee model to describe the geometry of the calibration rulers (paragraph 3.4.1) and the a-planarity 
off  the X-ray beams (paragraph 3.3.3) is implemented in class RulerModel. The chamber grid fit 
(paragraphh 3.2.3) has been implemented in class Gr idFi t2D. 

3.77 Result s on BOL chamber s 

Thee X-ray tomograph scanned the BOL-0 chamber in January 2001, and the BOL-2 and BOL-3 
chamberss in November 2001. Scans were performed close to the cross-plates at the high-voltage 
sidee (HV) and at the read-out side (RO) of the chamber, where contributions from the wire sag 
variationss are negligible. These two locations determine the wire positions and are therefore the 
mostt relevant for assessing the mechanical quality of the chamber. Three additional scans per 
chamberr were taken a several locations along the wire to study wire sag variations. 

VPattern VPattern 
+lnitialise():void d 
+StartLoop():Direction n 
+TryPeak(:Peak&):void d 
+FinishLoop():void d 
+Finalise():void d 

VCorridorPattern VCorridorPattern 

+lnitialise():void d 
+StartLoop():Direction n 
+TryPeak(:Peak&):void d 
+FinishLoop():void d 
+FindExpected():void d 
+Matchh Corridorf...) .void 

X X T T 
RulerPattern RulerPattern 

+lnitialise():void d 
+StartLoop():Direction n 
+FinishLoop():void d 
+MatchCorridor(...):void d 

1 1 
PassiveChamberPattern PassiveChamberPattern 
+lnitialise():void d 
+StartLoop():Direction n 
+FinishLoop():void d 
+MatchCorridor(...):void d 

Figur ee 3-18 Class diagram of the pattern rec-
ognitionn showing the most important member 
functions. . 
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3.7.11 Measurement s 

Tablee 3-9 lists the so-called 'site-grid' parameters 
off  the BOL chamber. The horizontal shift between 
thee multilayers and the angle between the multi-
layerss are assumed zero. The values of three listed 
parameterss are taken as the average values of the 
scanss of BOL-0 at the chamber ends, which are 
givenn in table 3-10. The percentage of wires found 
(samee table) varies due to different amounts of ma-
terial,, typically due to on-chamber cables. 

Tablee 3-10 Geometrical parameters found by the X-ray tomograph of the BOL-0, BOL-2 and 
BOL-33 chambers. Errors on the five fitted parameters are listed in their row headers -
cal+systematic). . 

Temperaturee (°C) 

%% of wires found 

## wires > 3 r.m.s. site-grid 

## possibly broken wires 

R.m.s.. Z site-grid (urn) 

R.m.s.. Y site-grid (urn) 

R.m.s.. Z & Y site-grid (urn) 

Z-pitchh 0 urn) 

Y-pitchh 5 um) 

Y-distancee multilayers 8 um) 

Z-shiftt multilayers (+1+5 um) 

Aoc-multilayerss 0 u.rad) 

R.m.s.. Z (um) 

R.m.s.. Y (urn) 

R.m.s.. Z & Y (um) 

BOL-0 0 

HVV RO 

22 2 

84%% 90% 

22 0 

99 5 

17.55 13.0 

13.44 13.2 

15.66 13.1 

30035.244 30035.40 

26027.00 26026.8 

3989899 398980 

277 3 

88 9 

12.99 12.7 

11.99 12.8 

12.44 12.8 

BOL-2 2 

HVV RO 

33 3 

84%% 97% 

00 0 

11 0 

12.33 12.3 

20.33 13.1 

16.88 12.7 

30035.055 30035.24 

26024.33 26027.2 

3989655 398987 

111 -16 

111 21 

9.88 9.8 

17.55 11.1 

14.22 10.5 

BOL-3 3 

HVV RO 

33 3 

98%% 96% 

00 1 

11 1 

15.22 10.7 

14.33 14.2 

14.88 12.6 

30034.811 30035.11 

26030.99 26030.8 

3989811 398976 

44 0 

200 11 

11.11 9.8 

12.33 12.8 

11.77 11.4 

Tablee 3-10 also shows the results of two different grid-fits at the HV and RO ends of each of the 
threee BOL chambers. It first lists the r.m.s. of the grid-fit residuals using the site-grid parameters 
(tablee 3-9), for all found wires. It also lists the five grid-fit parameters determined for each scan, 
wheree wires with a z-residual or j-residual larger than three times the corresponding r.m.s. are ex-
cludedd from the fit and from the final r.m.s. values listed in the table. The r.m.s. values have not 
beenn corrected for the precision of the tomograph. In the grid-fit, the error for the weight of a wire 
positionn is taken as the quadratic sum of the tomograph error and the chamber construction preci-
sion,, where the latter contribution is estimated from the r.m.s. of an initial grid-fit. The statistical 
errorss on the parameters are calculated in the grid-fit. The systematic errors on the parameters are 
obtainedd by multiplying the measurement value with the appropriate total error of table 3-8. The 

Tablee 3-9 BOL site-grid parameters 

Paramete rr  Value 

z-pitchh 30.0353 mm 

y-pitchh 26.027 mm 

yy multilayer distance 398.984 mm 
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horizontall  scale error applies to the z-pitch (and is dominated by the chamber temperature); the 
verticall  scale error applies to the y-pitch and the y-distance between the multilayers (and are dom-
inatedd by the beam angles); the orthogonality error applies to the z-shift between the multilayers, 
butt is multiplied with the multilayer y-distance and not the z-shift itself. The influence of the 
abovee mentioned systematic errors on the angle between the multilayers is completely negligible, 
andd is therefore set to zero. 

Comparingg the site-grid parameters as determined by the X-ray tomograph to the nominal param-
eterss as expected from the assembly (see paragraph 2.3.3), we make the following observations: 

1.. The horizontal pitch is equal to nominal; 

2.. The average vertical pitch is 16 um larger than nominal; 

3.. The vertical distance between the multilayers is 50 um smaller than nominal. 

Whenn we compare the five parameters of the grid-fits of all scans to the site-grid, we observe the 
following: : 

1.. The horizontal pitch is equal to the site-grid within the error, except for BOL-3-HV, where it 
iss smaller by 0.5 jam (two times the error); 

2.. The vertical pitch is equal to the site-grid within the error, except for BOL-2-HV, where it is 
33 um smaller, and the BOL-3 chamber, where it is 4 um larger for both sides; 

3.. The vertical distance between the multilayers is equal to the site-grid within the error, except 
forr BOL-2-HV, where it is 20 um smaller; 

4.. The horizontal shift between the multilayers is 0 within the error for BOL-3, has a symmet-
ricric shift of 13 Jim for BOL-0 & BOL-2, and has an additional asymmetric shift of 15 um for 
BOL-0; ; 

5.. The angle between the multilayers varies from 8-21 urad, which corresponds to a maximum 
deviationn of the distance between the multilayers of 9-23 jam compared to the average dis-
tancee of the particular cross-section. 

Whenn we look at the r.m.s. of the wire-position residuals for the site-grid parameters, we observe: 

1.. All chambers are within the 20 um specification. 

2.. The r.m.s.-Z varies from 11 to 15 um, with the exception of BOL-0-HV which is 17.5 um 
duee to the 27 jam shift between the multilayers. 

3.. The r.m.s.-y is 13-14 um, with the exception of BOL-2-HV, which is 20 um partly due to the 
verticall  distance between the multilayers (20 um too small) and partly due to a 17 um r.m.s. 
withinn the two layers that are glued directly to the spacer. 

Thee precision of individual multilayers, which is given by the r.m.s. of the five-parameter fit, is 
10-133 um in both directions, with the exception of BOL-2-HV, which is 17.5 um in Y due to a 
177 um r.m.s.-Y of the two layers that are glued directly to the spacer. 

Threee scans are taken in between the HV and RO sides of the chamber, one at about 22 cm from 
eachh end and one near the middle of the chamber. The fitted parameters of the 5-parameter grid-fit 
off  those intermediate scans are consistent with the parameters at the ends. The only exceptions are 
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thee angles between the multilayers in two cases with deviations of 9 uxad and 15 (irad, which is far 
moree than the statistical error. Possibly some unknown systematic effects are present. 

Thee r.m.s.'s of the site-grid residuals are within the specification for all scans along the chamber. 
Thee r.m.s. of the middle scan is expected to be smaller by a factor of JÏ compared to the end 
scanss (assuming no correlations), because the wire position in the middle is the average of the wire 
positionss at the two ends. Horizontally this is close to what is observed, but vertically the r.m.s. in 
thee middle is significantly larger than expected. This is partly due to variations in the wire sag 
causedd by variations in the wire tension, and partly due to correlated wire shifts. Contributions 
fromm the tomograph precision are negligible. To eliminate correlations due to layer shifts, layer 
tiltss and cross-plate sag, grid-fits are applied to the six chamber layers independently with 5 pa-
rameterss each: horizontal pitch in the layer, global layer shift in z and y, global layer tilt and layer 
sag.. The r.m.s. of all individual layer-fits combined are shown in figure 3-19 for BOL-3. All r.m.s. 

0 0 
HV V 

10000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
XX along chambe r (mm) RO 

0 0 
HV V 

10000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
XX along chambe r (mm) RO 

Figur ee 3-19 R.m.s. of wire position residuals in z (a) and y (b) of grid-fits applied per layer to 
BOL-33 as a function the location of the scan along the chamber. The dots are the measurements. 
Thee solid line is the expected r.m.s. interpolated between the two ends assuming no correlations. 
Thee dashed line adds to this interpolation the r.m.s. of the wire sag as measured during chamber 
production. . 

valuess are lower than the r.m.s. of the site-grid because contributions from multilayer shifts, layer 
shiftss and layer sags are excluded. The solid line indicates the expected interpolated r.m.s. between 
thee two end scans assuming no correlations. The dashed line includes the r.m.s. of the wire sag 
(6.77 u.m) that is extracted from the variation of the wire tensions as measured during chamber pro-
duction.. In the vertical direction (figure 3-19 (b)) the interpolated r.m.s. including the r.m.s. of the 
wiree sag predicts correctly the r.m.s. of the middle scan. The predicted horizontal r.m.s. (figure 3-
199 (a)) is somewhat smaller than the measured value. This could be due to other correlations that 
havee not been taken into account. The tomograph precision still plays a minor role here. BOL-2 
hass results similar to BOL-3 and is not shown. The BOL-0 data of the middle scan can not be used 
becausee two different wire tensions were used in this chamber. 
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Figuree 3-20 shows a comparison between the tube position measurements performed during the 
chamberr assembly and the X-ray tomograph wire positions. Figures 3-20 (a) and (b) show the 
straightt line fit residuals of the vertical tube positions as measured during chamber assembly step 
22 (tubes in the precision combs, see paragraph 2.3.3). Figure 3-20 (a) shows the data of the comb 
thatt is situated on one side of the assembly table, and (b) shows the data of the comb on the other 
side.. Six layers of four chambers are combined per comb to reduce the statistical uncertainty. The 
errorr bars indicate the r.m.s. of the 24 entries per tube position, which is typically 5 urn. Systemat-
icc deviations up to 10 urn are clearly visible, and are significantly larger than the statistical errors 
onn the average values (5/724 = 1 urn). The observed patterns are explained by the construction 
off  the comb: four precisely machined pieces that are glued together to reach the full comb length. 

200 40 60 
Positio nn in com b 

200 40 60 
Positio nn in comb 

200 40 60 
Tubee numbe r in layer 

200 40 60 
Tubee numbe r in layer 

Figur ee 3-20 (a) and (b) show the tube vertical positions as measured during chamber assembly 
forr the two precision combs. Figures (c) and (d) show the vertical wire positions as measured by 
thee X-ray tomograph of the tubes corresponding to the combs of (a) and (b) respectively. 
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Thesee systematic deviations are still well within the required precision. Figures 3-20 (c) and (d) 
showw the y-residuals of the layer fits of the X-ray tomograph measurements (see paragraph 3.2.3). 
Thee data of the BOL-0, BOL-2 and BOL-3 chambers are combined to reduce the errors. The data 
off  the individual layers are combined such that they correspond to the same comb in which they 
weree glued during chamber assembly, so a comparison can be made with the chamber assembly 
measurements.. The X-ray tomograph data presented in figure 3-20 (c) corresponds to the comb of 
figuree (a), and figure (d) corresponds to the comb of figure (b). The resemblance between the 
measurementss during chamber assembly and the measurements of the X-ray tomograph is striking 
andd gives confidence in both types of measurement. The layer-to-layer shifts as monitored by the 
'RasAss'' towers during chamber assembly steps 4 and 6 (chamber is lowered to glue new tube 
layer,, see paragraph 2.3.3) are also compared to the layer-to-layer shifts as measured by the X-ray 
tomograph.. The two sets of measurements are well correlated with an r.m.s. of the differences of 
66 \im in z and 7 |i.m in v. The agreement between the quality control measurements taken during 
chamberr assembly and the X-ray tomograph measurements gives confidence in the chamber as-
semblyy quality control and justifies that only part of the chambers are scanned in the X-ray tomo-
graph. . 

3.7.22 Discussio n 

Too obtain a better understanding of the difference between the nominal chamber parameters and 
thee results of the X-ray tomograph, a closer look was taken at the measurements recorded by the 
on-linee Rasnik monitoring system during assembly of the BOL chambers: 

 For the two layers that are glued directly to the spacer it is observed that the cross-plate 
slowlyy moves down towards the tubes during the glue curing period of about 16 hours. In 
thiss period the average distance between the tubes and the cross-plate reduces by typically 
155 (lm. This is most probably due to shrinkage of the 0.7 mm thick glue layer between the 
cross-platess and the tubes. It causes an increase in the distances between layers 1 and 2 of 
eachh multilayer of typically 15 |Xm, but leaves the distances between layers 2 and 3 of each 
multilayerr unaltered. This results in an increase in the fitted vertical pitch of typically 8 |Xm 
andd in a decrease in the fitted vertical distance between the multilayers of typically 10 Jim. 

 For all layers the cross-plate sag compensation system is under-compensated which leaves a 
residuall  cross-plate sag of 10-20 (im. This has a small influence on the distance between the 
layers,, but decreases the vertical distance between the multilayers by 15-30 um. 

Combinedd with the mechanical precision of the assembly table of —10 UJTI, we expect a fitted ver-
ticall  pitch of typically 0 mm, and a fitted distance between the multilayers of typical-
lyy 0 mm. This is consistent with the site-grid parameters derived from the X-ray 
tomographh measurements. 

Thee number of wires that is labelled as possibly broken is sometimes different on the two sides of 
thee chamber. In the three BOL cases the list with the smaller number of wires was a sub-sample of 
thee list with the larger number of wires. The wires common to both lists are most likely to be really 
broken.. For these three chambers this has been verified with an electric resistance measurement, 
andd found to be exactly the case: five broken in BOL-0, zero in BOL-2 and one in BOL-3. All 
threee chambers were transported by truck from NIKHEF to CERN. For BOL-3 we suspect the 
wiree broke during this transport. 
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Figur ee 4-1 Photograph of the ATLAS muon cosmic ray test stand at NIKHEF with three BOL 
chamberss installed. The four trigger units are also visible below the chambers. 
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Chapte rr  4 Muon chambe r 
measuremen tt  precisio n 

II  devoted myself to study and to explore by wisdom 
allall  that is done under heaven. 

Ecclesiastess 1:13 

Thee precision of the track segment measurements in the individual chambers is one of the prime 
factorss in the precision of the muon momentum measurement. In the precious chapter, it was 
shownn that the wire positions of the BOL chambers are known with a precision of 15 (J.m com-
paredd to a regular grid. This chapter describes how the chamber track segments are reconstructed 
usingg this regular grid as input. After describing the test stand that is used for studying single 
chamberr performance, the drift tube calibration procedure and the track reconstruction algorithm 
aree explained in detail. Finally, as an example, we present the results for one BOL chamber. 

4.11 The BOL cosmi c ray test stand 

Afterr completion of a BOL chamber, it is tested by operating it in a dedicated test stand using cos-
micc muons. Figure 4-1 is a photograph of the test stand, showing three installed BOL chambers 
andd four trigger units installed below the chambers. The stand became operational early 2002. The 
aimss of the test stand are to find dead and noisy channels and to study the uniformity, efficiency 
andd resolution of the tubes for quality control. In the future the wire positions will also be deter-
minedd using the cosmic muons. The same analysis software is used as was used for analysis of the 
DATCHAA data (paragraph 5.4), and has been adapted to cope with the new trigger configuration, 
thee new MDT read-out hardware and the different raw data format. 

4.1.11 The muon drif t chamber s 

Thee test stand can accommodate five BOL chambers installed in horizontal position. Each BOL 
chamberr is approximately 5 m long, 2.2 m wide and 0.5 m high. They are stacked vertically and 
aree supported as they will be in ATLAS. Argon and carbon dioxide gases arrive separately at the 
set-upp and are mixed locally using mass flow controllers. At the outlet of the gas system a pressure 
controllerr is installed to regulate the gas pressure. The high-voltage is generated by a 40 channel 
C.A.E.N.. High Voltage System Model SY 127. One channel is used per multilayer and the high-
voltagee is distributed via on-chamber 'hedgehog' boards. On the read-out side, the chambers are 
equippedd with hedgehog boards holding the fast shaping FBPANIC-04 pre-amplifier, which is a 
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Tablee 4-1 MDT operation point in the cos-
micc ray test stand at NIKHEF. 

modifiedd version of the pre-amplifiers originally 
developedd for the muon drift chambers of the LEP 
L33 experiment. A so-called datimizer card is in-
stalledd onto each hedgehog board. This card hous-
ess the discriminators and a 32 channel TDC (Time 
too Digital Converter) with 25/32 = 0.78 ns wide 
bins.. A thick copper-clad ground plate is mounted 
inn between the pre-amplifier and datimizer boards 
too minimise electromagnetic interference. In the 
yearr 2002 only three chambers were equipped with 
read-outt electronics. Two of the three chambers 
weree equipped with twin-tube jumpers on the 
high-voltagee boards (see appendix B). The MDT operation point is listed in table 4-1. A higher gas 
gainn and lower threshold are chosen than foreseen in ATLAS. Each trigger, the digitised data is 
transferredd from the datimizers to a few Nimrods (NIKHEF Muon Read-Out Driver), which are 
installedd in a VME crate, and the raw data is written to a disk. 

Paramete r r 

Gass mixture 

Pressure e 

Highh voltage 

Gass renewal rate 

Gass gain 

Discriminatorr threshold 

Value e 

Ar/C022 93/7 

33 bar absolute 

33000 V 

11 volume / 10 days 

7xx 104 

13thh electron (45 mV) 

4.1.22 The muo n trigge r 

Severall  scintillator counters are installed below 
thee chambers to serve as a cosmic muon trigger. 
Eachh scintillator is 90 mm wide, 44 mm high 
andd 2300 mm long with the longest side run-
ningg in the z-direction. They are configured in 
fourr trigger units, which are located at several 
positionss in x. Each unit consists of two sets of 
threee scintillator counters with a block of 
500500 mm of iron in between, as illustrated in fig-
uree 4-2. The trigger signal of a unit is the coin-
cidencee between the two blocks of scintillators 
wheree the scintillators in each block are com-
binedd in a logical OR. The main trigger is the 
ORR of the four trigger units, which results in a 
triggerr rate of about 26 Hz. The iron serves as a 
muonn momentum cut of about 0.75 GeV/c. 

photo o 
multipliers s 

Figur ee 4-2 One of the four cosmic trigger units 
installedd below the MDT chambers. 

Thee scintillator counters are read out with photo multipliers on one end, and the hit times are 
measuredd with a dedicated datimizer card. Within each set of three scintillators, two counters are 
readd out on one end and one counter on the opposite end. If a hit is registered in two scintillators of 
thee same set with read-out on opposite sides, a 'trigger pair' is formed. If two pairs are found, one 
inn the upper set and one in the lower set, the upper set is taken as the trigger pair. The mean time of 
thee hits of the trigger pair is used as the time of passage of the muon: the main trigger time. All 
MDTT hits are corrected for this time. This is essential since all measured times have an arbitrary 
commonn offset that changes from event to event. The mean time is the only time that has a fixed 
offsett w.r.t. the time of passage of the muon. If no trigger pair can be formed (which is possible be-
causee of the geometry) the event is ignored in the off-line analysis. This reduces the used data 
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samplee by almost a factor of two and the effective trigger rate is about 14 Hz. The time difference 
off  the hits in the trigger pair is used to calculate the position of the muon along the scintillator (z-
direction)) using an inverse signal propagation speed of 6.4 ns /m. This speed has been measured 
withh the set-up itself by extrapolating the MDT tracks to the scintillators and comparing the ex-
trapolatedd track z-positions to the measured scintillator hit time differences. A 'trigger track' is re-
constructedd in the x-y plane from the x-positions of the scintillators that are hit. 

4.22 Calibratio n of the drif t tubes 

Beforee an MDT chamber can be used for an accurate measurement, its tubes need to be calibrated. 
Thee MDTs (including their read-out) only measure the times of arrival of hits in the TDCs com-
paredd to the time of the arrival of the trigger signal in the same TDC. These times need to be con-
vertedd into drift distances in the corresponding MDTs. The total measured time includes, apart 
fromm the drift time in the MDT itself, the time of flight of the muon, the signal propagation time 
alongg the MDT and time delays in cables and electronics. All these timing effects need to be taken 
intoo account to get precise drift times, which are then converted into drift distances via the so-
calledd space-time (r-t) relation. This relation is not known in advance and its determination is part 
off  the calibration procedure. The main aspects of the calibration are explained in more detail in the 
followingg paragraphs. 

4.2.11 Signa l propagatio n along the drif t tube 

Thee signal propagation delay Af is shown 
schematicallyy in figure 4-3. This defey depends 
onn the distance between the read-out end of the 
tubee and the position along the tube where the 
muonn passes. It also depends on the signal 
shapee at the point of impact, the shaping pro-
pertiess of the tube and the front-end electronics. 
Inn particular, it depends on the discriminator 
thresholdd due to the finite rise-time of the sig-
nal. . 

High h 
Voltage e 

Figur ee 4-3 Schematic view of the time delay 
AtAtDr0DDr0D due to signal propagation along the MDT. "prop "prop 

Thee drift tube acts like a coaxial wave transmis-
sionn line with an impedance of 382 Q, where 
thee signal travels at the speed of light. However, 
thee electrical resistance of the wire (44 Q / m) gives rise to a frequency dependent impedance and 
ass a consequence the shape of the signal will change [41]. Notably the leading edge peak, which is 
relevantt for the time measurement, loses height as it propagates through the tube. The signal 
changess will result in an extra delay in the time measurement on top of the delay purely due to the 
propagationn distance. 

Dedicatedd measurements were performed to study the effect of the drift tube signal shaping on the 
propagationn delay. Raw muon signal pulses are measured with a digital oscilloscope at the pre-am-
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Figur ee 4-4 Pre-amplifier output signals of twin MDTs for various impact points of a muon along 
thee tube. The first arriving signals (solid lines) are from the tube traversed by the muon. The later 
arrivingg signals (dashed lines) are from the 'twin-partner' of that tube. The muons traversed at 
0.755 m (a), 2.5 m (b) and 4.25 m (c) from the end where the tubes are interconnected. Here, the 
MDTss are operated with Ar / C0 2 80 / 20 at 2 bar absolute pressure with a high-voltage of 3150 V, 
resultingg in a maximum drift time of 1200 ns. 
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plifierr outputs of one pair of twin-tubes (see appendix B). The muon signal current splits in two 
andd travels to both ends of the tube. One half of the signal is registered at the read-out side, and the 
otherr half of the signal travels via the high-voltage end into its partner tube and reaches the read-
outt end there. Depending on the location of the muon hit along the tube, the two signal halves trav-
ell  different propagation lengths. Some examples of both signal halves for muon hits at several lo-
cationss along the tube are shown in figure 4-4. 

Thee original signal (in the tube that was traversed by the muon) arrives first and the 'twin' signal 
(inn the partner tube) arrives somewhat later. Focusing on the first signal peak, which is relevant for 
thee time measurement, we make the following observations: 

 The shape of the twin signal is very similar to the original signal. 

 The amplitude of the leading edge peak of the twin signal is smaller than the original signal. 
Thiss effect is stronger as the difference in propagation distance increases. 

Figuree 4-5 shows the ratio of the heights of the 
leadingg edge peaks of the twin and original sig-
nalss as a function of the difference in propaga-
tionn distance. Each measurement point is the 
averagee of about 12 muon pulses. The system-
aticc errors are due to uncertainty in the amplifi-
cationn factor of the pre-amplifiers and are the 
dominantt error. The measurements are consist-
entt with the simplified theoretical expectation 
deducedd from reference [41], which predicts an 
exponentiall  loss with a characteristic length of 
177 m. 

Thee effective propagation speed can be deter-
minedd by measuring the time difference be-
tweenn the original and twin signals as a function 
off  the difference in propagation distance. The 
slopee of this linear function gives the propaga-
tionn speed. The leading edge time of a signal is 
simulatedd from the oscilloscope data as the time 
att which the signal crosses a threshold level. 
Thiss way the speed can be determined for sev-
erall  threshold levels using the same raw input 
signals.. Figure 4-6 shows the measured time 
differencee (about 12 signals per point) versus 
thee propagation distance for two values of the 
threshold.. The intercept at about 11 ns is due to the extra delay inserted in between the two tubes. 
Figuree 4-7 shows the inverse of the effective signal propagation speed determined in this way as a 
functionn of the threshold level. The inverse effective speed is close to the inverse speed of light at 
zeroo threshold, and increases with increasing threshold. The errors are highly correlated because 
thee same data set is used for all measurement points. 

00 2 4 6 8 10 
Differenc ee in propagatio n distanc e (m) 

Figur ee 4-5 Ratio of muon signal heights of 
originall and twin signals in an MDT as a func-
tionn of the difference in propagation distance 
betweenn the two signals. The line is the theo-
reticall expectation [41]. The points are the 
measurementss where the smaller error bars 
indicatee the statistical errors only, and the 
largerr error bars include the systematic errors. 
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Figur ee 4-6 Measured time difference between 
MDTT signals of original tube and twin tube as a 
functionn of propagation distance for two values 
off the discriminator threshold. The straight line 
fitss are also shown. 
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Figur ee 4-7 Effective inverse signal propaga-
tionn speed of an MDT as a function of the dis-
criminatorr threshold. The same set of raw 
muonn signals was used to determine the 
speedss at various thresholds. The straight line 
fitt is extrapolated to zero threshold. 100 mV 
correspondss to 40 primary ionisation electrons. 

Thee position along the tube (x-coordinate) is determined from the trigger track (see paragraph 
4.1.2)) using the nominal y-position of the wire. Due to the extrapolation of the trigger track, the 
resolutionn of the x-coordinate increases from about 20 mm for the tubes closest to the trigger units 
(i.e.. the lowest layer of the lowest chamber) to about 100 mm for the tubes farthest away from the 
triggerr units (i.e. the upper most layer of the fifth chamber). The x-coordinate is converted into a 
timee delay using the effective propagation speed. For the cosmic ray test stand an inverse speed of 
3.88 ns / m is used, which translates the x-coordinate resolution into a resolution of the propagation 
delayy correction of 0.07 to 0.38 ns (depending on the tube position). This is adequate since it is 
welll  below the TDC timing step size (0.78 ns). A wrong speed would introduce systematic effects 
inn the drift time, depending on x. Typically one would like to keep the systematic effect below 
aboutt 0.5 ns. For a 5 m long tube this translates into a required precision on the propagation speed 
off  about 5%, equivalent to about 25 mV on the discriminator threshold, which is easily achieved. 

4.2.22 Time of fligh t of the muon 

Thee time of flight delay AtToF depends on the distance between the point where the muon passed 
thee MDT and the point where it passed the trigger pair of scintillators (see paragraph 4.1.2). The 
nominall  y- and z-coordinates of the MDT wire are taken, and the x-coordinate is calculated from 
thee trigger track at nominal wire y-position. The distance is converted into a time assuming the 
muonn travels at the speed of light. This assumption is adequate since even for the slowest muons 
(0.755 GeV/c) the speed is 99.0% of the speed of light. 
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4.2.33 (Q and tmax  calibratio n 

Thee value of a hit time as measured by the TDC has an arbitrary constant offset due to cable 
lengths,, electronics, etc. This offset is in general different for each tube, which causes the TDC 
spectraa for tubes to be shifted w.r.t. to each other. The maximum drift time can also vary from tube 
too tube due to variations in gas properties and high-voltage. These differences could all be ab-
sorbedd in the r-i  relations if a different one is used for each tube. This, however, requires many r-t 
relationss and their determination through auto-calibration (see paragraph 4.2.4) would be difficult, 
iff  not impossible. To use the same r-t relation for more than one tube, the TDC times are shifted 
andd scaled per tube before the times are converted into a distance via a common r-t relation: 

,, A A . \ max, ave A I 
tt = (t.-tn - - A f -Atr r.)  4 -1 

vv i 0, i prop ToF' t 
max,max, i 

wheree f,, t0, and tmax i are the TDC time of a hit, the shift (t0), and the maximum drift time |fMJJC) 
respectivelyy of tube i. The scaling time tmaxave is the average tmax of all tubes sharing the same r-t 
relation. . 

Thee value of t0 {.tnuu) is determined from the lower (upper) edge of the TDC spectrum of a single 
tubee by fitting this edge with a scaled Fermi function plus a constant background: 

NN = background + 4-2 
center-t center-t 

tt width 
11 + e 

wheree background, scale, center and width are the parameters to fit and N the number of entries in 
aa bin at time t. At t = center, N reaches half its maximum value (above background). The absolute 
valuee of width indicates how wide the transition is and its sign determines the direction of the tran-
sition,, which is opposite for the t0 and tmax fits. The two fits are done independently at their re-
spectivee local part of the spectrum. Each fit is done twice with the MESTUIT fitting package [36]. 
Thee first fit (using %2 minimisation with Gaussian errors for reasons of execution speed) serves to 
gett good estimates of the center and the width parameters. The second fit uses those parameter val-
uess to restrict its fitting region to the part that is most relevant for the t0 (f,^) determination: 
centercenter - 10 x width <t < center + 10 x width and uses the maximum likelihood method with Pois-
soniann errors for maximum accuracy. Figure 4-8 shows the edges of the TDC spectrum and the 
twoo final fits for one single tube. 

Thee value of t0 (?mat) is not unambiguously defined from the fitted function. It can be chosen 'any-
where'' along the function provided an extra time offset is allowed in the r-t relation. Two possible 
optionss are found in literature: 

1.. The t at half the maximum (i.e. t0 = center) [42]. 

2.. The t at which the line tangent at t = center crosses the background 
(i.e.. t0 = center - 2  width) [43]. 

Wee have chosen a solution based on the / at which its statistical uncertainty due to the fit of func-
tionn 4-2 is minimal. An overall shift in t0 for all tubes is absorbed in the r-t relation. The rj," ex-
tractedd from the fit and its error &Q ' can be expressed as: 
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Figur ee 4-8 Lower (a) and upper (b) edge of the TDC spectrum of a single tube, including the fit-
tedd functions to determine the t0 (a) and tmax (b) values. The lower edge of the spectrum has a bin 
sizee that is equal to the TDC bin size to get high accuracy. The upper edge of the spectrum has a 
binn size that is four times as large to increase the statistics per bin. 

fitfit  , . , , 
TQQ = center-t  width 

22 3. 2 

' 0 0 

fitfit 22 2 
(CTQQ ) - Ocenter+t G wilith-2ta center® width? c,w 4-3 3 

~22 ,. 2 . 2 l *  v center 
aa-~nteA-~nteAll ~ Pc, H ) + a width] ' - „ Pc , , 

"width "width 

wheree Ocenter and <3width are the errors on center and width, and pc w their correlation. The mini-
mumm value for o"g' is reached for: 

~min ~min 
~~ ^c,w center width ' 

andd has the value: 

fitfit  _ 2 
0,, mm ~ ^center*] Pc,w for r centercenter - pc 

width width 
-width -width 

4-4 4 

4-5 5 

Forr stability the same value fv is used for all tubes of a chamber and is determined as the aver-
agee value of the t 's of the individual tubes. The same procedure is applied to the f fits. The 
timess in the fitted TDC spectrum are already corrected for some t°0 and the final t0 and o0 are: 

== f0 + center^-tQ -width» 
finalfinal old 

ro o 

finalfinal _ / 2 
° nn - J® center, 0 + ( '0 ) °mdth, 0 ~ 2 / 0 Q center, 0°width, oPc, w, 0 

4-6 6 
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Thee final tmax is taken with respect to the fitted t0 and its value and error are given by: 

finalfinal center -}ave width - (center^-lf. widths) 
'max'max ccnit:' max max w  max ^ 0 0 0 ' 
finalfinal I final2 2 ,fve 2 2 ?av«f 

% MM - A/V^ O J *~ °center, max  ̂ max' °width,max LlmaX° center, max^width, max^c, w,max 

Thiss approach results in the smallest tube-to-tube variation in the f0 and tmax due to the uncertainty 
off  the fit. Table 4-2 shows the results of the t0 and tmax calibration. The scale parameter column is 
addedd to give an indication of the statistics involved. The values of t indicate that our solution lies 
inn between the two solutions quoted from literature. The last column gives the precisions of the t0 

andd tmax determinations. 

Tablee 4-2 Typical values of parameters of f0 and tmax calibration fits to TDC spectra of individual 
tubes.. Data collected with 23 hours of cosmic rays. 

sca/e(1/bin )) width  (ns)  acenter (ns)  pcw ? ö(ns ) 

300 1.8 0.5 0.63 1.2 0.4 
222 -8.1 2.3 0.64 1.0 1.7 

Figuree 4-9 shows a typical TDC spectrum for all tubes in a BOL chamber after all timing correc-
tions.. The shape is typical for the Ar / C02 drift gas in a radial electric field: steep rise at t = 0 
fromm muons that hit the wire, with a finite slope due to the statistical nature of the signal genera-
tionn and due to the pre-amplifier shaping; the maximum close to t = 0 due to the local high drift 
velocityy (in turn due to the local high electric field); slowly decreasing after the initial maximum 
duee to a slow decrease in the local drift velocity (in turn due to the decreasing local electric field). 
Itt can be shown that the TDC spectrum is proportional to the local drift velocity (apart from fold-
ingg with the resolution and the distribution of the incoming particles) [44]. The 'dip' around 30 ns 
iss specific for the chosen operating point and is less pronounced if the high-voltage is decreased by 
1000 - 200 V. Physically it means that the drift velocity is locally decreasing with increasing elec-
tricc field (for the electric field value at the radius corresponding to the time of the dip). 

4.2.44 r-t  calibratio n and resolutio n determinatio n 

Thee space-time (r-t) relation is determined in an iterative procedure, one per chamber. This 'auto-
calibration'' procedure [45] uses only the hits of the detector itself to find its calibration. A first es-
timatee of the r-t relation is obtained by integration of the TDC spectrum with a correction for 8-
rayss [44]. In each iteration the previous r-t relation is used to reconstruct the tracks per chamber 
(seee paragraph 4.3). The next r-t relation is obtained by accumulating the measured times as a 
functionn of the predicted radius, where the latter is equal to the distance from the reconstructed 
trackk to the respective wire. A profile histogram in r from 0 to 14.6 mm in 0.2 mm bins is used to 
accumulatee the measured times. Figure 4-10 shows the profile histograms of the initial and final r-
tt relations for three BOL chambers. The r-t relations are highly non-linear, which is typical for the 
Arr / C02 drift gas in a radial electric field. The advantage of binning in r instead of in t (and accu-
mulatingg the predicted radii) is that the histogram range is fixed and known in advance. Moreover 
thee statistics is similar in each bin, provided the tubes are illuminated uniformly. Figure 4-11 
showss the MDT drift velocity as a function of the track position. It is determined as the inverse of 
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Figur ee 4-9 A TDC spectrum for all tubes in a BOL chamber after all timing corrections 
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Figur ee 4-10 Initial (grey) and final (black) r-t 
relationss for three BOL chambers. The average 
measuredmeasured time is determined as a function of 
thee predicted radius from the track position. 
Thee vertical error bars indicate the r.m.s. 
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Figur ee 4-11 MDT drift velocity as a function of 
thee track position for three BOL chambers. It is 
determinedd as the inverse of the derivative of 
thee r-t relation. 

thee derivative of the final r-t relations, which is an approximation because it ignores the geometry 
off  the primary ionisation cluster distribution. The shape is very similar to the TDC spectrum (fig-
ureure 4-9), as expected. 

Too improve the reliability of the convergence of the procedure, a set of stringent cuts is applied to 
thee hits and tracks that are included in the calibration: 
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 At least six hits on the track; 

 Confidence level of the track fit greater than 0.1; 

 At least one hit (i.e. wire position) on each side of the track, both in the bottom and top mul-
tilayers; ; 

 The r.m.s of the measured hit radii greater than 2.5 mm; 

 A hit must be closer to the track than three times the local resolution. 

Thee procedure is considered converged if the change (w.r.t. the previous iteration) in the average 
off  the track fit  residuals is small at all radii. 

Thee resolution ar is determined alongside the r-t relation for each r bin. The resolution of a drift 
tubee is defined as the r.m.s. of the residuals of the measured hit radii relative to the real track posi-
tion.. Due to absence of an external track position measurement, the track position is determined by 
fittingg a track to the hits themselves. The resolution can be estimated from the distribution of the 
trackk fit residuals (figure 4-12). This distribution, however, is narrower than the resolution because 
thee hit concerned is included in the fit, which gives a bias to smaller residuals. Another estimate 
forr the resolution is the distribution of the hit residuals, where the hit concerned is left out of the 
trackk fit  ('fit-without-hit', figure 4-13). 

Thiss distribution, however, is broader than the resolution because the inaccuracy of the recon-
structedd track position adds to the residuals. This effect can be corrected for by accumulating the 
estimatedd inaccuracies o, k due to the track position (and angle) and subtracting (in quadrature) 
att the end its average from the width Orwh 

without-hitt residual distribution: 
(off  a Gaussian fit to the central ) of the track fit-

Nentt = 3764871 
RMSS =117.7 
Chi2/ndff = 18684.6/29 
Constantt = 180605.3- 135. 
Meann  = -6.7+ 0.0 
Slamaa = 75.2  0.0 

-10000 -500 0 500 
Trackk fi t residua l ( urn) 

1000 0 

Figur ee 4-12 Distribution of the track fit residu-
alss and a Gaussian fit to the central  2 sigma, 
drawnn over the full range. 
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Figur ee 4-13 Distribution of the track hit residu-
alss leaving out the hit concerned from the track 
fit.. A Gaussian fit to the central 2 sigma is 
drawnn over the full range. 
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° rr = 0fwh~G track' 4 " 8 

2 2 

Thee value of Gtrack depends, apart from the spatial distribution of the hits, only on the input errors 
givenn to the track fit (see equations 4-22), and could therefore be larger than ofwh, which is non-
physicall  (negative ar ) . To avoid this problem and improve the robustness of the method we scale 
equationn 4-8 by the input error ain t: 

22 2 2 

o\\ a ,, a fwhfwh track ,g 
22 2 2 ' 
inputinput input input 

22 2 

Thee Gfm^b f° r a hit depends on the location of the hit along the track, and the a , for a hit de-
pendss on the radius of the hit. Equation 4-9 assumes that a- „„ , is the same for all hits, and is 

 I Yip Hi > /-\ 

thereforee an approximation. We now impose the equilibrium condition ajn ut = or, but keep 
°inputt i n t he ^rack t e r m- Rewriting then gives: 

 I ' *%,*' 4 - ! 0 

LL  "track 

ii  atpu, 

showingg that the tube resolution is a scaling factor (< 1) times the width of the 'fit-without-hit' re-
siduall  distribution. This procedure is applied separately for each r-bin of the r-t relation, which 
validatess the assumption of a constant o- (within one bin). The flatness of the confidence level 
distributionn (see figure 4-18 b) is a strong indication that this method works well. The scaling fac-
torr changes from close to 1 at r = 0 to about 0.75 at large r. To limit the contribution of the recon-
structedd track uncertainty, while allowing at the same time tails in the residual distribution, a 
numberr of cuts are applied to the tracks and hits that are included in the determination of the reso-
lution: : 

 At least three hits in each multilayer on the track including the hit; 

 Loose cut on the %2 per degree of freedom (< 10) of the track including the hit; 

 Stringent cut on the confidence level (> 0.1) of the track without the hit. 

Figuress 4-14 (a) and (b) show the average of the track fit residuals and the tube resolution respec-
tively,, as a function of the radial position of the track, using both the initial and the final r-t rela-
tions.. The improvement by the iterative procedure is evident, as both the absolute values and the 
chamber-to-chamberr variations are reduced by a significant amount. The final averages are signif-
icantlyy smaller than the resolution at all radii. The remaining systematics in the averages, in partic-
ularr below r = 3 mm, are possibly related to deviations in /0s that are not fully absorbed by the 
auto-calibrationn procedure and more investigation is needed to reduce them. The shape of the res-
olutionn is rather typical for Ar / C02. The relatively bad resolution near the wire (r = 0) is due to 
thee locally high drift velocities and due to the geometry of the primary ionisation clusters for parti-
cless passing close to the wire. The locally improved resolution at r = 2 mm is correlated to the lo-
callyy lower drift velocity (compare figure 4-11). This 'dip' is absent for a lower high-voltage on 
thee wire (see figure 2-6 and table 2-2), and is therefore related to the higher electric field. 
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Figur ee 4-14 Average of the track fit residuals (a) and measured single tube resolution (b) as a 
functionn of the radial position of the track using the initial (grey) and final (black) r-trelations. Each 
symboll type corresponds to one of three BOL chambers. The squares correspond to the chamber 
withoutt twin-tube jumpers, and the circles and triangles to the chambers with twin-tube jumpers. 

Thee r-t relation is stored as a table of (r, t, or) points. Linear interpolation between those points is 
appliedd by the analysis program to convert measured times into 'measured' radii. 

Onee would like to summarise the resolution in a single number. Since the track fit uses l /o2, a 
goodd average resolution number is the 'inverse quadratic average': 

'IQA 'IQA 

— !!  ~^dr 

''rrmaxmax Q a (r) 

4-11 1 

Applyingg this formula to the resolution curves gives statistical uncertainties of 89 u.m for the 
chamberss with twin-tube jumpers and 95 urn for the chamber without twin-tube jumpers. Apply-
ingg the same formula to the average residual curves, we find systematic uncertainties of 1 - 3 u,m, 
whichh is well below the statistical uncertainty. This indicates that the auto-calibration procedure 
hass converged. We conclude that the single MDT resolution is about 90 u.m, which is close the aim 
off  80 |im [24]. This is acceptable for this set-up since there is still a contribution from the relative-
lyy large multiple scattering1 of the low momentum cosmic muons (1 GeV/c). 

Thiss contribution is estimated to be 37 um. This value is determined by comparing the width of the 
trackk fit residual distribution (figure 4-12) to the width of the same distribution, where a cut is made 
onn the angle differences between the track segments in the three chambers. This way the muons with 
largee scattering are removed from the sample. The estimated resolution without multiple scattering 
iss therefore J902 - 372 = 82 um. 
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4.33 Track reconstructio n 

Thee muon track reconstruction proceeds along three steps: 

1.. Within a single chamber, patterns are defined by a collection of hits consistent with a trail 
leftt by a passing muon, within a certain distance. The hit topology cut requires a minimum 
numberr of hits per multilayer and per chamber; 

2.. Each pattern is subjected to a track fit. If the %2 per degree of freedom is less than 5, it is ac-
cepted.. Otherwise a track fit is applied to all sub-patterns with one hit less that still satisfy 
thee hit topology cut. If the best %2 of the fits to the sub-patterns is below the y} cut, the cor-
respondingg pattern is accepted as belonging to a valid track. Otherwise the procedure is re-
peatedd for sub-patterns with two hits less and so on. If no track is found that satisfies all cuts, 
thee pattern is rejected; 

3.. Track segments in the individual chambers are combined into a 'global' track. 

Thee details of the first two procedures are discussed in the following paragraphs. The treatment of 
globall  tracks is deferred to the next chapter (paragraph 5.5). A fully reconstructed cosmic muon 
eventt is shown in figure 4-15. 

4.3.11 Patter n recognitio n 

Thee pattern recognition starts with a pair of hits: 
onee in the top multilayer and one in the bottom 
multilayerr of a chamber. For this pair the four 
trackk ambiguities are determined (see figure 4-
16).. These four ambiguities serve as seeds for 
patternn candidates: for each ambiguity all hits 
withinn a certain distance (5 mm) of the trajecto-
ryy are added to the list of hits for this ambiguity. 
Listss with a minimum total number of hits (4) 
andd a minimum number of hits in each multilay-
err (2) are accepted as a pattern. 

Thee procedure is repeated until the list of possi-
blee hit pairs is exhausted. At this stage duplica-
tionss (real copies and proper subsets) are 
removed.. On average about one pattern per 
chamberr per event is found (excursions to more 
thann ten patterns are observed in 0.5% of the 
events).. Multiple usage of hits is not explicitly 
excluded. excluded. 

Topp multilayer 

Figur ee 4-16 Principle of pattern recognition. 
Forr each pair of hits (the circles) with one hit in 
eachh multilayer (solid circles) the four track 
ambiguitiess (the lines) are used as seeds to 
collectt hits on a pattern. 
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Figur ee 4-15 Event display of the analysis software showing a fully reconstructed event in the 
NIKHEFF ATLAS muon cosmic ray test station. Two reconstructed muons are shown with zooms 
perr multilayer of the best track segments. The three rectangles below y= 1000 mm represent the 
triggerr scintillators that registered a hit. The small solid black box around (z, y) = (100 mm, 
2000 mm) represents the combined hits in the scintillator trigger pair. The lighter and darker tubes 
indicatee the read-out front-end electronics cards. A tube with a cross is known to be dead (discon-
nectedd from high-voltage because of a broken wire, or not connected to read-out). 
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4.3.22 Track fi t 

Thee track is modelled as a straight line with ref-
erencee point (ZQ , y0) and angle 0 with the z-ax-
is.. The n hits are represented as circles where 
eachh circle ;' (i = 1, 2 ... ri)  has its centre at the 
wiree position (z(-, y{) and a radius ri correspond-
ingg to the measured drift distance, which is de-
terminedd from the measured time (equation 4-1) 
andd the auto-calibrated r-t relation (figure 4-
10).. The starting values of the track parameters 
comee from the pattern recognition. The track is 
fitfit  to the hits by minimising the %2, which is 
givenn by: 

z z (A ; - r .) ) 
Figur ee 4-17 Sketch of the variables involved in 

222 t n e fit of a straight track (the line) to hits in drift 
tubess (the circles). 

wheree A- is the distance from the track to the wire and o, the error (assumed Gaussian) at the meas-
uredd r-. The error is taken from the auto-calibration procedure (figure 4-14 b). The various param-
eterss are indicated in figure 4-17. The wire positions are assumed to lie on a regular grid (see 
paragraphh 3.2.3) and are calculated with equation 3-3 using the site-grid parameters as measured 
byy the X-ray tomograph (table 3-9). The distance A,- is equal to the absolute value of the y-coordi-
natee of the wire position expressed in the coordinate system of the track. The origin of the track 
coordinatee system is at (z0 , y0) and the z-axis coincides with the track. The wire coordinates in the 
trackk coordinate system (z1., y') are given by: 

z';; = +z;cos(9) + >>;sin(0) - e , 

y'iy'i = -z,sin(9)+ >';.cos(6)-rf , 

withh 4-13 

ee = +z0cos(8) + >>0sin(6) and 

dd = - z0sin(6) + ;yocos(0) . 

Thee variable d runs perpendicular to the track and is the distance from the track to the origin of the 
globall  coordinate system. The variable e runs along the track and is the distance from the reference 
pointt (z0 , y0) to the point of closest approach to the origin of the global coordinate system. The an-
glee 6 and the perpendicular shift d are the fit parameters and e wil l be chosen to make the correla-
tionn between 9 and d zero. The %2 now reads: 

22 " (\y'i\-rf » (|-z,.sin(e) + y . cos (9 ) -d | - ri )
2 

**  = H—l—= 1 2
ii=1=1 O. i = i G. 

4-14 4 

Thee x2 is minimised in an iterative procedure by setting the derivatives to the parameters to zero 
alongg the procedure described in appendix C. The matrix A and vector b are given by: 
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AA = 
AAQQQQ ABd 

AAQdQd Add 

nn (z') " z'-
rr  2- 2 

11 = 1 Of i = l<Jj 

""  z'i  n 1 
2̂ ^  ̂ 2 2- ~2 
i = l O , -- , = i c , 

andd b = 

nn z'(y'Tr) 

ii  = 1 <*,-

2-- „2 

4-15 5 

wheree the =F is the opposite of the sign of y .. We use the following definitions, which are all con-
stantss in the fit : 

nn . "  7 " V -

i = l O , -- i = l O . 1 = 1 0; 

22 2 
nn z  "  y  n zy

ii  = 1 <*, i = 1 <*, i=\ o,-

""  (y,--z,-)(yf + z/) 
jy-zzz 2 J 2 

/== 1 o. 

Zcc 5 ^ S ' 

ZZ;;rr ; ; 
R;R; =  / f ^ z j  RyJIi:, 

ii  2 
0\ \ 

''  2 ' 2 
0\\ o\. 

4-16 6 

wheree (zc , yc) is the weighted average of the hit positions. Syy. a is calculated in this way instead 
off  simply S - Su for numerical stability. The matrix and vector elements read explicitly: 

A9QQ = cos2(9)5 +sin2(9)S + 2sin(9)cos(9)S + eS(e -2(cos(Q)zc+ sm(Q)yc)) , 

AAdddd = S

AAQdQd = 5(cos(6)zc+ sin(Q)yc-e) , 

&ee = sin(e)cos(8)Svv_zz + (2cos2(6) - 1 )Szy + cos(9) £ *R* + sin(9) £ T/t? 
// = I ; = l 

n n 

-- </S(cos(0)zc + sin(9)yc) - eS(cos(d)yc- sin(9)zc) - e  ̂ **, -

n n 
^^ = 5{cos(0)><c-sin(9)zc-J)+ £ T/?,. . 

ii  = 1 

ii  = 1 

4-17 7 

Thee value of e can be freely chosen, and we choose it to make the correlations zero by setting the 
diagonall  elements A$d to zero: 

ee = cos(9)zc + sin(9)>'c. 4-18 8 
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Forr this value of e, the new values of the parameters are given by: 

hh h 
newnew rt 8 j new , d , , « 

99 = e + — and tf =d+——. 4-19 
A 999 Add 

Thee track fit routine is called many times and execution speed is therefore an important issue. 
Equationss 4-19 are coupled and the convergence of the fit can be sped up by decoupling them. 
Thiss can be achieved by shifting the hits before the fit by (-zc , -yc). For the shifted hits the values 
off  zc, yc and e are zero, which also simplifies equations 4-17 and causes an additional gain in exe-
cutionn speed. After the fit , the track is shifted back. Indicating the S and R (equations 4-16) of the 
shiftedd hits by S' and R', equations 4-17 simplify to: 

AAeeee = S'yy+cos(Q)(2Sm(Q)S'zy-cos(Q)S'yy_zz) , 

AAdddd = S , 

AABdBd = 0

__ ., 4-20 
??zyzy++  cos(9) sin(e)S'w._zz + 2cos(e)5,zy+ £ */?'  + sin(6) £ T < , 

ii  = 1 

Thee new 9 and d (per iteration) are given by: 

n n 

66 = 6 + -— and d - —-—. 4-21 
AAWW S 

Inn each iteration the sign of v'y, which depends on both d and 9, needs to be calculated for each hit 
too determine the sign of the /?(-'s. This still gives a coupling between the two parameters if a hit 
changess side of the track during the fit. The fi t is considered converged if the angle step is smaller 
thann 0.1 (irad and the position step is smaller than 0.1 um. The fit converges in less than 4 itera-
tionss for 95% of the tracks and uses on average 2.3 iterations. 

Thee errors on the parameters are given by: 

°ee = JX~ a n d cd = T-  4-22 

V^eee yAdd 

Afterr the fit , the track is shifted back to its original location: 

zz00 = z - sin(9)d , 
4-23 3 

y00 = yc+  cos(8)J , 
whichh is the rotation point of the track for uncorrelated track parameters. 
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Figuree 4-18 shows the distribution of the %2 per degree of freedom and the confidence level of the 
trackk fit using the auto-calibrated r-t relation. The flatness of the confidence level distribution 
evincess an excellent understanding of the errors. 

X2/DoF F 
0.22 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Confidenc ee level 

Figur ee 4-18 Distribution of the %2 per degree of freedom (a) and the confidence level (b) of the 
trackk fit using the auto-calibrated r-t relation. 

4.3.33 Drif t tube detectio n efficienc y and hit-on-trac k efficienc y 

Whenn a muon traverses an MDT, the drift tube does not register a hit with 100% efficiency. Two 
differentt types of inefficiency occur: 

1.. No hit at all. This is duee to the statistical nature of the signal generation in the gas. Since the 
discriminatorr threshold is at a finite signal level, there is a finite probability that the signal 
wil ll  be too low to generate a hit.. In particular, this efficiency is lower close to the tube wall 
sincee the gas length traversed by the muon is rapidly decreasing. As a consequence, the av-
erageerage number of primary electrons becomes smaller, leading to a lower average signal 
height,, and a smaller number of the statistically fluctuating signals will be above the dis-
criminatorr threshold; 

2.. A hit at the 'wrong' place, where 'wrong' could for example be defined as more than five 
timess the resolution away from the track: 

a.. A hit can be too close to the wire if another particle (8-electron ejected by the muon) 
traversess the tube closer to the wire than the muon. This other hit will then mask the 
muonn hit. This masking probability is zero for tracks that pass through the wire and in-
creasess with increasing distance from the track to the wire, to reach about 15% near 
thee tube wall. This results in an overall inefficiency due to 5-electrons of 4% [24]; 

b.. A hit can be too far away from the wire if the leading edge signal peak is below the 
threshold,, but a later signal peak is above the threshold (see e.g. figure 4-4); or if the 
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completee muon signal is below the threshold and another particle (8-electron) travers-
ess the tube at a larger distance from the wire. 

Figuree 4-19 shows the efficiency of the MDTs 
ass a function of the radial position of the track. 
Thee efficiency is defined as the number of 
foundd hits divided by the number of expected 
hits.. A hit is expected in a tube if the recon-
structedd track passes within 14.6 mm from the 
wire.. To avoid biases, only good quality tracks 
aree included: at least five hits are required on 
thee track, at least two in each multilayer, and 
thee x2 per degree of freedom should be less than 
2.. Two types of efficiency are shown: found hits 
assignedd to the track, and any hits found in the 
tube.tube. The 'any hits' efficiency is close to 100% 
andd decreases rapidly close to the tube wall, as 
expected.. The 'hit-on-track' efficiency decreas-
ess with increasing radius mainly due to the 8-
electronss (case 2a above). The small decrease at 
rr  = 0 is probably due to the (ignored) asymme-
tryy in the resolution in this region. The overall 
hit-on-trackk efficiency is 94.5%. 

100 0 

00 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
Radiall  positio n of trac k (mm) 

Figur ee 4-19 Efficiency of an MDT tube as a 
functionn of the track position. Both 'any-hit' effi-
ciencyy (points) and 'hit-on-track' efficiency (line) 
aree shown. 

Figuree 4-20 (a) shows the relative number of 
hitss that are more than five times the local resolution closer to the wire than the track (case 2a 
above).. These hits are most probably due to 8-electrons and this figure therefore gives an indica-
tionn of the relative number of 5-electrons that obscure a muon hit. These measurements agree with 

00 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
Radiall  positio n of trac k (mm) 

00 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
Radiall  positio n of trac k (mm) 

Figur ee 4-20 Relative number of hits that are more than five times the local resolution closer to 
thee wire (a) and farther away from the wire (b) than the track. 
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thee measurements done elsewhere [24]. As such, it is the complement of the hit-on-track efficien-
cyy (figure 4-19), except close to r = 0. As expected, is it zero close to the wire and then increases 
linearlyy towards the tube wall, simply because the available phase space increases. Below 
rr  = 1 mm the phase space has basically reduced to zero. The sharp rise near the tube wall is proba-
blyy due to the increased amount of matter that is traversed by the muons that pass close to the wall, 
whichh increases the probability of a 8-electron. Figure 4-20 (b) shows the opposite: the relative 
numberr of hits that are more than five times the local resolution farther away from the wire than 
thee track (case 2b above). It is below 0.5% with a small rise close to r = 0, which is probably due 
too the (ignored) asymmetry in the resolution in this region, and is in this region the complement of 
thee hit-on-track efficiency (figure 4-19). 

Mostt of the inefficiency of the hits that can be used on a track is due to 5-electrons. This is an im-
portantt factor to be taken into account in simulations of MDTs, in particular for studies of muon 
trackk reconstruction efficiency and resolution. 

4.44 Result s on BOL chamber s 

Thee results presented in this section are obtained with data that was collected in 23 hours. After 
thee software trigger cut (paragraph 4.1.2), 1.15 million events are included in the analysis. All re-
sultss shown are from the same chamber (BOL-6, not equipped with twin-tube jumpers). 

4.4.11 Dead and nois y channel s 

Figuree 4-21 shows the total number of hits collected per tube for one BOL chamber. The typical 
distribution,, which is repeated every layer, is due to the geometrical acceptance of the set-up. The 
tubess collect around 10k hits each. Dead channels, noisy channels and tubes with low efficiency 
aree immediately evident from this histogram. Tube number 360 (top multilayer, middle layer, tube 
numberr 72) is not connected to the read-out. Tube numbers 239 (top multilayer, bottom layer, tube 

1500 200 250 300 
Tubee numbe r in chambe r 

Figur ee 4-21 Total number of hits collected in 23 hours as a function of the tube number for the 
BOL-66 chamber. The tubes are numbered continuously layer after layer. 
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numberr 23) and 352 (top multilayer, middle layer, tube number 64) have broken wires and are dis-
connectedd from the high-voltage. The hits present in tube 352 are therefore all noise hits. Known 
deadd channels are also indicated on the event display of figure 4-15. The breaking of the wires is 
causedd by high gas flow rates due to uncontrolled deflation of the chamber during gas leak tests, 
andd will be avoided in the future. This chamber also has a few noisy channels with a noise hit rate 
off  about 1 kHz, which is still negligible compared to the expected beam related background hit 
ratee of 15 kHz in ATLAS (BOL tubes). 

4.4.22 Uniformit y of the operatin g poin t 

Thee maximum drift time of an MDT is sensitive to the operating point (gas composition, pressure, 
temperaturee and high-voltage) and is therefore a good indicator for the uniformity of a chamber. 
Figuree 4-22 shows the maximum drift times for all tubes in a BOL chamber. The large r.m.s. 
(166 ns) is due to systematics which emerge as clearly visible patterns in this figure. The repetitive 
structuree with a period of three tubes is related to the gas connection scheme: within each layer, 
threee tubes are connected in series to the gas manifold. The further downstream a tube is, the high-
err its maximum drift time. The r.m.s. of the maximum drift times per sub-group is around 11 ns, 
andd the sub-groups are spaced by about 20 ns. This is significant compared to the precision of the 
ttmaxmax determination (1.7 ns, see table 4-2). Within each sub-group another systematic is evident 
fromm figure 4-22: per layer the values decrease with increasing tube number, i.e. with increasing 
distancee from the inlet of the gas distribution bar, and with decreasing distance from the outlet of 
thee gas collection bar. These systematics are not caused by a pressure drop, because the gas flow is 
veryy low, and the effect hardly changes if the flow is stopped or if it is increased by a factor of 5. 
Thee effects are possibly related to the high gas leak rate of this chamber (10~2 - 10~3 bar liter / s 
comparedd to 105 bar liter / s for a certified BOL chamber). It could also be residual impurities in 
thee gas, which are not cleaned out due to the low gas flow. The cause is not really known and fur-
therr tests are needed. The maximum drift time variations are to a large extent compensated by the 
rescalingg procedure described in paragraph 4.2.3. 

500 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
Tubee numbe r in chambe r 

Figur ee 4-22 Maximum drift times for the BOL-6 chamber as a function of the (continuous) tube 
numberr in the chamber. 
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4.4.33 Efficienc y 

Figuree 4-23 shows the efficiency per tube for one BOL chamber. To exclude the edge effects, hits 
aree only counted if the track passes between 1 and 14 mm from the wire. Most tubes have excel-
lentt efficiency (99.97%). This is what is expected, because the discriminator threshold is very low 
comparedd to the signal height. As a cross-check, the average efficiency of the chamber is also cal-
culatedd by counting the number of tracks with a hit in each of the 6 tubes that were expected to 
havee a hit (again for r = 1 - 14 mm), and comparing that to the number of tracks that were expect-
edd to have 6 hits. The average single tube efficiency for this chamber calculated with this method 
iss , which is close to the expected efficiency including the 3 dead tubes (99.31%). 
Whenn the dead tubes are excluded, the efficiency goes up to 99.984+0.001%, which is close to the 
efficiencyy determined the other way. Tube numbers 239, 352 and 360 have zero efficiency because 
theyy are disconnected from either high-voltage or read-out (also see paragraph 4.4.1). The zero ef-
ficiencyficiency of tube number 352 confirms that the hits in this tube (figure 4-21) are not related to 
tracks,, and are therefore noise hits. 
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Figur ee 4-23 MDT efficiency as a function of the (continuous) tube number for the BOL-6 cham-
ber.. Only radial track positions between 1 and 14 mm are included. 

4.4.44 Resolutio n 

Figuree 4-24 shows the resolution for all tubes in one BOL chamber, calculated with equation 4-10, 
wheree the hits of all radii are mixed (per tube). This means that the assumption of a constant 
aa22 is not valid, and the values need not necessarily be the same as the inverse quadratic aver-
agee of the r-dependent resolution (deduced from figure 4-14 b). The tube-to-tube variations, how-
ever,, can still be studied with this approximation. Most tubes have similar resolution, and a few 
aree significantly worse. Those few could be examined in more detail, and possible problems could 
bee found and maybe fixed. There seems to be a systematic worse resolution near the end of the 
chamberr (tubes 1, 72, 73, 144, 145 etc.), which is probably an artifact of the geometry, 
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Figur ee 4-24 Resolution as a function of the (continuous) tube number for the BOL-6 chamber. 
Thee horizontal line indicates the 80 urn resolution goal. 

4.4.55 Track reconstructio n precisio n 

Thee precision with which the track segments are reconstructed in the individual chambers contrib-
utess to the precision of the muon momentum measurement in ATLAS and is therefore an impor-
tantt parameter. The precision of the track segment position depends on the number of hits on the 
track,, and therefore on the number of layers in a chamber. The precision of the track segment an-
glee depends moreover on the spacer height of the chamber. For a BOL chamber tested at NIKHEF 
withh cosmic muons, the distribution of the precision of the track segments, calculated with equa-
tionn 4-22, is shown in figure 4-25. The average values are somewhat larger than the goals (see par-
agraphh 2.3.1), which is a direct result of the somewhat worse resolution (see paragraph 4.2.4), 
whichh in turn is due to the larger multiple scattering of the lower momentum cosmic muons (see 
footnotee 1 on page 99). The values are also larger because the goals assume six hits on the track 
andd this sample includes tracks with five hits (26%). When the resolution is corrected for the esti-
matedd contribution of multiple scattering, the average precision is 36 urn on the track position and 
1777 u:rad on the track angle. 
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Figur ee 4-25 Distribution of the precision of the track segment position 
anglee (b) in the BOL-6 chamber. 
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Figur ee 5-1 Photograph of the DATCHA set-up located in the former UA1 cavern at CERN. 
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Chapte rr  5 Muon chambe r 
alignmen tt  precisio n 

WhatWhat is twisted cannot be straightened; 
whatwhat is lacking cannot be counted. 

Ecclesiastess 1:15 

Thee relative alignment of the three chambers (one in each muon station) traversed by a muon is 
onee of the prime factors in the precision of the muon momentum measurement. The previous 
chapterr dealt with the precision of the track segments as measured by the individual chambers. 
Thiss chapter deals with how the three segments are combined to determine the track 'sagitta', 
whichh is a direct measure for the muon momentum. Any misalignment of chambers will introduce 
aa fake sagitta, and the alignment needs to be known to high accuracy to compensate for that. Ex-
pressedd in terms of the sagitta, the accuracy of the alignment of the muon chambers is aimed to be 
300 |im. The experimental set-up called 'DATCHA' was built to test whether this goal can be 
achieved,, and is shown on the photograph in figure 5-1. It was assembled and operated at CERN 
inn the period 1996-1999. The main results of 'DATCHA' have been published [46]. This chapter 
dealss with the description of the set-up, the method used for the test and will show mat the goal is 
achieved. . 

5.11 Method of verificatio n 

Too verify the precision of an alignment system, an independent measurement is needed to compare 
itt to. For our test, three prototype muon chambers are used in a full-size set-up in the configuration 
inn which the ATLAS experiment will measure the muon tracks. Here, cosmic muons detected by 
thee muon chambers are used for the independent measurement. Because of the absence of a mag-
neticc field the muons go straight on average. In the test, the average sagitta is calculated from the 
cosmicc muon tracks and from the alignment systems. This is done for several controlled displace-
mentss of the MDT chambers. The alignment sagitta values are then compared to the muon sagitta 
values.. This gives the precision of the alignment system smeared with the precision of the muon 
tracks,, which is dominated by the multiple scattering in detector material. Since the alignment sys-
temss in the DATCHA set-up were not calibrated, this test only shows on how well the alignment 
systemm can monitor changes in the geometry. 
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5.22 Descriptio n of the DATCHA set-up 

Thee DATCHA' set-up constitutes one full-size large muon barrel tower, which is about 0.5% of 
thee ATLAS muon spectrometer, including three Monitored Drift Tube (MDT) chambers, three Re-
sistivee Plate Chambers (RPCs) and 16 Rasnik alignment monitors. Figure 5-2 shows a schematic 
vieww of the set-up. 

Figur ee 5-2 Schematic front-view (a) and side-view (b) of the DATCHA set-up. 

Ass in ATLAS, the MDT chambers (here BIL, BML and BOL) measure the precision coordinate 
(z)) of the muons. The geometry of the MDT chambers in DATCHA is taken from the ATLAS ge-
ometryy at the time of construction of the set-up and is somewhat different from the final layout of 
ATLAS.. The BIL chamber was constructed at IHEP in Protvino, Russia. The tubes for the BML 
andd BOL chambers were wired at CERN [47], and were assembled into full chambers at INFN in 
Frascati,, Italy, (BML) and at NIKHEF in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, (BOL). The RPC cham-
bers,, constructed at INFN in Rome, Italy, measure the 'second coordinate' (x, along the MDT 
wires)) and are used in the trigger, but the layout differs from ATLAS. The muons in ATLAS will 
comee from the center of the detector, but here we use cosmic muons, which traverse the set-up in 
thee opposite direction. In DATCHA no magnetic field is present and the muons follow a straight 
path,, apart from multiple scattering. In addition a scintillating hodoscope is installed for the timing 
off  the passing muons. A concrete + iron absorber is installed to remove the low energy muons. 
Thee DATCHA set-up was assembled at CERN and became operational in the summer of 1997. 

5.2.11 Scintillating hodoscope 

Thee 3 x 1 m2 scintillating hodoscope serves to measure the time of passage of the muon. It is in-
stalledd directly below the BIL chamber and consists of two layers of fourteen 0.2 x 1 m2 plastic 
scintillationn counters. The short sides of the counters are in the x-direction and the two layers are 

1.. DATCHA is the acronym for Demonstration of ATlas CHamber Alignment. 
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shiftedd by about 7 cm in x. This leads to a measurement of the ^-coordinate with a precision of a 
feww cm. The counters are read out with photo-multipliers on opposite sides (in z) for the two lay-
ers,, which allows to correct for the signal propagation time in the scintillators. Passage of a muon 
causess a hit in one counter in each of the layers. The mean time of arrival of the signal of the 
counterss of the two layers is taken as the time of arrival of the muon. The resolution of this mean 
timee is 1.0 ns. Systematic variations are smaller than 0.5 ns over the entire surface. The time dif-
ferencee between the two layers allows to calculate the z-position with a precision of 15 cm, assum-
ingg an inverse signal propagation speed of 6.3 ns / m. 

5.2.22 Resistiv e plate chamber s 

Severall  Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) are installed for second coordinate (x) measurement and 
forr triggering. A single RPC is 2 x 2 m2 and has strips with a pitch of 31 mm giving a coordinate 
measurementt precision of 31 mm / J\2 = 9 mm. They are continually flushed with an Argon/Fre-
on/Isobutanee 56/40/4 gas mixture and are operated at a high-voltage of 7000 V. Three RPCs are 
combinedd to cover a region of 2 x 6 m2 and are installed directly above the BOL chamber (RPC 1 
inn figure 5-2). One 2 x 2 m2 RPC is installed directly below the BIL chamber (RPC 2 in figure 5-
2).. These RPCs measure only the ^-coordinate. Four additional RPCs are combined below the ab-
sorberr (RPC 3 in figure 5-2) to measure both the x- and ^-coordinates over a surface of 2 x 4 m2. 
Thee location along the wire at which the muon traverses the MDT chambers is derived from the 
availablee RPC ^-measurements and has a precision of about 4 cm, which includes RPC misalign-
mentss and multiple scattering in the absorber. 

5.2.33 Muon trigge r 

Thee cosmic muon trigger is derived from a coincidence between hits in the two hodoscope layers, 
thee RPC above the BOL chamber and the RPC underneath the 0.8 m concrete + 1.6 m steel ab-
sorber.. The energy cut on the muons due to the absorber is about 3 GeV and the trigger rate is 
aroundd 5 Hz. A typical run collects 300.000 events in about 17 hours. In the offline analysis we se-
lectt the high quality trigger events by requiring: 

 Unambiguous hits in the scintillating hodoscope (90%), and 

 One continuous sequence of strips hit in at least 2 of the 3 RPC chambers (96%), and 

 Match between the x-coordinate of the RPCs and the x-coordinate of the hodoscope (88%), , 

whichh reduces the sample to 76% of the recorded events. 

5.2.44 Muon drif t tube chamber s 

Threee MDT chambers (BIL,BML and BOL) are installed to make up one large muon barrel tower. 
Thee geometry corresponds to the third barrel tower in ATLAS1, which has an average angle of 
117°° with the colliding beams. Table 5-1 gives an overview of the nominal geometrical parameters 
off  the chambers used in DATCHA. The third wire locator2 of the BML and BOL chambers is lo-
catedd halfway along the wires, above the middle cross-plate. 
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Tablee 5-1 Nominal geometrical parameters of the MDT chambers installed in DATCHA. 

Paramete r r BIL L BML L BOL L 

## tubes per layer 

## layers per multilayer 

Totall  # of tubes 

Z-pitchh (mm) 

Y-pitchh (mm) 

Layerr stacking (Z-pitches) 

AYY multilayers (mm) 

Tubee length (mm) 

Wiree tension (g) 

## wire locators 

ZZ center of chamber (mm) 

YY center of chamber (mm) 

32 2 

3 3 

192 2 

30.100 0 

26.067 7 

0,, -Vi, 0 ; 0, -'/2, 0 

232.134 4 

2500 0 

250 0 

2 2 

-2471.286 6 

+4883.000 0 

48 8 

3 3 

288 8 

30.050 0 

26.024 4 

72 2 

4 4 

576 6 

30.075 5 

26.046 6 

0,, +Vi, 0 ; 0, +»/2, 0 -1 Vi, -1, -l/2, 0 ; 0, +V2, +1 

332.048 8 

4000 0 

300 0 

3 3 

-3841.714 4 

+7543.000 0 

458.138 8 

5700 0 

250 0 

3 3 

-5545.000 0 

++ 10951.000 

,, +l'/2 

Parameter r 
Gass mixture 

Pressure e 

Highh voltage 

Gass renewal rate 

Gass gain 

Discriminatorr threshold 

Value e 
Arr / C 02 / H 20 
8 0 / 2 0 / 0 . 25 5 

22 bar absolute 

3150V V 

11 volume / day 

4xx 104 

15thh electron (60 mV) 

Thee operation point of the MDT chambers in Table 5-2 MDT operation point in DATCHA. 
DATCHAA is listed in table 5-2. This is different 
fromm the one foreseen for ATLAS (listed in table 
2-2).. The operating point is much less critical than 
inn ATLAS, because in DATCHA the occupancy is 
muchh lower, which relaxes the requirements on the 
maximumm drift time. For the chosen operation 
pointt it is 1200 ns. The H20 admixture helps to re-
ducee almost all discharge effects which were 
presentt in about 10% of the tubes in the BML and 
BOLL chambers. 

Fastt shaping FBPANIC-04 pre-amplifiers, which are a modified version of the pre-amplifiers orig-
inallyy developed for the muon drift chambers of the LEP L3 experiment, are mounted on hedge-
hogg boards at the read-out ends of the MDTs. Discriminators and multiplexers are combined on a 
'BIMUX '' board, which fits onto the pre-amplifier board. A thick copper-clad ground plate is 
mountedd in between the two boards to minimise electromagnetic interference. One pre-amplifier/ 
BIMUXX board unit has 32 channels and reads out a maximum of four layers of eight tubes. The 
BIMUXX board has two types of output: four timing outputs and a tube address output. The eight 
tubess in one layer are OR-red into one timing output and are led into one channel of a CAMAC 
LeCroyy 2277 Time to Digital Converter (TDC). Each TDC channel does the time stamping for a 
maximumm of eight leading and eight trailing edges in 1 ns bins. The tube address output gives a 
maximumm of four tube addresses per layer of eight tubes, i.e. per TDC output. The tube addresses 
aree led via two levels of multiplexing (the DETCOM and FBROC from the L3 experiment) into a 

1.. The DATCHA MDT geometry deviates from the final ATLAS geometry (listed in table 2-1) be-
causee the latter has been further optimised after construction of DATCHA. 

2.. This third wire-locator is absent in the final design for all MDT chambers. 
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CAMACC CAEN input-output register. The CAMAC modules are read out into a VME crate, con-
trolledd by a FTC 8234 processor running the OS-9 operating system. The data is stored on a disk of 
aa SUN workstation and is copied to tape via CERN's central data recording (CDR) facility. 

Thee MDT high-voltage is distributed on the far end of each tube via 4 x 8 channel hedgehog 
boards.. The high-voltage is generated locally on the chamber by one Cockroft-Walton supply per 
multilayer. . 

5.2.55 Detecto r contro l 

Thee MDT chambers are controlled via a Controller Area Network (CAN) fieldbus that is com-
mandedd from a SUN workstation. CAN nodes connected to the high-voltage generators allow to 
rampp up and down the high-voltage, to monitor the currents and voltages and to set limits outside 
whichh the high-voltage is automatically switched off. The Detector Control Card (DCC) controls 
thee MDT front-end electronics. It has a GPCAN (general purpose CAN) card with a 87c592 micro 
controllerr with CAN interface. It is used to set the discriminator thresholds, to mask channels on 
thee BIMUXs, and to send calibration pulses to the pre-amplifiers. The CAN bus is also used to 
readd out temperature sensors on the chambers. 

Figuree 5-3 shows the average temperature of the BOL chamber as a function of time for a period 
off  several days. The day-night temperature variations are clearly visible. Figure 5-4 shows the 
temperaturee profile along a tube of the BOL chamber. The temperature at the read-out (RO) side is 
significantlyy higher than on the high-voltage (HV) side due to the large amount of heat that is pro-
ducedd in the front-end electronics. This effect will be much smaller in ATLAS, because the power 
consumptionn of the electronics will be an order of magnitude smaller. The small temperature rise 
att the HV side is due to heat production in the Rasnik cameras. 

00 12 244 36 48 
Timee (hours) 

72 2 00 1425 2850 4275 5700 
ROO Position along tube (mm) HV 

Figur ee 5-3 Temperature of the BOL chamber Figur e 5-4 Temperature profile along a tube of 
ass a function of time for a period of 3 days. The the BOL chamber, 
timee axis starts at midnight. 
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5.2.66 Alignmen t system s 

Thee DATCHA set-up is equipped with 16 Ras-
nikk alignment monitors (see figure 5-5) which 
cann be divided into two different types of sys-
tems.. Each chamber has four Rasnik monitors 
too measure chamber deformations, the 'in-
plane'' system. The three chambers are intercon-
nectedd at the four corners by Rasnik monitors, 
thee 'projective' system. 

Thee in-plane system is described in paragraph 
2.5.1.. For DATCHA the in-plane system is 
moree relevant than for ATLAS, because in 
DATCHAA the BML and BOL chambers have an 
additionall  wire locator halfway along the wire. 
Ass a consequence, the position of the middle 
cross-platee directly influences the positions of 
thee wires and therefore needs to be known to 
thee order of 10 |im, to be compared to the order 
0.11 mm requirement for ATLAS coming from 
thee requirement on the concentricity of the wire 
andd tube. 

Thee projective system is described in paragraph 
2.5.2.. In DATCHA four Rasniks are used for a 
singlee tower, whereas in ATLAS typically two physical towers will be combined into one logical 
projectivee alignment tower. In DATCHA the projective alignment components are mounted on the 
cross-plates,, whereas in ATLAS they will be mounted on the tubes on the outside of the chambers. 
Thee BIL chamber holds the four projective Rasnik masks, the BML chamber the lenses and the 
BOLL chamber the sensors. All MDT chambers in DATCHA have cut-outs around the optical paths 
off  the projective systems. 

Al ll  16 Rasniks are read-out via a multiplexer controlled by a PC and the images are analysed on-
linee on the same PC1, where one image takes typically 5.5 seconds to analyse. During a data-tak-
ingg run, all systems are read-out typically once every 10 minutes. 

5.33 Simulatio n of the DATCHA set-up 

AA simulation program for the DATCHA set-up has been developed by P. Hendriks [48] inside the 
Arvee framework [49], the official Atlas Reconstruction and Visualisation Environment at the time 
off  the DATCHA data taking. It produces Monte Carlo events suitable for verifying muon recon-
struction,, MDT calibration algorithms and geometry reconstruction using muon tracks. The latter 

1.. A 200 MHz Pentium-II running Microsoft Windows NT. 

Figur ee 5-5 Layout of the Rasnik alignment 
rayss in the DATCHA set-up. For clarity only the 
cross-platess of the chambers are shown. Each 
chamberr has four 'in-plane' Rasniks. Four 'pro-
jective'' Rasniks interconnect the three cham-
berss at their corners. 
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iss covered in paragraph 5.6, and the first two topics are covered in detail in reference [50] but are 
nott treated in this thesis. 

Thee program implements the complete DATCHA set-up, i.e. detectors and inactive material, in its 
nominall  geometry: 

 Detectors: 

-- MDT chambers including their inactive material (tube walls, gas and long-beams); 

-- RPCs; 

-- Scintillating hodoscope. 

 Inactive material: 

-- A crude approximation of the RPC support structure; 

-- The iron + concrete absorber that serves as a momentum cut (3 GeV/c) in the trigger. 

AA cosmic ray generator is used as a particle source. It simulates cosmic ray muons in a |i+:|i ratio 
off  5:4. Their origin is uniformly distributed in a plane above the detector, while their angular dis-
tributionn is proportional to cos2(0), where G is the angle between the vertical (y-) axis and the 
muon.. The (1 momentum distribution is taken proportional to l/p2. 

Thee particle interactions are mostly handled by Gismo [51], the domain inside Arve that defines 
thee particle properties and material definitions. It provides the core simulation functionality and 
implementss multiple scattering and continuous energy loss in materials. In addition to Gismo, the 
generationn of 5-rays is implemented such that the effect is in principle identical to the one provid-
edd by GEANT [52]. 

Responsess of all detectors to the cosmic muons and 5-electrons are generated and digitised. The 
RPCss produce a list of strip numbers that were hit. The hodoscope gives the numbers of the scin-
tillatorr counters that were hit. 

Simulationn of the response of the MDT chambers is implemented in more detail. At the passage of 
aa (charged) particle through an MDT, the distance of the track to the MDT wire is calculated. This 
distancee is smeared with a Gaussian where the width is a simplified function of the distance: start-
ingg from 150 (im at the wire, it decreases linearly to 80 Jim at 5 mm from the wire, after which it 
remainss constant. The next step in the digitisation process consists of converting the drift distance 
rr  to a time t by inverting an r-t relation. This drift time is then corrected for the time needed by the 
signall  to propagate along the MDT wire, and for the time of flight of the original particle from the 
MDTT wire to the hodoscope. In both cases the velocity is assumed to be the speed of light. In addi-
tionn to the (smeared) drift distances, the truth information (type of particle, distance to wire + left/ 
right,, propagation time along the wire, time of flight) is stored in the data file. The multiplexed 
read-outt of the MDT chambers is simulated in the analysis framework, which is described in the 
nextt paragraph. 
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5.44 Analysi s framewor k 

Thee framework for the data analysis, 'mutdat', was taken from the software used by ATLAS to an-
alysee the CERN muon test-beam data, and was developed by N. Hessey [53]. It is adapted and ex-
tendedd to match the DATCHA set-up. It is written in the C programming language and uses the 
KUIPP package [54] as a command line interpreter. It reads the data from file, decodes it, and 
makess it accessible to the user, who has to implement the actual analysis routines. A graphical dis-
playy was added in the FORTRAN programming language using the HIGZ and HPLOT graphics 
packagess [55]. 

Forr DATCHA a separate track reconstruction package was developed in FORTRAN, which imple-
mentss the track reconstruction described in paragraph 4.3. It is interfaced to the framework and in-
cludedd as a separate library. The MDT calibration algorithms, described in paragraph 4.2, are also 
interfacedd to and included in the framework. Simulation of the DATCHA multiplexed MDT read-
outt is written in C++ and is applied automatically when simulated events are read in. 

Thee primary task of the framework is the data pre-processing. RPC strip numbers and hodoscope 
counterr numbers are converted into three dimensional hit positions. MDT hits arrive in two sepa-
ratee data streams (tube addresses and time stamps) that need to be matched to assign the correct 
driftt times to the correct tubes. 

5.55 Globa l trac k reconstructio n and sagitt a calculatio n 

Thee MDTs are calibrated and the local tracks are reconstructed as explained in chapter 4, with the 
followingg differences: 

 The time-of-flight of the muon is calculated w.r.t. the impact point of the muon in the hodo-
scopee (see paragraph 5.2.1); 

 The x-coordinate (along the tubes) is measured by the RPC chambers (see paragraph 5.2.2). 

Detailss on the MDT calibration and the track reconstruction performance of the DATCHA set-up 
cann be found in reference [50]. After reconstructing the track segments in the BIL, BML and BOL 
chambers,, they are combined into a 'global' track. Because the tracks are straight, the angle differ-
encesences of the track segments are used to decide which segments belong to the same global track. 
Thee relative position of the track segments is not used since the global chamber positions are poor-
lyy known. For each track segment in the BIL chamber, a segment is searched for in the BML 
chamberr with an angle that is equal to the BIL segment within the cut (50 mrad). When found, and 
thee angle of a BOL segment equals the angles of both other segments within this cut, a global track 
iss formed if the r.m.s. of the segment angles is within a second cut (10 mrad). Figure 5-6 shows a 
fullyy reconstructed DATCHA event. As an example, figure 5-7 shows the distribution of the angle 
differencee between the track segments in the BIL and BOL chambers. The r.m.s. is much larger 
thann the precision of the reconstructed segment angles (0.26 mrad and 0.18 mrad for BIL and BOL 
respectively),, and is consistent with the multiple scattering in the BML chamber.1 Figure 5-8 
showss the distribution of the r.m.s. of the three segment angles of a global track. 

1200 5.4 Analysis framework 
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DATCHAA at CER 
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Figur ee 5-6 Event display of the 'mutdat' analysis program showing a fully reconstructed 
DATCHAA event. Besides the global layout of the BIL, BML and BOL chambers, and the globally 
reconstructedd track of the muon traversing them, zooms are shown of the local track segments 
perr chamber, including the list of hits per multilayer. A second level zoom per multilayer is shown 
aroundd the track segments to better visualise the hits-on-track. The sequential tube number within 
aa layer is added in the tubes for debugging purposes. 

1.. With the muon energy cut in DATCHA of about 3 GeV, and 6x1.2 mm = 7.2 mm of aluminium 
traversedd on average in the BML chamber, i.e. about 0.1 x X0, the r.m.s. multiple scattering angle is 
aboutt 7ÖTÏ • 13.6/3000 = 1.5 mrad. 
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Figur ee 5-7 Distribution of the angle difference 
off the track segments in the BIL and BOL 
chambers. . 
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Figuree 5-8 Distribution of the r.m.s. of the 
angless of the three track segments of a global 
track. . 

Oncee a global track is formed, the 'sagitta' is calculated. The sagitta ('arrow') of a curved track 
(thee 'bow') is the amount of deviation from a straight line (the 'string') and is, in the presence of a 
magneticc field, a measure of the particle momentum. In the absence of a magnetic field, as in 
DATCHA,, the tracks are straight on average, and the average sagitta is a measure for the misalign-
mentt of the chambers. 

Expressingg the misalignment in terms of the sa-
gittaa has the advantage of being directly related 
too the momentum measurement. As illustrated 
inn figure 5-9, in DATCHA we define the sagitta 
ass the distance from the support point of the 
trackk segment in the BML chamber to the line 
connectingg the support points of the track seg-
mentss in the BIL and BOL chambers. This line 
cann be considered a track as described in para-
graphh 4.3.2 where the two support points can be 
consideredd two hits with zero measured radius 
andd error ad (equation 4-22). It is assumed that 
thee angle differences between the global track 
andd the track segments are small. For this 'IO' 
(Inner-Outer)) track, the support point 
(Zr,(Zr, , v0 ), the angle 9 , the positional error 
aadd and the angular error ae are given by: 

BML L 

Figuree 5-9 Illustration 
sagittaa in DATCHA. 

off the muon track 
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wheree the upper indices I, M and O refer to the track segments in the BIL , BML and BOL chamber 
respectively.. The variable L is the distance between the support points of the track segments in the 
BILL and BOL chambers. The precision of the sagitta measurement is the quadratic sum of the po-
sitionall  error of the BML track segment and the spatial error (perpendicular to the IO track) of the 
pointt on the IO track that is closest to the support point on the BML segment. The latter contribu-
tionn depends on where along the IO track the point of closest approach (PCA) is located, because 

IO IO IOIO  IO, thee error contribution due to o9" is proportional to the distance from the PCA to {z^, y^). Real-
isingg that the sagitta is equal to the distance from the BML 'hit' to the IO track, we use equations 
4-133 to calculate the sagitta ^ and its error: 
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Too get more insight in the error term between {} , we introduce two new parameters XM and X10, 
definedd as the relative y-position in between the BIL and BOL track segments of yQ and y0 re-
spectively,, such that X = 0 corresponds to the BIL segment, and X = 1 corresponds to the BOL: 
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Usingg these definitions the error on the sagitta reads (after some math): 
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Tablee 5-3 Values of XM and X10 based on 
thee geometry of DATCHA and ATLAS (muon 
layoutt P-03, February 2002). 

Thee y-coordinates of the track segment support 
pointss are close to the respective chamber y-posi-
tions,, so XM is determined mainly by the layout of 
thee detector. The value of X10 depends only on the 
ratioo of BIL and BOL track segment positional er-
rors.. It is reasonable to assume that these errors are 
inverselyy proportional to the square root of the 
numberr of layers in a chamber, so X10 depends 
mainlyy on the ratio of the number of layers in the 
BILL and BOL chambers. The last term within the 
{{  }  of equation 5-5 is usually small and can be ne-
glected.. Table 5-3 shows the values of XM and X10 for ATLAS and DATCHA for above mentioned 
assumptions.. We see that the contribution of the last error term in equation 5-5 is small compared 
too the other two terms. We conclude that the error on the sagitta has only a minor dependence on 
thee positioning of the chambers in space. It can be calculated to a few percent accuracy with: 
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// 2 o 2 
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Notee also that the contribution from the middle chamber is about two times more important than 
thee contributions from the inner and outer chambers, so the measurement accuracy is enhanced 
mostt efficiently by improving the middle chambers, for example by adding layers of tubes. 

Figuree 5-10 shows the distribution of the sagitta and its error for one DATCHA run. The r.m.s. of 
thee sagitta is much larger than its error due to the large multiple scattering. The average value of 
thee sagitta is non-zero because of the misalignment of the chambers. 
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Figur ee 5-10 Distribution of the sagitta of one run in DATCHA (a) and its error (b). 
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5.66 Geometr y reconstructio n usin g straigh t muon track s 

5.6.11 Geometrica l model 

Thee positions of the MDT wires are the only geometrically relevant objects as far as the track re-
constructionn is concerned. The wire positions are determined by the wire locators and the gravita-
tionall  wire sag in between those locators. The wire locators are positioned by the cross-plates, and 
thee gravitational sag is calculated using the wire tension. The gravitational wire sag is already tak-
enn into account in the muon track reconstruction. Hence the basic geometrical units to be posi-
tionedtioned in space are the cross-plates. 

Figuree 5-5 in paragraph 5.2.6 shows the cross-plates as well as the coordinate system, where it 
shouldd be stated that the middle cross-plates of the three chambers are located at x = 0. Out of the 
sixx degrees of freedom per cross-plate (three dimensional position and three rotation angles) only 
threee influence the wire positions to first order: the y and z positions and the rotations a around the 
x-axis.. The BIL middle cross-plate is irrelevant, since BIL does not have a central wire locator, so 
eightt cross-plates are relevant geometrical objects. To get an absolute reference in space the angle 
aa of one cross-plate has to be fixed (we take the BML middle one) and the positions y and z of two 
cross-platess have to be fixed (we take the two BIL outer ones). The number of parameters left to 
bee determined is thus 3 x 8 - 1 - 2 x 2 = 1 9, which we choose to be the deviations Ay, Az and Aa 
fromm the ideal cross-plates geometry. In the notation we use the upper index ' -' for the cross-plate 
att JC < 0 (read-out), '0' for the one at x = 0 (middle), and '+' for the one at x > 0 (high-voltage). The 
lowerr index 'i ' stands for BIL, 'm' for BML and 'o' for BOL. The 19 parameters are: 

BIL:: Aaj, Aa*  (2 parameters), 

BML:: Aam, Azm, Aym, Az°m, Ay°m, Act', Az*m, Ay+
m (8 parameters), 

BOL:: Aoc0, Az0> Ay0, Aa0, Az0, Ay0, Aa*, Az+
0, Ay*  (9 parameters). 

5.6.22 Determinatio n of the geometrica l parameter s 

Thee parameters are determined by minimising the %2 in an iterative procedure as outlined in ap-
pendixx C. The x2 is made up of the angular and positional information contained in the track seg-
mentss in each of the three chambers. The total x2 is the sum of the %2's of the track segments in all 
threee possible pairs of chambers: 

22 _ 2 2 2 

Thiss %2 consists of 8 terms, depending on the chambers concerned and where the track traverses 
thee chambers. %2j  m and y}\. 0

 e a c ri have 2 terms, and y}m 0 has 4 terms. 

Thee local (i.e. at a certain x) displacement and rotation is obtained by linear interpolation in x be-
tweenn the two cross-plates concerned. We define x as being the fractional position in x of the track 
inn a chamber: 
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2x2x - + 
xx = for x < x < x so that -1 < x < 

Thee interpolated parameters are different for the three chambers: 

11 -X- 1 + X; 
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Thee interpolations for y and z are the same and are given by simply replacing the a's above by v 
andd z respectively. Although these equations are exact for a wire, they are only exact for a track 
segmentt if the rotation angle is the same all over the track segment. This is true if there is no 
torquetorque in the chamber and no rotation of the complete chamber around the y and z axes and no 
chamberchamber sag in y and z. Any of these cases will make the rotation angle vary along the track seg
ment,, since the track segment extends in x. The exact change in the track segment angle can be ob
tainedd by re-fitting the segment (as described in paragraph 4.3.2) using displaced wire positions. 
This,, however, requires the availability of the hits and is rather cpu intensive. We use three simpli
fications: : 

1.. We correct the measured track angles by taking two 'super points' on the track, each halfway 
(inn y) either multilayer. These points we translate and rotate using the exact interpolation for
mulas.. From the two displaced points we calculate the new track segment position and an
gle.. These new track segments are treated as 'measurement points'. 

2.. In calculating the second derivatives of the y} to the parameters, we use the above simple in
terpolationn formulas, i.e. we ignore the extension of the track in x. 

3.. In each iteration the calculation of the corrections to the angles is separated from the calcula
tionn of the corrections to the positions. 

Withh these simplifications, the angle differences of the (new) measurements should be zero on av
erage,, meaning that the 'model' predicts zero differences. The y} of the angles then becomes: 

\\ k k 2 t k 2 k k 2 
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wheree the summation is over N global tracks denoted by upper index k. The &news are the angles 
(ass defined in paragraph 4.3.2) of the new track segments, and the oas are the errors on the meas-
uredd angles, which are dominated by the multiple scattering. 

Inn the positions y} we use the distances between the track segments in the chambers. Apart from 
multiplee scattering, the angles of the track segments are the same for one track. In the calculation 
off  the distance between two track segments we therefore use the average of all three (corrected) 
angless Qnew and the distance is given (here for the BIL and BML segments) by: 

kk \ k k -k k k -Jfc I 
ddi,mi,m = | ( > , 0 , r - > ' 0 , m )C O S( e « ^ ) - ( 2 oT / - ^ , m ) s i n ( e n ^ w ) | , 5 -11 

wheree the y0s and ZQS are the coordinates of the support points (as defined in paragraph 4.3.2) of 
thee track segments. As with the angles, these distances should be zero on average, and the 'model' 
predictss zero. The y} of the positions then becomes: 

22 = £ 
&pos&pos / , 

k=k= 1 

kk 2 j , 2 ic 2 

idid ) (cf ) (d ) 
vv t, m' v• i.o' y o,m> kk 2 I, 2 t 2 

(oo • ) (o • ) (o ) 
vv pos, i, m' v pos,i,oJ v pos,o,m' 

5-12 2 

Here,, the errors c are given (for the BIL-BML segments) by: 

kk 2 [ £ k 2 k k 2\ k ^ Jfc ^ k ^ 
tepos.Um*tepos.Um* = YZ0.i~Z0.m> + ^ 0 , / " ^ 0 , m> K a a , / ,m ) + < G r f , / ) +^d,m^ ' 5 " 1 3 

wheree Gj is the positional error of the track segment (equation 4-22). The total error is dominated 
byy the ca term. 

Thee algorithm is implemented in the 'geofit' program using the C++ programming language. De-
tailss on the algorithm can be found in reference [56]. 

5.6.33 Mont e Carlo result s 

Thee algorithm as described in the previous paragraph is tested on Monte Carlo (MC) events gener-
atedd by the simulation described in paragraph 5.3. First the MDTs are calibrated with the 'mutdat' 
programm (see paragraph 5.4) using the MC events and the ideal geometry. A distorted geometry is 
thenn simulated by moving and rotating the cross-plates (with a fixed amount), and displacing all 
hitss accordingly, before doing the track reconstruction. The thus reconstructed 50,000 global 
trackss are men used by the 'geofit' program to reconstruct the (distorted) geometry. The geometri-
call  parameters reconstructed by the program are then compared to the parameters used to distort 
thee geometry. 

Tablee 5-4 lists the input distortion parameters, the reconstructed parameters, their difference and 
thee pull. In this table, the Az and Ay parameters have been converted into parameters in the sagitta 
directionn (i.e. perpendicular to the tracks; subscript s), which is the relevant direction, and the di-
rectionn parallel to the tracks (subscript p), which is the non relevant direction. This is done because 
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thee Ay and Az parameters (of the same cross-plate) are 99% correlated due to the fact that the 
trackss have an average angle of about -117 degrees and a small spread (3 degrees). The correla-
tionn between the converted parameters is less than 25%. The cross-plate angles are reconstructed 
withinn 2-20 firad. The cross-plate positions are reconstructed with high accuracy in the (relevant) 
sagittaa direction (within 8-65 u,m) and with low accuracy in the (non relevant) parallel direction 
(withinn 20 - 675 |im). The average of the pull is -0.5, and its r.m.s. is 1.5, which is reasonable. 

Tablee 5-4 Monte Carlo comparison between input and reconstructed geometrical parameters. 

Paramete r r 

Aoc~~ (mrad ) 

AA a * (mrad ) 

A a mm (mrad ) 

A a ** (mrad ) 

Aa~~ (mrad ) 

Acc00 (mrad ) 

Act** (mrad ) 

AsAs mm (mm ) 

AsAs mm (mm ) 

AsAs ++
mm (mm ) 

*s~*s~  (mm ) 

00 (mm ) 

A ^^  (mm ) 

Ap~Ap~ mm (mm ) 

A/>mm (mm ) 

&P&P++
mm (mm ) 

AAPP~~ (mm ) 

00 (mm ) 

AAPP
++

QQ (mm ) 

Inpu tt  Reconstructe d _ . „  _ ., 
,, , Differenc e Pul l 

valu ee valu e 

1.0000 1 0.003 0.30 

-1.0000 -1.008+0.011 -0.008 -0.72 

-2.0000 -1.999+0.019 0.001 0.04 

2.0000 2.017+0.019 0.017 0.90 

3.0000 6 -0.017 -1.10 

1.0000 1.00910.008 0.009 1.09 

-1.0000 6 0.002 0.12 

-2.2366 -2.22410.019 0.012 0.64 

-0.8911 -0.89910.010 -0.008 -0.84 

-2.2200 -2.23810.019 -0.019 -1.01 

1.3455 1.407+0.022 0.062 2.81 

1.7666 1.719+0.014 -0.046 -3.31 

1.3288 1.26310.022 -0.065 -2.96 

-0.0166 0.003+0.264 0.020 0.08 

-0.4544 -0.67910.141 -0.225 -1.60 

-2.2533 -2.28810.267 -0.036 -0.13 

-0.4377 -0.70810.315 -0.270 -0.86 

3.1444 2.85610.198 -0.288 -1.45 

1.7999 1.12510.318 -0.674 -2.12 

5.6.44 Real data result s 

Ninee data runs were taken in December 1997, where the BML chamber is moved in z or y, or rotat-
edd around the y-axis in between runs. The 300,000 events of each data run were collected in about 
177 hours of running. After processing with 'mutdat', about 60,000 reconstructed global tracks are 
availablee for geometry reconstruction with 'geofit'. The errors on the reconstructed cross-plate an-
gless are 10 - 20 urad. The errors on the reconstructed cross-plate positions are 10 - 30 urn in the 
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Figur ee 5-11 Sagitta distribution of all individual runs before geometry corrections. 
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Figur ee 5-12 Combined sagitta distribution of all runs after geometry corrections. 

sagittaa direction and 200 - 500 |im parallel to the tracks. The y} per degree of freedom is 0.93 for 
thee angle fits and 1.3 for the position fits. 

Thee most relevant check on the consistency of the geometry fit is provided by the sagittas. The av-
eragee value should be zero within the error when the corrected geometry is used as input for the 
trackk reconstruction. The cross-plate parameters found in the geometry fit are used as input param-
eterss for the track reconstruction program, which corrects the position of each hit before the track 
fitt is performed. Figure 5-11 shows the sagitta distributions of all runs, without the corrections 
fromm the geometry fit. For clarity, each distribution is shown separately in the same figure, instead 
off  added. The shifts of the distributions due to the BML displacements are clearly visible, despite 
thee overlap due to the large multiple scattering. Figure 5-12 shows the sagitta distribution of all 
runss added after the corrections from the geometry fit  are applied to each run. The average of this 
distributionn is zero within the error. Figure 5-13 shows the distributions of the angle differences 
betweenn the pairs of track segments after corrections for the geometry. All runs are added in the 
samee histogram.They are all consistent with zero. 

Bothh the Monte Carlo results and the real data results provide a consistency check for the geome-
tryy reconstruction. Both indicate that the geometry is correctly reconstructed. 
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Figur ee 5-13 Angle differences between the track segment pairs after corrections from the geom-
etryy fit. Nine runs are added. 
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5.77 Alignmen t syste m sagitt a compare d to muon trac k 
sagitt a a 

Inn DATCHA, the track sagitta is the most relevant parameter related to the muon momentum 
measurementt in ATLAS. The relevant test on the precision of the alignment system is therefore 
expressedd in track sagittas. For several controlled displacements of the BML chamber, a data run 
iss taken and the average sagitta as predicted from the alignment systems is compared to the aver-
agee sagitta of the tracks. The latter sagitta is calculated as explained in paragraph 5.5. The align-
mentt sagitta is determined by calculating the projections into the sagitta direction of the 
displacementss as measured by the Rasnik systems. 

Forr this test, global tracks are selected with an r.m.s. of the track segment angles below 2.5 mrad. 
Thiss cut is based on the distribution of the r.m.s. (figure 5-8). The average muon track sagitta and 
itss error are taken from the mean of a Gaussian fit to the central o of the track sagitta distribu-
tion.. With about 60,000 entries (total) and a width of about 1.0 mm, the statistical error on the av-
eragee track sagitta is about 5 Jim. 

Thee contributions of the in-plane systems to the average sagittas are the same for all runs with a 
run-to-runn r.m.s. of 1 jxm, and are therefore ignored in the current analysis. The contributions from 
thee projective systems are calculated per data run in two steps. First, the Rasnik readings are con-
vertedd into the displacements of the Rasnik lenses (i.e. the four corners of the BML chamber) in 
termss of the Rasnik coordinate system (x'^s

s,y'R
e"s

s, zR"s
s). In this step only the Rasnik measure-

mentss and the Rasnik geometry are used. In the second step the lens displacements are converted 
intoo the global coordinate system via the rotation matrix R^  ̂ of the Rasnik masks (since the 
maskss define the Rasnik coordinate system), and then into the sagitta direction via the averages of 
thee cosines and sines of the muon track angles 6. The second step only depends on the track angles 
andd the Rasnik geometry, and is summarised in three linear transformation coefficients (cxs, cys, 
cc ). The sagitta of one Rasnik system is then: 

'Ras 'Ras 

lens lens 
XXRas Ras 

lens lens 
>Ras >Ras 

lens lens 
^^ ZRas J 

'xs'xs ys zs 

AARas Ras 

AARasRas + 

AARas Ras 

AARasRas + 

bb00-A -A 

11 Ras 

1> > 11 Ras 

RasRasVV0 0 

llRas Ras ++ 1 

5-14 4 

with h 00 -COS(9) til\(Q) J"mask ' fl fl 

wheree xRas, yRas and ARas are the measured Rasnik JC, v, and magnification respectively. The dis-
tancee from the lens to the sensor b0 and the distance from the lens to the mask v0 are both for nom-
inall  positions of the chambers. Table 5-5 lists the values of the linear transformation coefficients 
ccxsxs,, c s and c s for the four projective systems. The systems are indicated by the side of the cham-
berr (High-Voltage or Read-Out) and by an index number (1 = closest to z = 0). The Rasnik ^-coor-
dinatee points almost in the sagitta direction and is by far the most relevant. 
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Thee Rasnik y-coordinate points almost parallel to 
thee MDT wires, and still has an 11 % contribution 
inn the sagitta direction. However, the y contribu-
tionss on the HV and RO cross-plates cancel each 
other,, in case of a full chamber displacement along 
thee wires, because all Rasnik _y-axes point inward 
(towardd the middle cross-plate). The contribution 
off  the displacement of the lens along the Rasnik 
opticall  axis (c ) is non-zero because the optical 
axiss is not parallel to the average track angle. 

Thee Rasnik sagitta that is used in the comparison is the average of the sRas of the four projective 
systems.. The r.m.s. of the Rasnik sagitta is 20 - 30 |im within one run. This is an estimate for the 
statisticall  uncertainty of a single set of Rasnik measurements, and is within the target precision of 
300 jam. However, most of the r.m.s. on the sagitta comes from the r.m.s. of the magnification. If it 
iss excluded from the sagitta calculation (i.e. c, = 0), the r.m.s. of the Rasnik sagitta goes down by 
ann order of magnitude to 1.5 - 2.5 |im! 

Withinn one run, the r.m.s. of the Rasnik magnification is 2x10" for the projective systems at the 
HVV side and around 8 x 10~ for the RO side. This difference is due to the extra air turbulence that 
iss generated by the heat of the read-out electronics. This effect is expected to be much lower in 
ATLAS,, since the power consumption (and therefore the heat production) of the final read-out 
electronicss will be an order of magnitude smaller. Even without the extra heat production, the 
r.m.s.. of the Rasnik magnification is still an order of magnitude larger than the precision obtained 
forr a short range (225 mm) system (see figure 2-16 in paragraph 2.4.4). This is most probably re-
latedd to the air turbulence of the long range (7 m) projective systems. An r.m.s. of 2 x 1(T on the 
magnificationn corresponds to an r.m.s of about 0.8 mm on the displacement of the lens along the 
opticall  axis. The set-up is certainly much more stable than that, so it is better not to use the Rasnik 
magnificationn to measure the lens z-displacement. The magnification, however, is still very useful 
too provide the scaling factor for the Rasnik x and y displacements (see equation 5-14). 

Figuree 5-14 shows the average sagittas measured by Rasnik as a function of the average sagittas 
measuredd by the muon tracks for the all BML displacements. The Rasnik sagittas have been calcu-
latedd without the magnification (c = 0). With 40 - 75 Rasnik measurement sets taken per run, the 
statisticall  error on the Rasnik sagitta is 0.2 -0.3 jim. The residuals are shown relative to a straight 
linee fit, which accounts for the uncertainty of the Rasnik magnifications (the sensor pixel size was 
nott precisely known), and for the uncertainty in the rotation of the projective masks around the op-
ticall  axis. The slope therefore does not need to be exactly 1. The errors on the residuals are the 
quadraticc sums of the errors on the track sagittas and Rasnik sagittas. There is an arbitrary offset 
betweenn the Rasnik sagittas and the track sagittas because the Rasniks have not been calibrated. 
Thee r.m.s. of the residuals is 11 u.m, which is comfortably within the target precision of 30 u.m. 

Thee DATCHA experiment has demonstrated that the alignment systems can track changes in the 
MDTT chamber geometry within the required precision. However, since the alignment systems 
weree not calibrated, is not yet demonstrated that they can provide the absolute correction to the 
trackk sagitta, which is what is needed in ATLAS. 

Tablee 5-5 Linear transformation coeffi-
cientss to convert the lens position of the 
Rasnikk projective systems into a sagitta. 

Syste mm  cxs cys czs 

ROO 1 0.992 0.108 -0.058 

HVV 1 -0.992 0.108 -0.058 

R00 2 0.992 0.108 0.068 

HV22 -0.992 0.108 0.068 
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Figuree 5-14 Average sagitta predicted from the Rasnik projective systems (a) and the straight 
linee fit residuals (b) as a function of the average sagitta of the muon tracks. 
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Chapte rr  6 Conclusion s 
NowNow all has been heard; here is the conclusion of the matter: 

FearFear God and keep his commandments, 

forfor this is the whole duty of man. 

Ecclesiastess 12:13 

Thee first three of the following contributions to the precision of the muon momentum measure-
mentt of the ATLAS muon spectrometer have been studied in this thesis: 

1.. Mechanical precision of an assembled muon precision chamber; 

2.. Single muon drift tube resolution including its calibration; 

3.. Relative alignment of the muon precision chambers in the spectrometer; 

4.. Multiple scattering in the material of the muon spectrometer, both in the magnet elements 
andd in the muon chambers; 

5.. Measurement precision of the magnetic field; 

6.. Energy loss fluctuations in the calorimeters. 

Thee requirements on the first three contributions are mainly driven by the target momentum reso-
lutionn of 10% for muons with very high momentum (1 TeV/c): 

1.. 20 (im r.m.s. on the drift tube wire positions in an assembled chamber, when tested against a 
fixedfixed regular grid; 

2.. 80 Jim resolution of a single drift tube (including the calibration and averaged over the tube 
radius); ; 

3.. 30 Jim uncertainty on the muon track sagitta due to chamber misalignments; 

andd lead to a total uncertainty of the measured track sagitta of 50 Jim. The first requirement is ac-
tuallyy absorbed in the calibration mentioned in the second requirement. 

Thee reason for the first requirement is a practical one: with only a few input parameters describing 
thee wire grid, all wire positions can be calculated. Otherwise all wire positions of all assembled 
chamberss must be measured, and stored. In the chosen solution only thee wire positions of a sample 
off  the chambers (about one in eight) are measured at CERN by the X-ray tomograph for quality 
control.. It has been shown in this thesis that a sample of BOL chambers (constructed at NIKHEF) 
havee a mechanical precision of 15 (im, which is well within the requirement. 

Thee single tube resolution, including the calibration, has been tested using cosmic muons. The de-
tectorr operating point as foreseen for ATLAS was used, except for the used gas gain, which was 
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3.55 times higher. The space - time relation of the drift tube is determined in an auto-calibration 
procedure,, with an average left-over systematic deviation of less than 3 \im. The larger systematic 
deviationss near the wire (up to 70 p.m) need some more attention, although it is still significantly 
smallerr than the local resolution. The single drift tube resolution is estimated by calculating a scal-
ingg factor that is applied to the width of the residual distribution of the track fit, where the hit con-
cernedd is left out of the track fit. This method uses only the data of the detector itself, and works 
veryy well, which is evinced by the flat distribution of the confidence level of the track fit. A reso-
lutionn of 82 u.m, averaged over the tube radius, has been achieved (after corrections for multiple 
scattering).. This includes errors from the calibration procedure and errors due to the limited preci-
sionn of the wire positions and is therefore the relevant resolution. It is close to the target resolution. 
Thee detection efficiency of the tubes is excellent (99.984%), and the hit-on-track /^efficiency (5%) 
iss dominated by 5-electrons ejected by the muons. Significant systematic tube-to-tube variations in 
thee operation point have been observed, which are related to the (partly serial) gas distribution sys-
tem,, and need further investigation. 

Thee relevant parameter that summarises requirements 1 and 2 is the precision of an individual 
trackk segment in one muon chamber, or more precisely, the precision of the combination of three 
segmentss in the muon track sagitta. This target precision on the sagitta due to the track segment 
precisionn is 40 um, which is shown in this thesis to have been achieved: 34 |im (although for yet 
anotherr operating point of the drift tubes). 

Itt has also been demonstrated in this thesis that the alignment systems are capable of monitoring 
changess in the geometry with a precision of 11 fim on the muon track sagitta. This achievement 
hass one caveat: it was a relative test. It is yet to be demonstrated that the alignment system can 
providee the absolute corrections using pre-calibrated Rasnik systems. This is the main goal of the 
H88 set-up at CERN (summer 2002), where the DATCHA experiment is repeated using a 20 GeV 
muonn beam and final ATLAS muon precision chambers. First results are expected at the end of 
2002.. The H8 data could possibly also be used to test the feasibility of the in-situ calibration of the 
alignmentt systems using straight muon tracks. 

Thee twin-tube concept, where two drift tubes are interconnected at the high-voltage end to provide 
ann effective read-out on both sides of the tubes, has been shown to provide an adequate second co-
ordinatee measurement. It thereby transforms the two-dimensional drift tube chambers into a real 
threee dimensional tracker system. The twin-tube concept is not the ATLAS baseline, but it may ac-
tuallyy be implemented in the outer stations of the muon spectrometer. 

Concerningg the search for the Standard Model Higgs boson in the H —> ZPZP —» u+u-u+u- channel, 
thee requirements that were inspired by 1 TeV muons seem overdone if indeed the Higgs mass falls 
inn the mass region expected from the LEP experiments (< 200 GeV). In this mass region, the mo-
mentumm resolution of the four muons, as measured by the muon spectrometer, is dominated by 
multiplee scattering in the spectrometer itself, and by energy loss fluctuations in the calorimeters. 
Thee requirement on the alignment precision could, from this point of view, easily be relaxed to 
1000 |im without any significant loss in momentum resolution. This is reassuring, since the abso-
lutee calibration of the alignment systems in the ATLAS muon spectrometer is yet to be demon-
strated. . 
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Appendi xx A X-ray tomograp h analysi s 
detail s s 

A.11 Systemati c effect s due to X-ray beams a-planarity . 

Thee systematic change in reconstructed wire position (Azw, Ayw) w.r.t. the real wire position 
(z(z ,y ) in the y-z plane is expressed in equation 3-17 as a function of Axw = (xw + xw)/2 and 
Ax~Ax~ = {xX

w - x^)/2 where xn
w is the .x-coordinate of the crossing point of the wire with beam n. The 

purposee of this section is to express (Azw, Ayw) as a function of (zw, yw) and a few parameters re-
latedd to the geometry of the X-ray sources and the scintillator counters. 

Wee want to know Azw and Ayw to a precision of the order of 1 (im. The wire angles are typically a 
mrad,, so A*~ and Ax+ , and therefore x" , need to be known to the order of 1 mm. 

Thee x-position at the wire is obtained by interpolating between the ̂ -position of the source and the 
^-positionn of scintillator. The ^-coordinates of the X-ray sources x"rc are assumed to be constant 
withinn 1 mm. The average Ax+

src = (xsrc + xsrc)/2 is zero due to the definition of the z-axis. The 
differencee Ax~r = (x

src-xsrc)/2
 c an have a non-zero constant value. The jc-coordinates of the 

scintillatorss are allowed to vary linearly with their z-coordinates, and random deviations from this 
linearr movement do not contribute to the systematics. The interpolation function is given by: 

nn By 
yarcyarc ~ \ y^v+ XW~^Z 

+ + 
JsrcJsrc ysci 

VV . - * " ) . A-l 
vv sci src' 

Heree y is the y-coordinate of the X-ray sources, which is constant within 0.1 mm over the com-
pletee scan. The correction xn

wdy/dx\ to the wire position yw results in a relative correction to x^ 
off  less than 10" and is neglected. The y-coordinate of the scintillators (ysc •) is assumed to vary 
lesss than 10 mm. The y-distance from the X-ray sources to the scintillators is about 1 m, so the in
terpolationn factor is known to about 1%. The value of x"ci-x"rc is estimated to be smaller than 
100 mm, so the uncertainty on the interpolation factor introduces an error on xw of less than 
0.11 mm. The values of ysrc and ysci can be measured with sufficient precision. 

Thee global coordinates of the crossing point of X-ray beam n with its scintillator are given by: 

nn _ n, mid , n .OX 
xxscisci ~ Xsci + (Zsci ~ zmid'^'z 

nn _ n, mid . n .ay 
ysciysci ~~ ̂ sci ^Zsci~ Zmid'^Z 

ndz ndz 
== 7 + X 

ww wdx 

nn ay 
++ \ysci~y-w~xwfa 

A-2 2 

tan(6") ) 
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wheree the z-position halfway a full scan zmd is used as a reference point. The scintillator rail incli-
nationss dx/óz\ . and dy/dz\ .. are given as the slopes of the two projections on the coordinate 
planes.. These are used instead of 3-D angles to simplify the formulas. The terms with the wire in-
clinationss contribute far less than 1 (im to the final correction, so they can be neglected. Combin-
ingg equations A-2, we obtain x"cj as a function of the wire position: 

n,n, mid 

scisci sci 

n,n, mid ,«Ja a 
,•• + izw-*m /rf+<v, ' - > ; > n ( e ) \T, 

Wit hh TT-

oz oz 

eff eff 
dx dx 
dz dz 

scisci 1 - t a n ( e " ) ^ 
dz dz 

dz dz 

eff eff 

A-3 3 

Halff the difference in x between the scintillators for a specific wire is then: 

== Ax 
-mid -mid 

OV--V;; >*e j 
eff eff 

++  ö(y*ci 
1,, mid 0,, mid. . n + dx 

> - •• ) A 9 Tz 

tff tff 
A-4 4 

Heree y™f = (>'l' c?'d + y^?^^2 i s t h e a v e r a § e >' position of the two scintillators when they are at 
zz = zmid individually (i.e. not at the same time, since they are about 1 m apart in z). The y-position 
off the scintillators is assumed constant within 10 mm, which is sufficiently precise for its value in 
thiss equation. We therefore omit the 'mid superscript and simply write the y-position of the scin
tillatorss (at any z) as ysci. The slope dy/dz\ . only appears as a scaling correction on the relevant 
slopee dx/dz\.... This has no mathematical significance and only changes the interpretation of 
dx/dz\dx/dz\ .. We therefore forget about dy/dz\ . and omit the lejf superscript on dx/dz\scj. The 
firstt term ^x~^d = {x\^ld -xŝ

1 ) /2 represents a misalignment in x of the scintillators on their 
carrier.. It is half the difference in x of the two scintillators when they are at the same arbitrary z-
position.position. The second term is an additional Ax~ due to the fact that the two beams hit the wire at 
twoo different z-positions of the scintillators. The last term is of second order in the small angles, is 
orderss of magnitude less than 1 mm and can been neglected. Equation A-4 then reduces to: 

,, - . -mid 
AxAx.ui.ui =  Axsci ( > \ v - v . . , ) A e ~ | | A-5 5 

Thee average position in x of the scintillators is given by: 

,, +mid , . 3 
==  Axsci + (-Z

W~Zmid^ dz dz 
A-6 6 

wheree A**""' = (xlc?'d + x%?'d^/2 i s t h e a v e r a g e distance of the scintillators to the y-z plane at 
zz"ci"ci  = zmid' a s w e ^ a s t h e* r a v e r a g e distance for any wire at zw = zmi(/-

Notee that Ax~cj depends on yw only and Ax*cj depends on zw only. The AJT~ and Ax* at the posi
tionn of a specific wire is found by combining equations A-5 and A-6 with equation A-l: 
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AxAx
ww = (ysrc-yJ A(P + 

AA** ww = A ^ r r + ( > ' , r , - > ' u >) A ( P 

ZZw w 

yy src 

_ _ 

-- 7 

-y -y 

yyw w 

iddx iddx 

scisciaz az 

Jsci Jsci 

yy srr y.( 

and d 

A 9 " ^ ^ 
oz oz 

A-7 7 

A-8 8 

withh the short-cut expressions: 

A(pp = 
A* * 

+mid +mid 

andd A(p = 
A - V ii  - A j r j r c 

ysrcysrc ysci 
A-9 9 

Thee quantity Aq>+ represents the average of the effective angles of the two beams around the z-axis 
forr any wire at zw = zmid. Moreover, if the average z-position of all wires equals zmid or if 
dx/dz\dx/dz\ . = 0, then Atp is the overall average of the effective angles of the two beams and it rep-
resentss an effective inclination of the measurement plane. If the average z-position of the wires is 

,, then the inclination of the measurement plane is changed by the value given by the sec-zzww zmid 
ondd term within {}  of equation A-7. This feature makes the size of the systematics depend on the 
globall  z-position of the set of wires under consideration (e.g. a chamber). The physical meaning of 
A(p~~ is less clear. If Bx/Bz\ . = 0, then it represents a divergence between the beams, i.e. an ef-
fectivee a-planarity. However, if dx/dz\ . *• 0, then A*~ depends quadratically on yw and the size 
off  the effective a-planarity is changed depending on the average of yw of all wires concerned. This 
featuree makes the size of the systematics depend on the global ^-position of the set of wires under 
consideration. . 

Equationss A-7 can now be inserted into equations 3-17 to get the change of reconstructed wire po-
sitionn as a function of the real wire position: 

AAyyww = ( 3 w - yJ AtP + 
ZZww Zmid dx 

ysrcysrc ysci z 

A(p p 
Ae" " 

ysciysci ox 
srcsrc •'set 

Ax x :d:dZ Z 

-- dx A0 0 

A ^^ = (y,rr-yJi\A(P + 

- A ^ A e " ^ ^ 

ZZmidmid OX 

-y-ySScicioz oz 

A<PP y*v ysci dx 
Ae""  ysrc-yScidz 

(Ae- )2^ ^ 
ox ox 

A-10 0 

Comparedd to the two-dimensional geometrical model, four new parameters are introduced: Acp+, 
A(p~~ , AJC" and dx/dz I ., all related to the geometry of the X-ray sources and scintillators. 

TT src \sci 

Thee interpretation of these equations is different for the calibration rulers and the chamber. Within 
aa calibration ruler the relative wire angles are known and vary several mrad and these corrections 
havee to be applied to each wire individually. 
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Inn a chamber all wires have the same angle due to the chamber rotational (mis-)alignment in the 
tomographh and the wire sag. The chamber angles are, however, unknown and we can not correct 
forr their effect on the wire position. We can estimate an upper limi t of its effect on the chamber as-
sumingg that the rotational alignment is done with a certain accuracy. We calculate the shift 
(Az(Azcc

ww,, &yC
w) of the reconstructed wire position with respect to the shift of a (hypothetical) wire at 

thee center of the chamber (zc , yc), and express the result in the wire position relative to the cham-
berr center (z

c
w, yc

w) = {zw - zc, yw -yc). 

Wee first look at the effect of a rotation of the chamber around the y-axis. The horizontal shift is 
givenn by: 

,, c dz z.-z.-
>•«•• A<p + 

•tid•tid dx 

y, y, y\ri^ y\ri^ 

>' .£ „ „ 

->\ \ ;dz z 
A-ll l 

Thee first term represents a non-orthogonality, which affects the fitted chamber horizontal shift be
tweenn the multilayers. The second term is a horizontal scale error and affects the chamber horizon
tall pitch. It can be minimised by placing the chamber as high as possible in the tomograph. The 
thirdd term gives rise to a trapezoidal deformation of the chamber, which causes a different horizon
tall pitch for the two multilayers. 

Thee vertical shift is given by: 

.. c dz 

AG' ' 
- 2 2 

^cc ymid dx 

y* y* 

(y(yww)) dx 

ysrcysrc ya ,-dz z 
A-12 2 

wheree ymid = (ysrc + y5a)/2 is the point halfway in y between the X-ray sources and the scintilla
tors.. The first term is a vertical scale error that depends on the vertical position of the chamber. 
Thee optimum chamber position depends on the values of A<p~ and dx/dz\ .. The second term is 
quadraticc in y and can be interpreted as the change of vertical scale error proportional to the verti
call position of the wire. It causes the vertical distance between the outer layers to be larger than the 
distancee between the inner layers. 

Thee horizontal shift due to a rotation of the chamber around the z-axis is given by: 

A / ,, = -
By By 

(AG") ) 
ff Acp _ ,, yc ymid dx 

ii AG" ysrc-ySciBz 

(>'H>> dx 

JsrrJsrr yv 
A-13 3 

Thee first term is a non-orthogonality and influences the fitted horizontal shift between the chamber 
multilayers.. Its size of this effect depends on the vertical position of the chamber. The optimum 
chamberr position depends on the values of A<p and dx/dz\ .. The second term causes the hori
zontall shift of a wire layer to depend quadratically on the layer's vertical position. Is causes the 
outerr layers to be shifted horizontally more than the inner layers. This does not change any of the 
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fittedd chamber parameters, but influences the r.m.s. of the residuals within a multilayer.. The mag-
nitudee of this effect is not affected by the position of the chamber. The vertical shift is given by: 

AJCC = 
öv v A(pp + 

nidnid d} 

JJ arc * srcsrc J SCI 

++  ZU 

cc yc dx dx 
•y•ySScicidz dz 

'src'src •'set y,rfc y,rfc 
A-14 4 

Thee first term is a vertical scale error and affects the vertical pitch between the layers as well as the 
verticall  distance between the multilayers. The second term is a non-orthogonality, which changes 
thee horizontal shift between the multilayers. It can be minimised by placing the chamber as high as 
possiblee in the tomograph. The third term is a trapezoidal deformation of the chamber, which 
changess the angle between the multilayers, as well as the angles between the layers. 

Tablee A-2 gives a list of the values of the above systematic errors on the chamber wire positions 
forr the typical set of parameter values as given in table A-l . 

Tablee A-1 Parameter values used to generate table A-2. 

Paramete r r dx dx 
dy dy 
dx dx 

chamcham mid * cham 'm i d Ax 
-mid -mid 

(mm) ) (mm) ) 

.. +mid . -mid 3 r AxAx Ax _ 
scisci sci =7̂  

dz dz (mm)) (mm) (mm) 

Value e 0.001 1 0.001 1 30 0 -30 0 -1 1 0.1122 0.001 

Tablee A-2 Systematic errors on chamber wire positions due to X-ray beams a-planarity. 

Name e 

Pictogra m m 

Formul a a 

Valu e e 

Influence s s 
grid-fi t t 
parameter s s 

Coordinat e e 

Maximu m m 
deviatio nn on 
wir ee positio n 
fo rr  BOL 
chambe r r 

Scali i i i g g 

Azz Ay 

zz y 
(um/m )) (urn/m) 

0.55 2.9 

Pzz Py • my 

Azz Ay 
(Urn)) (urn) 

0.66 0.7 

Non--
orthogonality y 

a a 
AzAz Ay 

yy z 
(u.m// (|j.m/ 
m)) m) 

1.77 0.5 

m z ,, m z , 
r.m.s.. r.m.s. 

Azz Ay 
(um)) flam) 

0.44 0.6 

Trapezo o 

// \ 

Az z 

yz yz 
(urn/ / 
m2) ) 

1.0 0 

r.m.s. . 

Az z 
(urn) ) 

0.3 3 

dal l 

Ay y 

yz yz 
(Urn/ / 
m2) ) 

1.0 0 

r.m.s. . 

Ay Ay 
(Urn) ) 

0.3 3 

Quadrati i 

JJ J 
Az z 

2 2 
y y 

(l^m/ / 
m2) ) 

0.4 4 

r.m.s. . 

Ac c 
Oim) ) 

0.02 2 

ii in y 

Ay Ay 
2 2 

y y 
(urn/ / 
m2) ) 

1.0 0 

r.m.s. . 

Ay y 
(urn) ) 

0.06 6 
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A.22 Geometrica l parameter s 

Tablee A-3 Geometrical parameters of global geometry fit of a typical BOL-3 scan. Positions are 
givenn in mm and angles in radians. 

# # 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

20 0 

21 1 

22 2 

23 3 

24 4 

25 5 

26 6 

27 7 

28 8 

29 9 

30 0 

Name e 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Topp Left 

Rulerr Unit 2 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 2 Global Y 

Rulerr Unit 2 Global RotX 

Rulerr Unit 3 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 3 Global Y 

Rulerr Unit 3 Global RotX 

Rulerr Unit 4 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 4 Global Y 

Rulerr Unit 4 Global RotX 

Rulerr Unit 5 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 5 Global Y 

Rulerr Unit 5 Global RotX 

Rulerr Unit 6 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 6 Global Y 

Rulerr Unit 6 Global RotX 

Rulerr Unit 7 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 7 Global Y 

Rulerr Unit 7 Global RotX 

Rulerr Unit 8 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 8 Global Y 

Rulerr Unit 8 Global RotX 

Rulerr Global X 

Rulerr Global RotY 

Topp Right Ruler Unit 0 Global Z 

Topp Right Ruler Unit 0 Global Y 

Topp Right Ruler Unit 0 Global RotX 

Topp Right Ruler Unit 1 Global Z 

Topp Right Ruler Unit 1 Global Y 

Topp Right Ruler Unit 1 Global RotX 

Topp Right Ruler Unit 2 Global Z 

Topp Right Ruler Unit 2 Global Y 

Valu e e 

284.4613 3 

-59.9807 7 

0.000226 6 

464.6644 4 

-59.9592 2 

0.000092 2 

644.8729 9 

-59.9506 6 

0.000002 2 

825.0780 0 

-60.0337 7 

0.000005 5 

1005.2835 5 

-59.9274 4 

-0.000031 1 

1185.5068 8 

-59.9765 5 

-0.000145 5 

1365.7087 7 

-60.0004 4 

-0.000082 2 

1.74 4 

0.00286 6 

1545.8024 4 

-60.0280 0 

0.000095 5 

1726.0224 4 

-60.0399 9 

0.000128 8 

1906.2327 7 

-60.0441 1 

Erro r r 

0.0018 8 

0.0024 4 

0.000026 6 

0.0017 7 

0.0025 5 

0.000028 8 

0.0021 1 

0.0023 3 

0.000026 6 

0.0028 8 

0.0021 1 

0.000023 3 

0.0036 6 

0.0021 1 

0.000025 5 

0.0044 4 

0.0025 5 

0.000026 6 

0.0051 1 

0.0023 3 

0.000023 3 

0.48 8 

0.00098 8 

0.0027 7 

0.0020 0 

0.000024 4 

0.0032 2 

0.0023 3 

0.000034 4 

0.0038 8 

0.0024 4 
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Tablee A-3 Geometrical parameters of global geometry fit of a typical BOL-3 scan. Positions are 
givenn in mm and angles in radians. 

# # 

31 1 

32 2 

33 3 

34 4 

35 5 

36 6 

37 7 

38 8 

39 9 

40 0 

41 1 

42 2 

43 3 

44 4 

45 5 

46 6 

47 7 

48 8 

49 9 

50 0 

51 1 

52 2 

53 3 

54 4 

55 5 

56 6 

57 7 

58 8 

59 9 

60 0 

61 1 

62 2 

Name e 

Topp Right 

Topp Right 

Topp Right 

Topp Right 

Topp Right 

Topp Right 

Topp Right 

Topp Right 

Topp Right 

Topp Righl 

Topp Righl 

Rulerr Unit 2 Global RotX 

Rulerr Unit 3 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 3 Global Y 

Rulerr Unit 3 Global RotX 

Rulerr Unit 4 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 4 Global Y 

Rulerr Unit 4 Global RotX 

Rulerr Unit 5 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 5 Global Y 

Rulerr Unit 5 Global RotX 

Rulerr Unit 6 Global Z 

Topp Right Ruler Unit 6 Global Y 

Topp Righ 

Topp Righ 

Topp Righ 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Bott Left 

Rulerr Unit 6 Global RotX 

tt Ruler Global X 

tt Ruler Global RotY 

Rulerr Unit 3 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 3 Global Y 

Rulerr Unit 3 Global RotX 

Rulerr Unit 4 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 4 Global Y 

Rulerr Unit 4 Global RotX 

Rulerr Unit 5 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 5 Global Y 

Rulerr Unit 5 Global RotX 

Rulerr Unit 6 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 6 Global Y 

Rulerr Unit 6 Global RotX 

Rulerr Unit 7 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 7 Global Y 

Rulerr Unit 7 Global RotX 

Rulerr Unit 8 Global Z 

Rulerr Unit 8 Global Y 

Valu e e 

-0.000028 8 

2086.4379 9 

-60.0651 1 

0.000080 0 

2266.6491 1 

-60.0044 4 

-0.000040 0 

2446.8569 9 

-60.0350 0 

-0.000136 6 

2627.0632 2 

-60.0011 1 

-0.000072 2 

3.51 1 

0.0010 0 

449.735 5 

-873.201 1 

-0.000027 7 

629.936 6 

-873.251 1 

-0.000015 5 

810.140 0 

-873.247 7 

-0.000041 1 

990.344 4 

-873.273 3 

0.000016 6 

1170.554 4 

-873.292 2 

-0.000064 4 

1350.766 6 

-873.342 2 

Erro r r 

0.000025 5 

0.0043 3 

0.0020 0 

0.000023 3 

0.0048 8 

0.0026 6 

0.000030 0 

0.0052 2 

0.0022 2 

0.000025 5 

0.0058 8 

0.0025 5 

0.000031 1 

0.45 5 

0.0013 3 

0.016 6 

0.018 8 

0.000078 8 

0.018 8 

0.018 8 

0.000066 6 

0.019 9 

0.018 8 

0.000053 3 

0.021 1 

0.018 8 

0.000063 3 

0.023 3 

0.018 8 

0.000055 5 

0.026 6 

0.018 8 
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Tablee A-3 Geometrical parameters of global geometry fit of a typical BOL-3 scan. Positions are 
givenn in mm and angles in radians. 

## Name Value Erro r 

63 3 

64 4 

65 5 

66 6 

67 7 

68 8 

69 9 

70 0 

71 1 

72 2 

73 3 

74 4 

75 5 

76 6 

77 7 

78 8 

79 9 

80 0 

81 1 

82 2 

83 3 

84 4 

85 5 

86 6 

87 7 

Bott Left Ruler Unit 8 Global RotX 

Bott Left Ruler Global X 

Bott Left Ruler Global RotY 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 0 Global Z 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 0 Global Y 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 0 Global RotX 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 1 Global Z 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 1 Global Y 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 1 Global RotX 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 2 Global Z 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 2 Global Y 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 2 Global RotX 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 3 Global Z 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 3 Global Y 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 3 Global RotX 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 4 Global Z 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 4 Global Y 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 4 Global RotX 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 5 Global Z 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 5 Global Y 

Bott Right Ruler Unit 5 Global RotX 

Bott Right Ruler Global X 

Bott Right Ruler Global RotY 

tan(theta)) beam 0 

tan(theta)) beam 1 

-0.000109 9 

5.1 1 

0.0022 2 

1530.983 3 

-873.188 8 

0.000077 7 

1711.205 5 

-873.107 7 

0.000087 7 

1891.404 4 

-873.118 8 

0.000035 5 

2071.616 6 

-873.003 3 

-0.000055 5 

2251.799 9 

-872.934 4 

-0.000010 0 

2432.029 9 

-872.957 7 

-0.000044 -0.000044 

6.7 7 

0.0022 2 

-0.610580 0 

0.611202 2 

0.000047 7 

1.2 2 

0.0030 0 

0.017 7 

0.018 8 

0.000052 2 

0.018 8 

0.018 8 

0.000045 5 

0.021 1 

0.018 8 

0.000055 5 

0.022 2 

0.018 8 

0.000049 9 

0.025 5 

0.018 8 

0.000045 5 

0.027 7 

0.018 8 

0.000054 4 

1.1 1 

0.0030 0 

0.000017 7 

0.000018 8 
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Appendi xx B Twin tubes 

Chapterr 4 explained in detail the different steps required to extract a drift distance from a meas-
uredd drift time in an MDT. The correction for the delay due to the signal propagation along the 
tubee turns out to be one of the larger corrections, notably for the 5 m long MDTs in the BOL 
chambers.. This correction can only be made once the location along the wire, at which the muon 
passedd through the MDT, is known. In the baseline design of the ATLA S muon spectrometer this 
so-calledd second coordinate must be extracted from the trigger chamber data. To achieve this, the 
triggerr chambers (RPCs) of the muon spectrometer include strip planes segmented in the non-
bendingg plane. With this configuration, only MDT hits that can be matched to trigger chamber hits 
cann be corrected for propagation delay. This appendix describes an economic proposal to use the 
MDTss themselves to make the propagation delay correction to the required precision. 

B.11 Concep t 

Thee 'twin tube' principle is shown schematical-
lyy in figure B-l . Pairs of tubes are interconnect-
edd at the high-voltage (HV) end via an 
impedancee matched HV-jumper. This way the 
MDTss are effectively read-out on both ends1. 
Thee main drawback of this scheme is the dou-
blingg of the occupancy in the MDTs. Some ex-
ampless of measured raw muon signals on twin 
tubess were given in figure 4-4. The MDT 
throughh which the muon passes records a drift 
timee ?j as usual. Its twin partner records a de-
layedd drift time t2, where the delay depends on 
thee location x along the wire where the muon 
passess the MDT (x = -ViL at the read-out end 
andd x = +ViL at the HV end with L the total 
lengthh of the MDT). The HV-jumper has a 
built-inn delay of AQ=12 ns to minimise confu-
sionn for muons passing near the HV end of an 
MDT.. The drift time tdrir t of the ionisation in the 
MDTT gas is related to these quantities, the f0's 
off  these two MDTs and the time-of-flight delay 
Ar ToFvia: : 

1.. Of course an even better performance can be achieved by reading out the MDTs on both ends. How-
ever,, this does not qualify as an economic solution (doubles the number of read-out channels). 

== +L/2 

CO O 
c c 
u> u> 

CO O 

1 1 2 2 

' V \ KK ^ ^ ^threshold 

k— — —» » 
"̂ "-- " **^~» 

tt A f t 

Figur ee B-1 Schematic view of the twin tube 
principle. . 
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-L-L + x 

hh = 'drift + '0. 1 + — ~ ++  At ToTo F 
B-l l 

-L-x -L-x 

'2'2 ~ 'drift + 'o, 2 + ~ ++ A0 + MToF 

Solvingg for tdrjft yields: 

'drift'drift  = 2 IV + yJ " A'TOF 
B-2 2 

Inn these expressions v stands for the signal propagation speed along the MDT wire. Note that tdrift 
doess not depend on x, nor on v (except for a constant offset), but only on the two measured times 
andd a set of pre-calibrated constants! The time-of-flight correction is calculated as for ordinary 
tubes,, except that the x-coordinate is calculated from the difference of the measured times: 

L L 
2' 2' (Af-A„) -- withh At = (tj '0,2 2 ) - ( V V '0.1 1 B-3 3 

wheree the signal propagation speed v can be extracted from figure 4-7. 

Inn the implementation, the MDTs are twinned 
(forr chambers with three layers per multilayer) 
ass shown in figure B-2. This layout excludes 
thatt both twin partners are directly hit by the 
samee traversing muon, and it is compatible with 
thee segmentation of the on-chamber high-volt-
agee distribution boards. Secondaries, e.g. from 
ann accompanying electromagnetic shower, can 
stilll  lead to undesirable correlated hits in both 
twinn partners. 

Thee jumpers, mounted on the high-voltage dis-
tributionn board, are shown in figure B-3. A sin-
glee jumper is realised using a four layer printed 
circuitt board. Its impedance is 330 Q. and the 
measuredd delay is 11.3 ns. For large quantities, 
thee cost of the HV-jumper is about equal to the 
costt of the HV capacitors and termination resis-
torss it replaces. 

Figur ee B-2 Twin tube connections on one 
high-voltagee board for a chamber with three 
layerss per multilayer. 

Figur ee B-3 Photograph of a high voltage distri-
butionn board with 12 twin tube HV-jumpers 
mounted. . 
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B.22 Result s 

Thee twin tube concept has been studied and used in the test stands described in chapters 4 and 5 of 
thiss thesis. Its performance is best illustrated using the results of the DATCHA setup, where a spe-
ciall  assembly of 16 MDT tubes equipped with HV-jumpers was mounted diagonally across the 
MDTT tower as visible on the photograph in figure 5-1. Because of this large angle, the second co-
ordinatee measuring capabilities of the twin tubes can be evaluated using either the measurements 
off  the RPCs or the measurements of the MDT chambers. 

AA typical twin tube event recorded at the NIKHEF cosmic ray test stand (see chapter 4) is shown 
inn figure B-4. The hit-pair efficiency was measured to be 98 %. The resolution on the time differ-

6000  -

500 0 

400 0 

300 0 

200 0 

100 0 

-L L 

Entrie s s 
Mean n 
RMS S 

X2/nd f f 
Heigh t t 
Mean n 
Widt h h 

5139 9 
0.05 5 
1.15 5 

55 /14 4 
597 7 
0.03 3 
0.81 1 

-1 0 0 10 0 

Figur ee B-4 Typical twin tube event at the 
NIKHEFF cosmic ray test stand showing the 
originall hits (solid circles) and the twin partner 
hitss (open circles). 

-55 0 5 
Att (ns) 

Figur ee B-5 Residual distribution of the meas-
uredd twin tube time difference. 

encee was determined by comparing the expected time difference obtained from the x-coordinate of 
thee RPCs to the measured time difference. The distribution of the residuals is shown in figure B-5. 
Thee width of this distribution is 0.8 ns, which agrees with the expected resolution of the TDCs 
(11 ns bins) used in the DATCHA setup. Using an inverse propagation speed of 3.8 ns / m (see fig-
uree 4-7), this corresponds to a resolution of the second coordinate measurement of about 10 cm. 
Forr ATLAS, where the TDCs have 0.78 ns bins, this x-resolution is expected to be about 8.0 cm 
perr tube, which is more than adequate for the time-of-flight correction. With typically six hits on a 
trackk segment, the track segment second coordinate is expected to be determined with a precision 
off  about 3 cm in ATLAS using the twin tubes only. 
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B.33 Conclusio n 

Thee twin tube concept offers an adequate determination of the second coordinate for the propaga-
tionn delay and time-of-flight corrections, without the need for the RPCs. This simplifies the pat-
ternn recognition and subsequent track fitting software for the ATLAS muon spectrometer. The role 
off  the RPCs still remains essential for the triggering and the global timing reference. The count 
ratess expected in notably the outer layers of the ATLAS muon spectrometer do not exclude the im-
plementationn of the twin tube concept. 
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Appendi xx C Fittin g a mode l to data usin g 
X22 minimisatio n 

Wee want to fit a model with M parameters a- to a set of N uncorrelated measurements yl with error 
oyy The model gives a set of N predictions/;(a) for yr To determine the values of a, we minimise 
thee x2. which is defined as 

-•• • fPt' C-l l 

Thiss minimisation problem can be converted into a set of M non-linear equations by setting the de-
rivativess to zero: 

tftf  = _ 2 v ! ^ . ^  = o 
3ou u I I 

; == 1 
3a. . 

k ==  X...M. C-2 2 

Thee Newton-Raphson method [57] of solving these equations linearises the y} around initial val-
uess a0, which gives the matrix equation 

da da 
++ (ot,-a0) 

ccc = cc 0 

-.22 2 
a_JL L 
3a a 

== 0, C-3 3 

aa = a 0 

wheree ae is the next estimation of the parameters. The second derivative of the y}, which appears 
inn this equation, is given by 

-,22 2 
33 X ""  * = 2 V -

dadakkdadaii  x̂o] dadakk da, ~{yrfi(a))' dakda, 

NN i r^( a> a/((«) 
C-4 4 

Thee terms containing the second derivative offi tend to cancel out if the model is correct, and can 
inn fact be destabilising if the model fits badly or if the data is contaminated by one-sided outlier 
points.. We will therefore leave out these terms. It is conventional (and faster in calculation) to re-
movee the factors of 2 by defining 

11 3 % 
a,,,a,,, = kk'' 2 3a j t3a / 

bkbk~~ 2 3a t 
ö a ^ a M - a a / / C-5 5 

soo that equation C-3 can be written as 

M M 

1 1 
/ == l 

XX  akl5(X/ = b k-k- C-6 6 
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Thee matrix elements aki and vector elements bk can be expressed in y^fi and df/da: 

aau=u=  Z 
NN ! df.(a) a/,.(a) 

22 Bak da, 
C-l C-l 

""  i ^  a/;-(a) 
^ == V - (v,--ƒ,(«)) 3 — • C-8 

Iff the matrix A is nearly singular far away from the minimum, the solution to the Newton-Raphson 
methodd oozes off into infinity. In this case we can use the steepest descent formula: 

5a,, = constant • b,, C-9 

whichh just moves down hill with a step size depending on the constant. 

Thee Levenberg-Marquardt method [57] chooses the constant as \l(Xau) with fudge factor X to reg
ulatee the step size. It allows for a continuous transition between the Newton-Raphson method and 
thee steepest descent method. This method works very well in practice and has become the standard 
off non-linear least-squares routines. The transition between the two methods is done by replacing 
thee matrix elements aki by a 'kj: 

" A / ^ / O + * * / * > .. C-10 

withh 5kl the Kronecker delta. When X is very large, we are in the steepest descent regime, and as X 
approachess zero, we go into Newton-Raphson regime. 

Givenn an initial guess oc0, the recommended Marquardt recipe is as follows: 

1.. Compute z2(ao)-

2.. Pick a modest value for A,, say A, = 0.001. 

3.. Solve the linear equations with a 'kl and evaluate x2(«o + Sot). 

4.. If x («o + Sot) > x (So), increase X by a substantial factor (e.g. 10) and go back to 3. 

5.. If x («o + 5a)<x ("o)» decrease X by a substantial factor, update the trial solution 
(a00 = ao + Sa), and go back to 3. 

6.. Once the iteration is converged (according to some criterion), set X = 0, solve the linear 
equationss and compute the covariance matrix of the parameters Va: 

Forr a linear model (i.e. a f(a)/da =0 ), the solution is independent of a0 and only one itera
tionn is needed (with X = 0). 

Forr a non-linear model one needs to iterate. It gives the correct answer (i.e. converges to the global 
minimum),, if a0 is sufficiently close to ae, where 'sufficiently' depends on the non-linearity of 
thee problem. 
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Iff  the measurements are correlated, we need both the errors and the correlations, which we repre-
sentt in the N x N covariance matrix V. The inverse matrix W=Vl appears in the x2, so that equa-
tionn C-l changes to: 

NN N 

x
22 = [y-f(a)]TW-[y-f(a)] = £ £ (y , - / , (a) )W^. -ƒ /£) ). 

ii  = U = 1 

C-12 2 

Thee derivative of y} to parameter dj. is then very similar to the uncorrected one, except that now 
theree is a double summation: 

**  / = \j - 1 
3at t 

Similarlyy for the second derivative: 

.22 2 a2//a) ) 

''  i = 1 j = 1 L -> dajfia dajfia 

==  2 
5fta) ) 
da,, , ww.^-.^- aa-Mf.w.*$. -Mf.w.*$. 

soo that the elements akl and fy for correlated data are: 

5/"(a) ) 
aaklkl  = 

$f(a)$f(a)lT lT 

da,. da,. W W da, da, 

C-13 3 

C-14 4 

C-15 5 

^^ = » - / ( « ) i r ^ # - ) C-16 6 

whichh reduces to the uncorrected case if W is a diagonal matrix with l/o-2 as elements. The nota-
tionn has become equal for both cases, which is exploited in the implementation of this algorithm in 
thee C++ programming language by writing generic code using templates and operator overload-
ing.. A nice feature of this method is that the user only needs to supply the data points and the par-
ametricc function (including the derivatives w.r.t. the parameters), and does not need to first build 
thex2--
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Summar y y 
NoNo one can comprehend what goes on under the sun. 

DespiteDespite all his efforts to search it out, man cannot discover its meaning. 

EvenEven if a wise man claims he knows, he cannot really comprehend it 

Ecclesiastess 8:17 

Thee 'Standard Model' of elementary particles has been a very successful theory for the last few 
decadess and has met every experimental test. It incorporates the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory 
off  electro-weak interactions and the quantum chromodynamics theory of the strong interactions, 
andd thereby includes all known forces between elementary particles except gravity. The Standard 
Modell  includes the 'Higgs' mechanism to endow the particles with mass. This mechanism, how-
ever,, requires the existence of the 'Higgs boson'. This is the only particle of the Standard Model 
thatt has escaped experimental observation, despite many efforts of the last four decades. Current 
indirectt measurements from the experiments at the LEP accelerator at CERN indicate that the 
masss of the Standard Model Higgs particle falls in the range 114 - 196 GeV / c2 with a probability 
off  90%. 

Thee LEP accelerator and its detectors are currently being dismantled to be replaced by the more 
powerfull  LHC accelerator and its four new experiments (called ATLAS, CMS, ALICE and LH-
Cb).. This new accelerator will be a proton-proton collider with a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV, 
andd will become operational in 2007. One of the key elements of the LHC physics program is the 
searchh for the Standard Model Higgs particle, since it is one of the corner stones of the model. Nu-
merouss Higgs particles will be produced at the LHC, if it exists at all, and its discovery should be 
possiblee after a few years of data taking. 

Thiss thesis is devoted to ATLAS, one of the two general-purpose detectors at the LHC. It focuses 
onn that sub-detector, which will play a crucial role in the analysis of the Higgs decay channel 
HH —> ZPZP -> u+u-u+j!- : the muon spectrometer. This specific Higgs decay is an important discov-
eryy channel, because of the clear signature that the decay products leave in the detector. This thesis 
coverss the main contributions to the precision with which the momentum of the muons can be 
measured.. The scope is limited to the barrel part of the muon spectrometer. 

Thee momentum of a muon is determined by measuring the deflection of the particle in a magnetic 
field.. This is done by measuring three segments along the particle track. The particle momentum is 
directlyy related to the 'sagitta', which is defined as the distance from the middle segment to the 
straightt line connecting the two outer segments. The more precise the sagitta is measured, the 
moree precise the muon momentum is determined. For muons with high momentum (1 TeV/c), the 
precisionn of the momentum measurement is limited by this sagitta measurement. For muons with 
lowerr momentum (< 100 GeV), however, the precision of the measurement is limited by multiple 
scatteringg of the muon in the detector material and by fluctuations of its energy loss in the calorim-
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eterss (two of the other ATLAS sub-detectors). This thesis presents results on the two main contri-
butionss to the precision of the sagitta measurement: the precision of the individual segments 
measuredd along the track (i.e. local) and the precision of the relative alignment of the detector ele-
mentss measuring the segments (i.e. global). 

Thee target precision of the momentum measurement is 10% for a muon with a momentum of 
11 TeV/c. This translates into the target precision of the sagitta measurement of 50 u.m. This preci-
sionn is composed of the target precision of 40 \im for the contribution of the segment measure-
ments,, and the target precision of 30 |um for the contribution of the alignment. 

Thee coordinates of the individual segments in the bending direction of the muon are measured by 
Monitoredd Drift Tube (MDT) chambers. An MDT is an aluminium tube with a diameter of 
300 mm. It holds a a wire at its centre with a precision of 7 (im. The MDTs are precisely assembled to 
formm chambers of various sizes. The largest barrel chamber type ('BOL', constructed at NIKHEF), 
forr example, consists of 432 tubes arranged in two times three layers of 72 tubes, which are 5 m 
long. . 

AA dedicated measurement apparatus, the X-ray tomograph, was developed at CERN to measure 
thee precision of the wire positions of a complete MDT chamber. The tomograph measures the wire 
positionss with a precision of a few |im over the full working space of 2.2 x 0.6 m2. The few BOL 
chamberss that have been X-rayed have a precision of 15 |im on the wire positions, which is a re-
markablee achievement for such a large object (2.2 x 0.5 x 5 m3). A comparison between the re-
sultss of the X-ray tomograph and the quality control monitoring data taken during chamber 
assemblyy reveals a correspondence of better than 7 Jim. This justifies that only a limited number of 
thee produced chambers (one in eight) is being measured in the X-ray tomograph. 

Afterr construction of a BOL chamber, is it tested by operating it in a dedicated set-up at NIKHEF 
usingg cosmic muons. With this set-up dead and noisy channels can be found, the detection effi-
ciencyy can be measured, and the uniformity is checked. Eventually the wire positions will also be 
determinedd using the cosmic muons. This set-up is also used to measure the resolution of the drift 
tubess and the precision of the reconstructed muon track segment in a single BOL chamber. The 
spacee - time relation of the drift tube is determined in an auto-calibration procedure, with an aver-
agee left-over systematic deviation of less than 3 (im. The larger systematic deviations near the 
wiree (up to 70 (im) need some more attention, although they are still significantly smaller than the 
locall  resolution. The average measured single tube resolution is 82 jim after correction for multi-
plee scattering. This includes errors from the calibration procedure and errors due to the limited 
precisionn of the wire positions and is therefore the relevant resolution. The achieved resolution is 
closee to the target resolution of 80 |Lim. The method that is used to determine the resolution uses 
onlyy the data of the MDTs themselves. It results in a flat probability distribution, which gives con-
fidencee in the method. The average measured precision on the track position is 36 Jim after correc-
tionn for multiple scattering. This is close to the target precision of 32 |nm. The detection efficiency 
off  the tubes is excellent (99.98%). The hit-on-track /«efficiency (5%) is dominated by 8-electons 
ejectedd by the muons, which mask the real muon hit. Significant systematic tube-to-tube variations 
inn the operation point have been observed, which are related to the (partly serial) gas distribution 
system,, and need further investigation. 

Thee 'twin-tube' concept, where two drift tubes are interconnected at the high-voltage end to pro-
videe an effective read-out on both sides of the tubes, is shown to provide an adequate second coor-
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dinatee measurement. It thereby transforms the two-dimensional drift tube chambers into a real 
threee dimensional tracker system. The twin-tube concept is not the ATLAS baseline, but it may ac-
tuallyy be implemented in the outer stations of the muon spectrometer. 

Thee precision of the global alignment of the MDT chambers has been tested in an experimental 
set-upp called DATCHA, which was assembled at CERN. It consists of one full-size 'tower' of the 
ATLASS muon spectrometer using prototype detectors, and is equipped with Rasnik alignment sys-
tems.. The detectors are operational and cosmic muons are used as a reference to compare the Ras-
nikss to. For several controlled displacements of one MDT chamber, the average measured sagitta 
off  the muon tracks is compared to the average sagitta of the Rasnik measurements. It has been 
demonstratedd that the alignment systems are capable of monitoring changes in the geometry with a 
precisionn of 11 îm on the muon track sagitta. This achievement has one caveat: it is a relative test, 
becausee the Rasniks were not calibrated. It is yet to be demonstrated that the alignment system can 
providee the absolute corrections using pre-calibrated Rasnik systems, which is what is needed for 
ATLAS. . 

Fromm the point of view of the search for the Standard Model Higgs boson in the decay channel 
HH -> TPZP -*• u+u-u+ur (assuming a Higgs mass < 200 GeV), the requirement on the alignment 
precisionn could easily be relaxed to 100 (J.m without any significant loss in the resolution of the 
muonn momentum measurement. 
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Samenvattin g g 
NiemandNiemand kan bevatten wat zich afspeelt onder de zon. 

OndanksOndanks al zijn inspanningen om het uit te vorsen, 

kankan de mens de betekenis ervan niet ontdekken. 
ZelfsZelfs als een wijze beweert het te weten, 

kankan hij het niet werkelijk doorgronden. 

Predikerr 8:17 

Hett 'Standaard Model' van elementaire deeltjes is de laatste decennia een bijzonder succesvolle 
theoriee gebleken en heeft elke experimentele test doorstaan. Het bevat de Glashow-Weinberg-
Salamm theorie van de elektro-zwakke wisselwerking en de quantum-chromo-dynamica theorie van 
dee sterke wisselwerking, en omvat daarmee, op de zwaartekracht na, alle bekende krachten tussen 
elementairee deeltjes. Het Standaard Model geeft massa aan deeltjes via het Higgs mechanisme. Dit 
mechanismee vereist echter het bestaan van het 'Higgs boson'. Dit is het enige deeltje van het 
Standaardd Model dat ontsnapt is aan experimentele observatie, ondanks de vele inspanningen van 
dee laatste vier decennia. De huidige indirecte metingen van de experimenten van de LEP versnel-
lerr op het CERN geven aan dat de massa van het Higgs deeltje met een waarschijnlijkheid van 
90%% ligt tussen de 114 en 196 Ge V/c2. 

Dee LEP versneller en zijn detectoren worden op dit moment ontmanteld om te worden vervangen 
doorr de krachtigere LHC versneller en zijn vier nieuwe experimenten (genaamd ATLAS, CMS, 
ALICEE en LHCb). Deze nieuwe versneller is een proton-proton botsingsmachine met een 
zwaartepuntsenergiee van 14 TeV, en wordt operationeel in 2007. Eén van de hoofdingrediënten 
vann het LHC onderzoeksprogramma is de jacht op het Higgs deeltje van het Standaard Model, om-
datt het één van de hoekstenen van het model is. Vele Higgs deeltjes zullen worden geproduceerd 
doorr de LHC, als het deeltje tenminste bestaat. Zijn ontdekking zou mogelijk moeten worden door 
hett verzamelen van metingen gedurende een paar jaar. 

Ditt proefschrift is gewijd aan ATLAS, één van de twee general-purpose detectoren van de LHC. 
Hett richt zich op de sub-detector die een cruciale rol zal spelen in de analyse van het Higgs vervals 
kanaall  H -> 7P7P -» u+u-u+u-: de muon spectrometer. Dit Higgs verval is een belangrijk ontdek-
kingskanaal,, vanwege de duidelijke kenmerken die de vervalsproducten achterlaten in de detector. 
Ditt proefschrift behandelt de belangrijkste bijdragen aan de precisie waarmee de impuls van de 
muonenn kan worden gemeten. Het beperkt zich tot het 'barrel' gedeelte van de muon spectrometer. 

Dee impuls van een muon wordt bepaald door de afbuiging van het deeltje in een magnetisch veld 
tee meten. Dit wordt gedaan door drie segmenten langs het deeltjesspoor te meten. De impuls is één 
opp één gerelateerd aan de 'sagitta', die is gedefinieerd als de afstand van het middelste segment tot 
dee lijn die de buitenste twee segmenten met elkaar verbindt. Hoe nauwkeuriger de sagitta wordt 
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gemeten,, des te nauwkeuriger wordt de impuls bepaald. Voor muonen met een grote impuls 
(11 Te V/c) wordt de precisie van de impulsmeting bepaald door deze sagitta meting. Voor muonen 
mett een kleine impuls (< 100 Ge V/c) echter, wordt de precisie van de meting gelimiteerd door 
meervoudigee verstrooiing van het muon in het materiaal van de detector en door variaties in het 
energieverliess in de calorimeters (twee van de andere ATLAS sub-detectoren). Dit proefschrift 
presenteertt resultaten van de twee belangrijkste bijdragen aan de precisie van de sagitta meting: de 
precisiee van de individuele segmenten gemeten langs het spoor (d.w.z. lokaal) en de precisie van 
dee relatieve uitlijning van de detectorelementen die de segmenten meten (d.w.z. globaal). 

Dee beoogde precisie van de impulsmeting is 10% voor een muon met een impuls van 1 Te V/c. Dit 
vertaaltt zich in een beoogde precisie van de sagitta meting van 50 UJTI. Deze precisie is 
opgebouwdd uit een beoogde precisie van 40 |im voor de bijdrage van de metingen van de 
segmenten,, en een beoogde precisie van 30 (im voor de bijdrage van de uitlijning. 

Dee coördinaten van de individuele segmenten in de afbuigingsrichting van het muon worden 
gemetenn door Monitored Drift Tube (MDT) kamers. Een MDT is een aluminium buis met een 
diameterr van 30 mm. Met een precisie van 7 |im zit in het midden van de buis een 50 \xm dun 
draadje.. De MDTs worden heel nauwkeurig samengelijmd tot kamers van verscheidene 
afmetingen.. Het grootste type barrel kamer ('BOL', gemaakt door het NIKHEF) bijvoorbeeld, 
bestaatt uit 432 buizen, elk 5 m lang, gerangschikt in tweemaal drie lagen van 72 buizen. 

Eenn speciaal meetinstrument, de X-ray tomograph, is op het CERN ontwikkeld om de precisie te 
metenn van de draadposities van een volledige MDT kamer. De tomograph meet de draadposities 
mett een precisie van een paar |xm in een werkruimte van 2.2 x 0.6 m2. Een aantal BOL kamers zijn 
gemetenn met de X-ray tomograph en hebben een precisie van 15 |im op de draadposities. Dit is 
eenn bijzondere prestatie voor een dergelijk groot object (2.2 x 0.5 x 5 m3). Een vergelijking tussen 
dee resultaten van de X-ray tomograph en de kwaliteitscontrole metingen, die worden gedaan 
tijdenss de assemblage van de kamers, laat een overeenkomst zien van beter dan 7 (lm. Dit 
rechtvaardigtt dat slechts een beperkt aantal van de geproduceerde kamers (één op de acht) wordt 
nagemetenn in de X-ray tomograph. 

Naa de constructie van een BOL kamer, wordt deze getest door de kamer te bedrijven in een 
specialee opstelling op het NIKHEF gebruikmakend van cosmische muonen. Met deze opstelling 
kunnenn dode kanalen en kanalen met veel ruis worden gevonden, de detectie-efficiëntie kan 
gemetenn worden, en de uniformiteit wordt gecontroleerd. Uiteindelijk zullen ook de draadposities 
wordenn bepaald met behulp van de cosmische muonen. Deze opstelling wordt ook gebruikt om de 
resolutiee te meten van de MDT driftbuizen en om de precisie te bepalen van het gereconstrueerde 
muonn spoor segment in een enkele BOL kamer. De afstand-tijd relatie van de driftbuizen wordt 
bepaaldd in een auto-calibratie procedure, met een gemiddelde resterende systematisch afwijking 
vann minder dan 3 (lm. De grotere systematische afwijkingen dicht bij de draad (tot 70 |im) vragen 
naderee aandacht, alhoewel ze nog steeds veel kleiner zijn dan de lokale resolutie. De gemeten 
gemiddeldee resolutie van een enkele buis is 82 p.m na correctie voor meervoudige verstrooiing. 
Ditt is inclusief de fouten van de calibratieprocedure en fouten vanwege de beperkte precisie van 
dee draadposities en is daarom de relevante resolutie. De behaalde resolutie is dicht bij de beoogde 
resolutiee van 80 p:m. De methode die wordt gebruikt om de resolutie te bepalen, maakt alleen 
gebruikk van de gegevens van de MDTs zelf. Het resulteert in een vlakke verdeling van de 
waarschijnlijkheid,, hetgeen vertrouwen in de methode geeft. De gemeten precisie van het 
spoorsegmentt is 36 (lm na correctie voor meervoudige verstrooiing. Dit is dicht bij de beoogde 
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precisiee van 32 jam. De detectie efficiëntie van de buizen is voortreffelijk (99.98%). De 
inefficiëntiee van de signalen die op het spoor liggen (5%) wordt gedomineerd door S-electronen 
(veroorzaaktt door het muon zelf) die het muon signaal maskeren. Significante systematische 
variatiess van buis naar buis zijn geobserveerd in het werkpunt. Deze houden verband met het 
(gedeeltelijkk seriële) gas distributie systeem en behoeft nader onderzoek. 

Hett 'tweeling-buis' concept, waarbij twee drift buizen worden doorverbonden aan de kant van de 
hoogspanning,, om in feite een uitlezing te hebben aan beide kanten van de buizen, levert een 
adequatee tweede coördinaat meting op. Daarmee transformeert het de tweedimensionale drift 
buizenn in een waar driedimensionaal spoor volg systeem. Het 'tweeling-buis' concept is niet de 
standaardd oplossing voor ATLAS, maar wordt mogelijk geïmplementeerd in de buitenste kamers 
vann de muon spectrometer. 

Dee precisie van de globale uitlijning van de MDT kamers is getest in een experimentele opstelling 
genaamdd DATCHA, die is opgebouwd op het CERN. Deze opstelling bestaat uit één 'toren' van 
dee ATLAS muon spectrometer, gebruikmakend van prototype detectoren, en is uitgerust met Ras-
nikk uitlijnsysternen. De detectoren worden in bedrijf gezet en cosmische muonen worden gebruikt 
alss referentie om de Rasniks mee te vergelijken. Voor een aantal gecontroleerde verplaatsingen 
vann één MDT kamer, wordt de gemiddelde sagitta van de muon sporen vergeleken met de gemid-
deldee sagitta van de Rasnik systemen. Er wordt aangetoond dat de uitlijnsystemen in staat zijn ve-
randeringenn in de geometry te volgen met een precisie van 11 jim op de sagitta van het muon 
spoor.. Dit resultaat heeft één zwak punt: het is een relatieve test, omdat de Rasniks niet gecali-
breerdd waren. Het moet nog aangetoond worden dat de uitlijnsystemen de absolute correcties kun-
nenn leveren, gebruikmakend van gecalibreerde Rasnik systemen, hetgeen vereist is voor ATLAS. 

Vanuitt het oogpunt van de zoektocht naar het Standaard Model Higgs boson in het vervalskanaal 
HH -» 7P7P —» u+u~u+u~ (aannemende een Higgs massa < 200 GeV), kan de eis op de precisie van 
dee uitlijning eenvoudig worden versoepeld naar 100 jo.m zonder enig significant verlies in de reso-
lutiee van de meting van de impuls van een muon. 
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